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Notes an upgrades to this manual 

Each page of this manual has a date in the lower left hand corner. This 
represents the date on which that page was updated. To miruinize the 
amount of photcr<rjpyinq; required, portions of the manual may be ipdated 
and distributed. If you have a question about whether you have the most 
current update of a'particular section or if you would lL>e a current 
copy of all or part of the manual, contact the Data Management Section of 
the WASO Information and Data Systems Division (see Appendix F). 
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INTRODUCTION 
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3acknrcurd 

CCMCN is an automated information system that includes a variety of 
information of interest to employees of the National Park Service. A 
significant portion of this data includes basic, frequently requested 
information about each unit of the National Park System. As the 03MMDN 
system grows, additional facilities have been added that do not 
necessarily pertain directly to particular parks. Far example, the pest 
identification and mitigation tools contained in OOhMDN's IPM Decision 
tree module are independent of specific parks. The key objective of 
CCMOi, then, is to serve as a source of data useful to a broad spectrum 
of NPS employees. 

One of the original objectives of O M E N was to provide an easily 
accessible source of key, summary-type information about the parks, 
including such things as lands information, budget and visitation 
information, planning document information, administrative-type 
information, and resources management information. This Servicewide 
information management system allows NPS staff members throughout the 
System to quickly retrieve and exchange information critical to planning 
and decision-making. OCM-EN's greatest value for any program area, park 
or Region comes not just in having their key information available 
through the C£M£M information system, but in the ability to combine 
their information with information from many other areas in the Service. 
In this way, new combinations of data can provide information which has 
never been readily available for use by NPS decision makers. 

The nature of the CTXfCN ooncept is evolving from the original notion of 
a repository of paxk-criented information. It is growing into an 
integrated set of databases and facilities that have been (and will be) 
developed because they provide useful information to a variety of NPS 
employees. 

OCMMDN is a user-friendly, menu-driven system. It includes a "library" 
of standard reports that can be selected and run by the user to quickly 
answer the most frequently asked questions; screen-based data entry, 
update and deletion; and a facility for users to design their own ad hoc 
reports. 

This Users Manual ocntains only limited examples of sample screens and 
report output because it is assumed that you will be using the manual 
while you are using your terminal or computer. The instructions on the 
screens lsad you easily through the system. If you choose to use the 
RELATE data base management language, you can type in the sample commands 
contained in the Appendix E to see sample reports. 
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Environroent 

COMMON is supported, by tha FHATE/3000 relational data base management 
system and rune on tha National Park Service's Hewlett-Packard 3000 
miniccrputer in Washington, D.C. Most users aocess COMMON using IEM-
conpatible microcomputers and the ProComm communications software that 
have been identified as standards by tha NFS ADP Standards Committee. 
Successful aocess has also been attained with other microcomputers and 
software and by terminals and stand-alone word processing systems with 
ccinmunications capabilities. If you have questions about how to aocess 
the minioamputer and use the system, contact the Data Management Section 
of the WASO Information and Data Systems Division. See Appendix F - Who 
to Call for Help. 

Future modules and features of COMMON will take increasing advantage of 
the Park Service's ever-growing investment and expertise in 
microcomputers. Many of the system's early users experienced some 
frustration while entering data into the system with the relatively slow 
and often "noisy" data communications inherent in long-distance access to 
the system. lb rectify this problem, most future modules involving a 
significant amount of data entry will allow this data entry to be done on 
a microcomputer. Current modules may also be "retrofitted" for micro 
data entry. Data entered on a micro can then be Uploaded" in batches to 
tha central COMMON system. Another anticipated facility will allow users 
to "download" ODMMDN files to microcomputers far local manipulation or 
incorporation in local applications systems. 

Organization 

Tha 0OMM0N data bass has a modular design, meaning that new "modules" an 
additional program areas can be added at any time. An NPS Bibliography, 
a concessions module, and additional cultural, resources modules represent 
likely future modules. 

Many different parts of the organization (parks, Psgicna, offioes) share 
in the use and responsibility for maintsnancs of the data. Efforts are 
mads to keep the data accurate and current. For example, same data is 
periodically copied from existing program-specific data bases (such as 
the Natural landmarks data base or the NPS park directory data base). 
Data is protected by a security system that allows responsible user 
organizations to control access (for data entry and update) to those data 
elements which they generate or oversee. 

Figure 1 is a graphic representation of the current implementation of the 
COMMON database. It shows the relationships between the program area 
modules and CORE and the relationship of COMMON to other subject-area 
data bases and information sources. Note that data flows back and forth 
bstween mainframe and micro data bases. For example, once a month data 
from the Service's Organization Database is oopied from the IBM mainframe 
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computer NPS uses on a timesharing basis to OCMCN. on tha micro level, 
tha WASO Budget Division maintains park budget information on a Lotus 1-
2-3 spreadsheet. Once a year, this data is uploaded to COmxt. This 
data sharing goes in tha other direction as well. Various C0MK3M files 
and/or data elements, have been downloaded to micros. This has allowed 
users to manipulate the data with tha dBase software they're already 
familiar with rather than having to having to learn tha Palate query 
software. 

Appendix A provides a brief description of all -the files in CtMCN and 
Appendix B lists the data elements that occur in each of those files. 
Appendix C contains definitions of each of these data elements and 
Appendix D serves as a cross-reference list of the files in which the 
data elements occur. Tha modula callad CORE is tha haart of tha current 
system. It contains basic information such as park name, organization 
code, acreage and budget data, which are of interest to all program 
areas. Other modules may easily be joined to the CORE module to combine 
program-specific data with the basic CORE data. 
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Figure 1: COMMON DATA BASE - CONCEPTUAL ORGANIZATION 
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Getting into the System 

There are two basic steps to getting into the CJCMCN system. First, you 
have to access the HP/3000 ininiocrnputer on which CJCMCN resides. When 
you have successfully done that, you must then log on to the CCMEN 
software. 

1. Accessing the HP/3000 minicomputer 

Depending on where you are located, there axe several ways to 
reach the HP/3000 mirdccmputer on which CJCMCN resides. The 
following examples assume you will be using a microcomputer with 
a c o m Plications package such as Precoma, which has been 
designated as a standard by the NPS ADP Committee. If you are 
using a terminal or a word processor such as a CPT some special 
instructions may apply. If this is the case or if you have any 
difficulty accessing the system, please contact the Data 
Management Section of the WASO Information Systems Division (see 
Appendix F - Where to Go far Help). 

a. FIS access and Washington area local telephone access 

(1) Set the following parameters on your communications 
software: 

1200 baud 
no parity 
8 data bits 
1 stop bit 
Full duplex (echo off) 
XON/XQFF flow control 
VT100 emulation on 
Phone rumber - use one of the following (be sure to 

include any extra digits necessary for FIS or an 
outside line, if necessary): 

343-1083 
343-1080 
343-1077 

(2) Invoke the automatic dialer and when the modems start 
talJcLng to each other (you should get a connect message 
from the PC software), strike the return key once or 
twice. The HP/3000 should then send a colon (:) for a 
prompt. 
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b. Tymret/GECNET access 

The Dept. of the Interior has a contract with Tymnet to 
provide data communications services. In many parts of the 
country,, it is possible to get into the Tymnet network by 
dialing a local phone number. The WASO Information and Data 
Systems Division pays for Tymnet and 800 access (discussed 
below). If you can use Tymnet in your area, it's much less 
expensive than the 800 numbers. It is also the method which 
allows you the faster 2400 baud access. logging an through 
Tymnet is slightly mare involved (you have to log on to the 
network before you can log on to the HP/3000). Contact the 
ADP shop in your Regional Office or the Data Management 
Section (see Appendix F) to find a local number for Tymnet 
and for the password associated with your Tymnet access id. 

(1) Set the following parameters on your communications 
software: 

2400 baud (or 1200 if you have a 1200 baud modem) 
Even parity 
7 data bits 
1 stop bit 
Full duplex (echo off) 
yjDN/XDFF flow control 
Set VT100 emulation on 
Place the appropriate phone number in the dialing 

<iirectory 

(2) log on to the Tymnet network 

Invoke the automatic dialer and when the modems start 
talking to each other (you should get a oonnect message 
from the PC software), simultaneously press the COTL and 
A keys (you may see some garbage characters displayed an 
the screen, sometimes continually, until you press CNTL-
A ) . 

Tymnet will tell you to please logon. 

Enter GSlOaaaa and press return 
(where aaaa is your 4 character NPS alphabetic code, 
i.e. Y0SE, PMRD, WASO, etc.) 

Tymnet will then ask far the associated password 

Enter the appropriate password 

Tymnet will then say "NFS ON LINE" or something similar. 

Press return key a few times until the HP/3000 ccmputer-
responds with a colon (:) prompt. 
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c. 800 number access 

(1) Set the following parameters on your onmriTnications 
software: 

'1200 baud 
no parity 
8 data bits 
1 stop bit 
Full duplex (echo off) 
XDN/XDFF flow control 
VX100 emulation on 
Phone number - (800)551-3800 (ocrttinental U.S.) 

(800)233-0037 (cent. U.S, AK & HI) 

Be sure to include any digits necessary to dial an 800 
number in your office. Crxrtinental U.S. users are 
ercouraged to try the 551-3800 number first in order to 
keep the other number open for Alaska 6 Hawaii users. If 
the 551-3800 number is busy, however, they should go 
ahead and use the second number. 

(2) Invoke the automatic dialer and when the modenw start 
talking to each other (you ahould get a oonnect message 
from the PC software), strike the return key once or 
twice. The HP/3000 ahould then send a colon (:) for a 
prompt. 
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d. CD-LAN access 

Certain Washington, DC area users have "DvH's" instead of 
TwrrfawMy that allow high speed access through the CO-LAN 
facility. 

(1) Set the following parameters on your communications 
software: 

9600 baud 
no parity 
8 data bits 
1 stop bit 
Full duplex (echo off) 
XDK/XDFF flow control 
VT100 emulation on 

(2) Once the above parameters have been set, enter the 
terminal mode (no automatic phone dialing is necessary) 
and press return. 

CO-LAN will then prompt you for a destination. 

Biter 1038 and strike the return key once or twice. The 
HP/3000 should then send a colon (:) for a prompt. 
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You will than be prompted for a password (unlass you are 
using the SHARE user ID far which there is no password). 
Enter the appropriate password. 
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2. logging on to OOMMCN 

a. User ID's 

There are two types of COMMON user ID'S. The SHARE user ID 
is accessible to any NPS employee. It allows you to run any 
of the reports in COMMON'S standard report library and to 
invoke the IFM Decision Tree module. 

All ether user ID'S also allow their "owner" to access the 
report library and the Decision Tree. They also allow some 
additional capabilities. First, these user ID'S permit the 
user to add, change, or delete certain data within their area 
of responsibility (e.g. the user ID for a park can change 
some data about the park). Second, these user ID's can use 
the Relate query language to develop ad hoc reports that are 
not oontained in the standard report library. 

logging on with a specific user ID other than the SHARE ID is 
preferred. Not only does it grant you additional 
capabilities, it also helps OOMMDN's database administrator 
identify who is logged on in the event of some problem. 
Contact the Data Management Section (see Appendix F) if you 
don't have access to a user ID other than SHARE and need the 
additional capabilities. 

b. Logging on 

After you've received the oolon prompt, type the following 
(it can be in upper or lower case or mixed case): 

HEIID nnnnnnnn, uuuuuuuu .COMwPH;TEBh>18 

where nnnnnnnn is replaced by up to the first eight 
characters of your last name and uuuuuuuwu is 
replaced by your user ID (e.g. YOSE for Yosemite, 
RMRQ for Rocky Mountain Regional Offioa, SHARE, or 
other special user ID). 

ffpfTlnl nofaj for TyarsnVGEONET access: The ;TERM-18 
is not included in the above sequence for Tymnet 
access. The logon statement for Tymnet, then, is: 

HEIID rmuu>rv:n,uuuuwAJUuu. COMMON 
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You will then be prompted for the terminal type. Assuming 
you are using a ndcrooenputer with the VT100 emulation set 
on, enter PC. Those using terminals or other devices to 
access CCMCN should contact the Data Management Section for 
instructions on how to respond. 

You will know that you are successfully signed onto the 
CCM-EN system when you see the fun-screen message: ''Welcome 
to the National Park Service COMMON Data Base System.'' 
Follow the instruction to '•Press any key to begin your 
session." 

You should be aware of the automatic sign-off function an the 
Hewlett-Packard ocerjuter. If, during the time you are signed 
on, you do not use your keyboard far ten minutes, your 
terminal or computer will beep and you will get a warning 
like this: 

UNATTENDED TERUNAL TTMEDUT Please hit return within 10 

If you don't hit return, you will be automatically signed off 
the ocDTJuter, thus terminating your active session. To 
continue your work, you have to go through the logon 
procedure again. 
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FINDING COT WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW 
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Using the Menus 

COMMON is easy to use because a series of menus provides you with choices 
and leads you through the program functions. Each menu displays choices 
for you, and gives you directions an how to select the choices. The 
cursor will blink in the box where you are to enter the number or letter 
indicating your selected action. You should enter one of the displayed 
options and hit the RETURN key. 

If you make an error and enter aanething other than one of the displayed 
options, an error message will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. 
For the most part, error messages should be self-explanatory. In the 
event that you don't understand an error message, contact the WASO Data 
Management Section (see Appendix F - Who to Call for Help). 

Figure 2 shows the Main Menu (the first one you will eee) for all user 
ID's except the SHARE which is similar but has fewer options. The Main 
Menu includes options to view reports using the COMMON report library, to 
create your own reports, to use the Integrated Pest Management Decision 
Tree system and to exit the system. These major choices are discussed 
following the next section. 

Figure 2: OCrHDN'e Main Menu 

HEXI0 AND WFJfTME TO THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
COMMON DATA BASE. COMMON INCUJDES A VARIETY OF 
FREQUENTLY REQUESTED INFORMATION ABOUT PARK 
UNITS SERVICEWIDE. 

WOULD YOU LIKE TO : 

ENTER NEK DATA OR UPDATE 
OR DELETE EXISTING DATA? ENTER (1) 

USE THE COMMON REPORT LIBRARY 

TO RUN A STANDARD REPORT? ENTER (2) 

RUN YOUR OWN INDIvTDIIATITFD KKKJRT? ENTER (3) 

PROCEED DIRECTLY TO DATA FILE SELECTION? ENTER (4) 

USE THE EPM DECISION TREE SYSTEM? ENTER (5) 

EXIT FROM THE COMMON DATA BASE? ENTER (X) 
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printing cutout 

Most of the time you will be using COMMON right on the screen. Sometimes 
you may want to print out specific reports on paper. Use the 
capabilities of your PC and canajnications software to get hard copies. 
On IBM-compatible microcomputers, the PrtSc key can be used to copy the 
what's on the display to an attached printer. For lengthy reports, you 
can toggle the printer on in ProComm by simultaneously pressing the Alt 
and L keys - pressing Alt-L a second time toggles the printer back off. 
Depending on the printer you're using and what exactly you'd like to 
print, you nay wind up with soma strange oontrol characters printed but 
most of the desired information should be there. You may also wish to 
capture the output to a PC disk file (Alt-Fl in ProComm). You could then 
edit the captured file to remove any distracting characters. It's hard 
to give exact instructions given the variety of printers and 
circumstances. With a little experimentation, however, you can probably 
get it to work. 

Those in the Washington, D.C. area can request that a '•hard-copy'1 

printout be made of a report on the lire-printer and can pick up the 
reports at the NPS Hewlett-Packard Computer Canter on the fourth floor of 
the 1100 L Street Building. This option will be presented on the screen 
for these particular users. 

satoa Sa Btgaa y jaag 

Cns of the main menu options is to use the COhHDN report library to run a 
standard report. The report library contains formatted reports 
containing frequently^requested information. The library is organized by 
subject area and enables you to see a listing and description of the 
previously-prepared reports that are available far viewing. 

The Report Library menu allows you to choose a subject area of interest. 
Cnce you have made your selection, you will see a list of the reports 
within that subject area. You may decide to run a report or to see more 
detailed descriptions of each report. Once you decide to run a report, 
you will be presehxad with more options.. For example, if you choose to 
run the report, an "Significant Resources and Resource Impacts'', you must 
specify the park that you would like the report on by providing the park 
alphabetic ornardzation cods when pp apt sd for it. If you axe prompted 
for a coda that you do not know, you may enter H far HELP and you will 
see the codes and the values that they represent. This kind of help is 
available in every instance in which the CTMCN system expects you to 
enter a code of any kind. 

When you are viewing a report on the screen, you may control the output 
by pressing special keys in combination with the control (CTRL) key. 
CTRL-S freezes the report output. CIRLHa starts the report again after 
it was stopped. CTRL-Y aborts the report. This is especially useful if 
you have selected a lengthy report and you do not want to see it all an 
the screen. 
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q^A^yra Individualized Reports with Relate 

One of the options on the main COMMON menu is to "Run Your Own 
Individualized Report." You may design your own reports only if you know 
how to use the onmmands in the RELATE/3000 language and are familiar with 
the ODMMDN data base structure. Instructions for using Relate are 
included in Appendix E. 

The CCtfCtf Data Base system has several features to help you use the 
system by providing the option to review information on data cedes or 
definitions, data base design and on data file maintenance procedures at 
appropriate points in your session. 

- KEJP In *hs Report; LllT»EY- The Peport library often offers you 
options of running a particular report for such things as a specific 
region, a specific park or a specific resource threat and prompts you to 
enter the appropriate oode. You may enter H to see the lists of cedes 
and their decoded values. 

- HEJP jn creating Your Own Report. If you choose to Run Your Own 
Individualized Report, you are given the option to see information an 
00MM3N data base organization. This information describes the basic 
modular structure of the data base, briefly lists the files in each 
module and contains specific descriptions of each file, including the 
fields in the file, their type, length and other characteristics. 

- WEJP 1n Fllf t^ifltenanoe. If you have capabilities to update, add 
and delete data, you need to specify the name of the file that you want 
to work in. You can gat a list of the file names organized by module by 
entering H. Ones you chooss to prooeerd to Enter, Update or Delete Data 
from the Main Menu, you are offered the chance to sss instructions on how 
to enter, update or delete data. You may also easily review this 
information later in your session. Once you have selected a file and 
gotten into the specific File Maintenance screen, you may enter H to see 
instructions on how to enter, update and delete data using screens or to 
get help on the data element codes at this point. 

Using the Integrated Pest Management Decision Tree System 

The Integrated Past Management (IPM) Decision Tree system is also 
available from the COfCN main menu. It's use is nlsrnsserl in the 
Supplement 1. 
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STEERING AND UPDATING DATA 
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Who can Enter and chancre Data 

Those offices in the NPS who are responsible for maintaining current and 
accurate data in the. CCMCN data base have special access to the data for 
which they are responsible that enables them to enter, change or delete 
information. This special access is protected by passwords assigned to 
the responsible organizations. These passwords mist be safeguarded by 
the personnel to whom they are entrusted to ensure that unauthorized 
persons do not alter the information in the CO-HDN information system. 
CEMM3N is only useful if the data in it is kept accurate and current. 
The information is safe only if authorized persons work to protect access 
to it. If an employee entrusted with the password leaves, the 
responsible office MUST contact the Data Management Section (see Appendix 
F) so a new password can be issued. 

(Note that it is not possible to enter or change data using the SHAPE 
user ID.) 

How to Enter. Change and Delete Data 

If you use any user ID other than SHAPE, you will see a main menu that 
contains two options related to data file maintenance. The first option 
lets you "Enter New Data or Update or Delete BcLsting Data" and the other 
option lets you "Proceed Directly to Data Pile Selection." These options 
will be explained in this section. 

The first option—"Enter New Data or Update or Delete Ebdsting Data"—is 
for those who are learning how to enter, change and delete data. If you 
select it, you will see another menu that offers you the chance to get 
introductory information on the organization of the OTMCN data base. If 
you know which data you have access to and what file it is stored in, you 
may select the option to "Proceed to Enter, Update or Delete Data." This 
selection will show you another menu that will offer you the chance to 
"See Instructions on How to Enter, Update or Delete Data." Once you have 
selected the options you need to learn about the data base structure and 
how to use the data scream to enter, update and delete data, you may 
choose the option to "Proceed to Enter, Update or Delete Data." 

The fourth option from the main menu—"Proceed Directly to Data File 
Selection"—assumes that you know what data you have access to and the 
name of the data file that you wish to work in. It also presumes that 
you know how to enter, update and delete data using the data screens. It 
asks you for the name of the data file for which you would like to enter, 
update or delete data. At this time, if ycu can't ieiisnir»r the exact 
file name you want, ycu may follow the screen instructions to enter "H" 
far help which will show ycu the list of catctf file names. 

Once ycu select a data file to work in, the OOMMON system will 
automatically check to ensure that you have the authority to access it. 
If ycu do rot, you will be told that you don't have access to the file 
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and will be given some options to select another file, get data base 
organization information or exit to the main menu, if you have entered 
the correct filename and you have access to it, you will be shown a data 
screen displaying the data elements in the selected file. 

In same cases, a user organization will have access to a portion of a 
file; that is, they car. nly modify data in a few fields. If you have 
this kind of '•partial file access", you will be able to see all the data 
in the file on the screen. However, if you attempt to alter any fields 
other than these you have access to, the system will not accept your 
changes. If you have access to the file, but not to its "key" elements, 
you will only be able to modify existing records. You will not be able 
to add or delete records in the data base. 

Using the Data Screens; Instructions far using the screens can be seen 
at the bottom of each screen as follows: 

| EMNTER NEW RECORD \MTCEW RECORD UHJF0A1E RECORD H-HELP | 
| D-CELETE RECORD OCIZAR SCREEN X-EXTT CTTSTTION | 
£ 

These instructions are the same, no matter what CCXftoN file you are 
working in. The instructions tell you the options you may select by 
entering a letter in the Selection box where the cursor will be blinking. 

You will notice that some fields are highlighted boxes and some just show 
a line indicating the field length. Those fields with highlighted boxes 
are the "key" fields that are used to find specific records in a data 
base. When entering a new record, you must always fill in the key fields 
first. Whan seeking to update a record, you mist first fill in the key 
fields to locate the correct record to update. One thing to remember is 
AIWAYS to use the TAB kev to move between fields on the screen. Once you 
hit RETURN far any reason, whatever you have typed on the screen will be 
entered. 

To enter data: Biter "E" in the Selection box, fill in the highlighted 
"key" field(s), and hit TAB as needed to ••validate" the new key. In 
addition to the highlighted fields which you mist fill in, there are 
other urHughlighted fields which mist be filled in so that the record 
can be entered. Consult the information about your file (in Appendix B 
or cither ecurcee) to determine these '•mandatory" fields. Next, fill in 
the blank fields using the TAB to move the cursor to desired locations. 
Use '•//" in any fiald (or "/" in a single character field) to abort 
entry. When finished, press RETURN and watch for error messages. If 
none appear, a message will confirm that a record has been created, when 
entering data, remember to enter "C" in the Selection box to clear the 
screen prior to entering each new record. 

Sane of the data files in OO>M0N require more than one data screen to 
display all the fields. For these multiple-screen files, you can only 
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enter a new data record from the first screen in the sequence. The 
remaining screens in the sequence will not display the "E" (Enter a New 
Record) option. To fill in the data fields on these remaining screens, 
simply follow the instructions for urdatino data in your new record. 

To update data: Enter "V" in the Selection box. Then fill in the 
highlighted "key41 data item field (s) on the screen to identify the 
specific record ycu want to update. Press RETURN to view this record. 
When your record appears on the screen, use the TAB key to move the 
cursor to the data item fields you wish to update, hake your changes. 
When you are done, enter "U" in the Selection box and press RETURN to 
update the record. If no error messages appear, a message will be 
displayed, conf irming that the record has been updated. 

To delete data; Enter "V" in the Selection box. Then fill in the 
highlighted "key" data item field(s) on the screen to identify the 
specific record you want to delete. Press RETURN to view this record. 
When your record appears on the screen, review it carefully to make sure 
you wish to delete it. When you are sure, enter "D" in the Selection box 
and press RETURN to delete the record. A message will actaowledge that 
the record has been deleted. 
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Appendix A: Brief description of CCM-EN f i l e s 

[The most current version of the following information can be found in 
the Relate f i l e FlhAMES.HJB.CCMCN] 
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Appendix A 
Brief Description of COMMON Files by Module 

File Description 

BIOSCI module 
BAH CODE Bailey ecoregian codes 
Bl DEFINE BIOSCI Data Element Definitions 
CuPRPPCJ Current Base-Funded Natural Pesources Activities 
EMPTYPE Natural Pesources Employee Type Codes 
FUNDTYPE Natural Pesources Fund Type Codes 
NPFUNDS Natural Pesources Funding Status Information 
NPNEEDS Unfunded Natural Pesources Project Priorities 
NPPERSCN Natural Pesources Assmnt Personnel Information 
NTPGOODE Fenneman natural region cedes 
PARKBAXL Park Bailey eooregicn types 
PAPICINFO Park natural resources information 
PAPKNTPG Park Fenneman natural region types 
PARKPNV Park Kuchler PNV types 
PARKRES Status of Park Natural Pssouroes 
PARKTHPT Park Threat Information 
PNVCDDE Kuchler PNV ocdes 
PPOJPANK Natural Pesources Project Priority-Setting 
PESCODE Reeourcs Category Codes 
RMPSTAT Natural Rssource Management Plan Status 
SRCECDOE Source activity codes and names 
TNPTPES Natural Pesources Affected by Threats 

Core Module 
ADDRESS Mailing Addresses for NPS Units and Offices 
ADMIN Park administration codes 
BUDGET Park budget, FIE 6 visitation information 
CTJNGPEPS Crxgressional district codes and representatives 
COUNTY County codes and names 
DISCTPS Disciplines/Areas of Expertise for Individuals 
DISCODES Discipline/Expert 1 se Type Codes 
DOCSTAT Information & dates for planning document status 
DCCTYPE Planning document codes and names 
JURISNAM legal jurisdiction types 
PARK Park administrative information 
PARKCO Park oounty codes 
RAEKREPS Park congressional district codes 
PARKST Park state codes 
PAPKIYPE Park type codes and names 
PEOPLE NPS Personnel Listing 
REGIONS NPS region codes and names 
STATE State codes & names & senator's names 
TTIOODES Job Title Type Codes 
TITLES Job Titles for Individuals 
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File Description 

IPM Decision Tree Module 
FIVETEXT Level Five Selection Text for IPM Decision Tree 
LEVELS IPM Decision Tree Level Information 
PESTCDDE Pest Codes and Decoded Names 
PESTLEVL IPM Level summary and Pest Information 
TREAT IPM Decision Tree Pest Treatment Information 

Minerals Module 
MINOPS Park Mineral Operations 

Natural landmarks Module 
NNLOWNER National Natural landmark Ownership 
NNLPARRS National Natural landmarks (NNL's) in Parks 
STATUS Status of National Natural Lardmark Designation 

NPFlora Module 
DISTRIBS Regional Distribution Decode File 
FAMILIES Family Name and Upper Level Taxonomy 
FLCRPEST Crosswalk Between NPFLORA and PESTS Modules 
FLCRTEX Crosswalk Between NPFLORA and TEX Modules 
GENERA Genus Name, Author, Genus Symbol, Family Number 
HABITS Plant Habit Decode File 
INFRAS Plant Infraspeeies Taxonomic Information 
PARKREFS Park Botanical Source Citation Numbers 
TAXA Plant Species Taxonomic Infarmaticn and Origin 
TAXPARK Plant Occurrences in NFS Unite 
TAXREFS Park Botanical Source Citations 
TXKABDST Plant Habit and Pecdcnal Distribution 

National Register Module 
NRHPPARK Nat'l Regstr of Historic Places park information 

Pests Module 
AICCCES Active Ingredient Codes and Decoded Names 
PPrjOAI Pesticide Products and Active Inxredients 
PRDDUCZS Pesticide Product Names and EPA Fenestration #'s 
PPXXJINFO Perk Pest Control Project Information 
PROJPEST Pests; and Pest control Project Numbers 
PPXJOTEXT Pest Control Project Remarks Text Information 
U5EL0G Park Pesticide Use Log Information 
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TEX Module 
ACTVuESC TEX Species Park Activity Textual Description 
DEFINE TEX Species Data Element Definitions 
OCFSTATE TEX Species-Ccunties of Occurrence 
PAKKPUB TEX Species Perx>rt/Publicaticrt-Park Information 
PUBXNFO TEX Species Report/Publication Informaticn 
SPFXacTV TEX Species Park Activity Information 
SPECPARK TEX Species-Park Information 
SPECPUB TEX Species Per«rt/Publicatiorr-Species Informtn 
STECTAX TEX Species Taxcnomy 
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Appendix B 
Data Elements by listed by CDMM3N Module and File 

Biosa Module 

Name Type Length Format Required 

File BAILOODE 
BAILEY ALPHA 6 Y 
BAILNAME ALPHA 40 

File CURRPROJ.BIOSCI 
ALPHACD Alpha 4 Y 
NPSREG Alpha 4 Y 
FYEAR Alpha 2 Y 
RMPPRDJNCJM Alpha 4 
ALPHACD1 Alpha 4 
ALPHACD2 Alpha 4 
ALPHACD3 Alpha 4 
PRJTiTLE Alpha 30 Y 
PRJCDST R e a l 6 . 1 
FuTflDSROOCE Alpha 7 
IMFRES Alpha 4 
RES2RPFRI Alpha 1 
RESGRPSEC Alpha 1 
RESGPPOTH Alpha 1 
UPDATE Rea l 8 MM/DD/YY 

F i l e Fl^PTYPE.BICSCr 
EMPIYKXX3E Alpha 6 Y 
F24PIYPNAME Alpha 40 Y 

F i l e FuNDTYPE.BIOSCI 
FUMTJSRCODE A l p h a 7 Y 
FuNDSRCNAM A l p h a 20 Y 

File NTRGCDDE 
NATREG ALPHA 2 Y 
NAIRBGNAME ALPHA 40 
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BIQSgT Modal* ( a x i t i n u e d ) 

Nan* Type Length Faraat Required 

F i l e NRTUNDS.BICSCI. 
ALFHACD Alpha 4 Y 
NPSREG Alpha 4 Y 
FYEAR Alpha 2 Y 
FuNDSPTJXE Alpha 7 Y 
FEPSNEXPEN R e a l 6 . 1 
FROJEXFEN Rea l 6 . 1 
UlHtREXFEN Real 5 . 1 
KESCHACTIV Real 6 . 1 
MrTIGACnV Real 6 . 1 
harrrAcrrv Real 6 . 1 
FRTRCACTTV Real 6 . 1 
TJ^AINACITV Real 5 . 1 
FuNDSRCTOT Lang 7 . 1 
UPDATE Real 8 MhTDD/YY 

F i l e NRNEErjS.BIOSCI 
ALFKACD Alpha 4 Y 
NPSREG Alpha 4 Y 
PARKPRI Integer 2 Y 
FXGFRI Integer 3 
FYCuRRENT R e a l 6 . 1 
FY1 R e a l 6 . 1 
FY2 R e a l 6 . 1 
FY3 R e a l 6 . 1 
FY4 R e a l 6 . 1 
FY5 R e a l 6 . 1 
FIVEYRTOTL Lang 7 . 1 
FESCHPRCNT Integer 3 
M1T1GPHCNT Integer 3 
MTirrTPRCNT Integer 3 
FKFRCFRCNT Integer 3 
TRAINPRCNT Integer 3 
FuNDSROOCE Alpha 7 
IMFPES Alpha 4 
UPDATE P e a l 8 MH/DD/YY 

F i l e NRPERSCW.BI06CI 
ALFHACD Alpha 4 Y 
NPSREG Alpha 4 Y 
FYEAR Alpha 2 Y 
F24PTYPCBCE Alpha 6 Y 
NRTIME074 Integer 4 
NRTIME75UP Integer 4 
NRFTE P e a l 7 . 2 
UPDATE R e a l 8 MhTDD/YY 
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gxoy? fcfe&lfl (continued) 

Name Type Length Format Required 

F i l e PARR3HRT.BI0SGI 
ALFHACD Alpha 4 Y 
NPSREG Alpha 4 Y 
THKl'iTi'LE Alpha 30 Y 
SOUBCEACIV Alpha 4 Y 
mKLlJJNUM In teger 4 Y 
TSFJXJOCLN Alpha 4 
SFT37IHDOI Alpha 1 
SF42E0IHFED Alpha 1 
SFTJETRIBAL Alpha 1 
SRCESTLOC Alpha 1 
SRCEPRIV Alpha 1 
SRCEOTHER Alpha 1 
1HRJWHEN Alpha 5 
THRTCEKIN Alpha 7 
THRTBEGINS Alpha 1 
T3HRTENDS Alpha 1 
MPACICERTN Alpha 7 
zcnxmmiG Alpha 1 
ACLMDNPJES Alpha 1 
ACMntmwm Alpha 1 
ACIEESRCH Alpha 1 
ACTOTIG Alpha 1 
ACiiKbORCE Alpha 1 
ACTJtEGCT Alpha 1 
nmxmm** Alpha 1 
FUPM3HRES Alpha 1 
FUROraPT Alpha 1 
FURRESRCH Alpha 1 
HJRMrTIG Alpha 1 
FLTRENFORCE Alpha 1 
FURNEGGT Alpha 1 
FLraASODOI Alpha 1 
RMPPF4DJ1 Alpha 4 
RMPPRI1 Integer 2 
FWPPRQJ2 Alpha 4 
RMPVRL2 Integer 2 

F i l e PAPKBAIL 
ALPHACD ALPHA 4 Y 
BAILEY ALPHA 6 Y 
BAXXNUM ALPHA 1 Y 
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a f o s c i Mgcjyle (continued). 

Name Type Length Format Required 

F i l e PARKCNFO 
ALPHACD ALPHA 4 Y 
QRGGOOE ALPHA 4 Y 
UPDATE REAL 8 MM/DD/YY Y 
WESTFQR INTEGER 3 
URBAN INTEGER 3 
TROPIC INTEGER 3 
DESERT INTEGER 3 
MEDIT INTEGER 3 
EASTFOR INTEGER 3 
GRASS INTEGER 3 
COAST INTEGER 3 
TQNBQR INTEGER 3 
TOPOMAP ALPHA 8 YY-X,X,X 
VEGMAP ALPHA 8 YY-X,X,X 
U5EMAP ALPHA 8 YY-X,X,X 
SOUMAP ALPHA 8 YY-X,X,X 
GEOMAP ALPHA 8 YY-X,X,X 
AIRPIC ALPHA 8 YY-X,X,X 
IMAGE ALPHA 8 YY-X,X,X 
PLIST ALPHA 8 YY-X,X,X 
ALIST ALPHA 8 YY-X,X,X 
SUPER ALPHA 8 YY-X,X,X 
FWS ALPHA 1 
USES ALPHA 1 
ELM ALPHA 1 
NFS ALPHA 1 
FED ALPHA 1 
STAREA ALPHA 1 
LOCAREA ALPHA 1 
PPVAREA ALPHA 1 
SURFHAT LONG 1 1 99999999.99 
WEXXAND LONG 1 1 99999999.99 
RIVER PEAL 7 9999.99 
BARRIER ALPHA 1 
BARNUM ALPHA 1 1 XXXXX/XXXXX 
ALRCUAL ALPHA 1 
MFJEOR ALPHA 1 
AIPSTTB ALPHA 1 
ALiLbii ' iE ALPHA 1 
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B i p e d Module (cant inued) 

Nana Type Length Format Required 

F i l e PARKNTRG 
AIPHACD ALPHA 4 Y 
NATRBG ALPHA 2 Y 
NAXREGNUM ALPHA 1 Y 

F i l e PARKPNV 
ALPKACD ALPHA 4 Y 
PNV ALPHA 4 Y 
PNVNUM ALPHA 4 Y 

F i l e PAPKRES 
ALPHACD ALPHA 4 Y 
IMERES ALPHA 4 Y 
FYEAR ALPHA 2 Y 
P^SGPTXJP ALPHA 4 Y 
DATAADEQCY ALPHA 1 
RESCCNDTN ALPHA 1 
THREATLEVL ALPHA 8 
UPDATE REAL 8 MM/DD/YY 

F i l e PNVCDDE 
PNV ALPHA 4 Y 
PNVNAME ALPHA 40 

F i l e PROJPANK.BICSCT 
ALPHACD Alpha 4 
NPSREG Alpha 4 
RMPPK3JNUM Alpha 4 
PARKPRI Integer 2 
PEGPRI Integer 3 
PPJTITLE Alpha 30 
MANDATERT Integer 2 
PPJCPUTTYRT Integer 2 
THREATRT Integer 2 
BASEDATART .. integer 2 
UPGENCYKT Integer 2 
MLTl'HAHKKT Integer 2 
PLNSUPPRT Integer 2 
TRNSOTPRT Integer 2 
OLWDrNKT Integer 2 
RESTYPERT Integer 2 
TCTAISCERE Integer 3 
UPDATE P e a l 8 MM/DD/YY 
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g j g g g Module (continufid) 

Nama Type Length Format Required 

File RESOOOE 
LMPRES ALPHA 4 Y 
RESNAME ALPHA 40 Y 
RESLEVEL ALPHA 1 Y 

File RMPSTAT.BTOSCI 
ALPHACO Alpha 4 Y 
NP5REG Alpha 4 Y 
REQAPPROVL Alpha 1 Y 
APPROVRMP Alpha 1 Y 
CLT^NIUPOT Alpha 1 Y 
NCEMPREASN Alpha 18 
UPDATE Real 8 MM/DD/YY 

File t̂* 'yx * fif| 
StXTRCEACTV ALPHA 4 Y 
S3URCENAME ALPHA 40 Y 

F i l e THRTRES.BICSCI 
THPTTDNUM Integer 4 Y 
IMPRES Alpha 4 Y 
FESSWJP A l p h a 4 Y 
THREATLEVL A l p h a 8 
THPJTREND A l p h a 4 



CORE Module 

Name Type Length Format Required 

File PARK 
AIPHACD ALPHA 4 Y 
ORCOODE ALPHA 4 Y 
PARKNAME ALPHA 60 Y 
ADERESS1 ALPHA 40 
ADDHESS2 ALPHA 40 
ADDRESS3 ALPHA 40 
ADDRESS4 ALPHA 40 
NPSREG ALPHA 4 Y 
HQOXJNTY ALPHA 5 XX999 
PTYPECD ALPHA 6 
GMPNUM INTEGER 3 
OFFHRS ALPHA 20 99:99AM TO 99:99PM 
TIMEZONE ALPHA 6 
FEDACRE LONG 1 6 9,999,999,999.99 
NCNFEDACRE LONG 1 6 9,999,999,999.99 
TOTACRE LONG 1 6 9,999,999,999.99 
DATEESTAB DOUBLE 1 0 MM/DD/CCCC 
DATEAOTH DOUBLE 1 0 MM/DD/CCCC 
ADMINBYCD ALPHA 1 
NATZDNEAC LONG 1 6 9,999,999,999.99 
DEVZOMEAC LONG 1 6 9,999,999,999.99 
SPUZCNEAC LONG 1 6 9,999,999,999.99 
H1STZCNEAC LONG 1 6 9,999,999,999.99 
HERTTAGE ALPHA 1 
BICSRES ALPHA 1 
NNL ALPHA 1 
NHL ALPHA 1 
WnnFRKESS ALPHA 1 
RNA ALPHA 1 
PPCNA ALPHA 1 
EXPTL ALPHA 1 
NRHP ALPHA 1 
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CORE Module (continued) 

Nana* Type Length Format Required 

File COUNTY 

STATE ALPHA, 2 
COUNTY ALPHA 5 XX999 Y 
COUNTYNAME ALPHA 40 

F i l e AIKEN 
ATKCNBYCD ALPHA 1 Y 
ATKENBY ALPHA 38 

F i l e PAPKTYPE 
PTYPECD ALPHA 6 Y 
PIYPENAME ALPHA 30 

F i l e STATE 
STATE ALPHA 2 Y 
STATENAME ALPHA 20 
SFNATCRSR ALPHA 30 
SFKATCRJR ALPHA 30 

F i l e PARKST 
CB3CDDE ALPHA 4 Y 
STATE ALPHA 2 Y 

F i l e PARKED 
ORGCDDE ALPHA 4 Y 
COUNTY ALPHA 5 XX999 Y 

F i l e EXXSTAT 
AIPHACD ALPHA 4 Y 
CRGOOQE ALPHA 4 Y 
DCCTYPE ALPHA 6 Y 
IXCXOCATN ALPHA 6 
DOCSTART REAL 8 MM/DD/YY 
DCCTJUE REAL 8 MM/DD/YY 
DCCTJUIXXNG. REAL 8 MM/DD/YY 
DCCFLNI REAL( 8 MM/DD/YY 
DCCAPP REAL 8 MM/DD/YY 
DCCXJPDATE REAL 8 MM/DD/YY 
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CORE Module ( c ont inue d) 

Name Type l e n g t h Format Required 

F i l e DCCTYFE ' 
DOCTYPE ALPHA 6 Y 
DCCNAME ALPHA 40 

F i l e PEOPLE 
ALPHACD ALPHA. 4 Y 
CRGCCCE ALPHA 4 Y 
NPSREG ALPHA 4 
IASTNAME ALPHA 20 Y 
FIRSTJEC ALPHA 20 Y 
FISPHONE ALPHA 8 999-9999 
CDMPHONE ALPHA 14 (999) 999-9999 
PEOPLENUM INTEGER 5 Y 
UPDATE REAL 8 MM/DD/YY 

F i l e REGIONS 
NPSREG ALPHA 4 Y 
PEGKAME ALPHA 24 Y 

F i l e BUDGET 
ALPHACD ALPHA 4 Y 
CRGCODE ALPHA 4 Y 
FYEAR ALPHA 2 Y 
FIE INTEGER 6 Y 
BUDGET LONG 16 9,999,999,999.99 
VISITOR LONG 1 3 9,999,999.99 

F i l e CDNGREPS 
CCNGCODE ALPHA 6 Y 
REPNAME ALPHA 30 

F i l e PARKREPS 
CRGCODE ALPHA 4 Y 
CCNGCODE ALPHA 6 Y 

F i l e JURISNAM 
CIPGCCCE ALPHA 4 Y 
JURISNAME ALPHA 1 1 Y 
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^TPE reft1!? (continued) . 

Nana Type Length Format Required 

F i l e ADDRESS 
ALFHACD ALPHA 4 
ORGCODE ALPHA 4 
NPSREG ALPHA 4 
PARKNAME ALPHA 60 
ADDRESS1 ALPHA 40 
ADERESS2 ALPHA 40 
ADDRESS3 ALPHA 40 
ADDRESS4 ALPHA 40 

F i l e DTSCXPS 
PEOPLENUM INTEGER 5 Y 
DISCTFCODE ALPHA 6 Y 

F i l e DISC30DES 
DISCTPCDDE ALPHA 6 Y 
DISCTPNAHE ALPHA 40 Y 

F i l e STATECD 
STATECD ALPHA 5 Y 
STATE ALPHA 2 Y 

F i l e TTTOODES 
TTTIZCODE ALPHA 6 Y 
TITIZNAME ALPHA 40 Y 

F i l e TrTLES 
FEOPIENUM INTEGER 5 Y 
TTTIECODE ALPHA 6 Y 
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DggSJClj TREE Module 

Name Type Length Fonnat Required 

File LEVELS 
IZVEL1 ALPHA 8 Y 
LEVEL2 ALPHA 40 Y 
LEVEL3 ALPHA 72 Y 
IEVEL4 ALPHA 72 Y 
LEVEL5ID INTEGER 3 999 
LEVELSUM ALPHA 5 Y 
OX3NF0 ALPHA 30 
IPMLNFO ALPHA 45 

File FTVETEXr 
LEVEL5ID INTEGER 3 999 Y 
LEVEL5TEXT ALPHA 72 Y 

FILE PESTLEVL 
IEVELSUM ALPHA 5 Y 
PESTTD ALPHA 6 Y 

File TREAT 
LEVELSUM ALPHA 5 Y 
TREATMENT ALPHA 72 Y 

F i l e PESTCODE 
PESTID ALPHA 6 Y 
PESTNAME ALPHA 40 Y 
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MINERALS Module 

Name Type Length Format Required 

File MINOFS.MINERALS 
ALPHACD Alpha 4 Y 
NPSREG Alpha 4 Y 
MXNRECNUM Integer 4 Y 
OPERTYEE Alpha 13 
NOMINOPs integer 4 
QPERLOCATN Alpha 3 
OPERSTATUS Alpha 3 
CCMMQDTYFE Alpha 15 
AIFEFFECT Alpha 6 
WATREFFECT Alpha 6 
SOIIEFFECT Alpha 6 
VKSLTFECT Alpha 6 
WHDEFFECI Alpha 6 
OJUTEFFECI Alpha 6 
SCENEFFECT Alpha 6 
NOISFJFECT Alpha 6 
UPDATE Real 8 MM/DD/YY 



NATICMAL REGISTER Module 

Name Type Length Format Required 

F i l e NRHFPARK.NRHP ., 
REFNCJM Double 8 
DOCCD Alpha 1 
ALPHACD Alpha 4 
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NATURAL IANEMAEK5 M™M« 

Mane Type Length Format Required 

F i l e NNLCWNER.NNIMARK 
NLOWCD Alpha 4 Y 
NLOWNDEF Alpha 41 Y 

F i l e NNLPARRS.NNLMARK 
RBCMUM Alpha 4 Y 
ALPHACO Alpha 4 Y 
NIOWCD Alpha 4 

F i l e STATUS.NN1MARK 
STAT Alpha 1 Y 
STATUSEEF Alpha 46 Y 
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NPFfflRA Module 

Name Type Length Format Required 

F i l e DISTRIBS.NFFLDFA 
DISTOODE Alpha 1 Y 
DISTNAME Alpha 30 Y 

F i l e FAM11IE3.NFFIOFA 
FAMILYNAME Alpha 18 Y 
FAMTTYNUM Alpha 4 Y 
PHYDJMNAME Alpha 16 
OASSNAME Alpha 16 
SUBCLSNAME Alpha 16 
CRDERNAME Alpha 16 

F i l e FIDRFEST.NPFICRA 
SYMBOL Alpha 6 Y 
FESTID Alpha 6 Y 

F i l e FIOBTEX.NPFL3PA 
CDMMCNCODE Alpha 4 Y 
SYMBOL A l p h a 6 Y 

F i l e GZNEFA.NPFLaPA 
GmiSYMBOL Alpha 7 Y 
GENLSNAME Alpha 20 Y 
GENBYBRID Alpha 1 
GEXXmBR Alpha 45 Y 
FAMILYNCM A l p h a 4 Y 

F i l e HABITS.NPFL3RA 
HABITCDOE Alpha 2 Y 
HAB1TNAME A l p h a 25 Y 

F i l e IN3TPAS.NFFLOFA 
SYMBOL A l p h a 6 Y 
TYPSYMBOL A l p h a 6 Y 
INFFANAME . A l p h a 40 Y 
INFFATYPE Alpha, 3 Y 
INFPHYBRID Alpha 1 
INFPAOTHOR Alpha 60 Y 

F i l e PAF1Q3ETS.NFFLOFA 
ALFHACD A l p h a 4 Y 
PAF35QTOCE I n t e g e r 4 Y 
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NPftflRA Module (continued) 

Name Type Length Fannat R e q u i r e d 

F i l e TAXA.NFFIORA 
SYMBOL Alpha 6 Y 
SFECTESNAM Alpha 35 Y 
SFECHYBRID Alpha 1 
SFEX3A17IHDR Alpha 60 Y 
GENuSYMBOL Alpha 6 
FAMTLYNAME Alpha 18 Y 
<30NTTNENTL Alpha 1 
HAWAIIAN Alpha 1 
CARIBBEAN Alpha 1 
FWSSTATUS Alpha 4 
TYPICAL Alpha 1 Y 
INFRAS Alpha 1 

File TAXPAFJC.NPFIDRA 
SYMBOL Alpha 6 Y 
AIPHACD Alpha 4 Y 
STATUSPARK Alpha 1 
ENDEMIC Alpha 1 
DISJUNCT Alpha 1 
XTTNCXl'lRP Alpha 1 
HERBARIUM Alpha 1 
FliJRAPPROV Alpha 1 
PARX3CURCE Integer 4 Y 

File TAXREFS.NPFLDRA 
PARKSOURCE Integer 4 Y 
REPTEXr Alpha 72 Y 
REFYR Alpha 4 



NFTCPRA. Module (continued) 

Name Type Length Format Required 

F i l e TXHABDST.NFFKJRA 
SYMBOL Alpha 6 Y 
HAB1T1 Alpha 2 
HABTT2 Alpha 2 
HABIT3 Alpha 2 
HABIT4 Alpha 2 
HABIT5 Alpha 2 
DZONE01 Alpha 1 
DZONE02 Alpha 1 
DZONE03 Alpha 1 
DZONE04 Alpha 1 
DZONE05 Alpha 1 
DZONE06 Alpha 1 
DZONE07 Alpha 1 
DZONE08 Alpha 1 
DZONE09 Alpha 1 
DZOHE10 Alpha 1 
DZOMEA Alpha 1 
DZONEC Alpha 1 
DZCNEH Alpha 1 
DZONEE Alpha 1 
DZONEM Alpha 1 
DZONEN Alpha 1 
DZOKEP Alpha 1 
DZCKEW Alpha 1 
DZONEJG Alpha 1 
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P E S T S Module 

Name Type Length Format Required 

F i l e PRCOTNFO 
FRDJECTTD ALPHA 7 XXXX999 Y 
AIPHACD ALPHA 4 Y 
NPSREG ALPHA 4 Y 
PROTYEAR INTEGER 4 Y 
FJAREGNUM ALPHA 15 Y 
FROJPURPOS ALPHA 60 
MDCrURE ALPHA 50 Y 
USAGERATE ALPHA 40 Y 
APPLICAMNT ALPHA 40 Y 
TREATMETHD ALPHA 20 Y 
AFPLICPQRM ALPHA 20 Y 
TREATAREA ALPHA 72 Y 
NUMSITES INTEGER 4 Y 
DESCRSITES ALPHA 72 Y 
APPLICNUM INTEGER 2 Y 
TOTAIAMNT ALPHA 15 Y 
APPLICTIME ALPHA 40 
AVOIDAREA ALPHA 72 
CAUTHAREA ALPHA 7 2 
FRECAUTICN ALPHA 72 
CERTTRAIN ALPHA 72 
PESTMCNITR ALPHA 72 
CONTACT ALPHA 40 
PARKAPDATE REAL 8 hfli/DC/YY Y 
PARRAPNAME ALPHA 40 Y 
REGAPDATE REAL 8 MM/DC/YY 
REGAPKAME ALPHA 40 
WASCAPOATE REAL 8 MM/DD/YY 
WASCAPNAME ALPHA 40 
WASCSTATUS ALPHA 1 

F i l e PRQTTEXT 
PRCuXCTTD ALPHA 7 XXXX999 Y 
PROJREMARK ALPHA 72 

F i l e PRCJPEST 
PROJECl'lD ALPHA 7 Y 
PESTID ALPHA 6 Y 

F i l e PRCOXTS 
FJ>AREGNUM ALPHA 1 5 Y 
PROCNAME ALPHA 30 Y 
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Pests Module (continued). 

Name Type Length Format Required 

F i l e PRODAI 
EPAREGNUM ALPHA 15 Y 
AIOODE ALPHA 6 Y 
AIFERCENT REAL 7 999.999 
ATPOUNES REAL 7 999.999 

F i l e AIGODES 
AIOODE ALPHA 6 Y 
AINAME ALPHA 35 Y 

File USELOG 
FROJECTID Alpha 7 XXX999 
APPLICNAME Alpha 40 
APFLICDAIE Date 8 MM/DD/YY Y 
APPLICNO Numeric 2 Y 
TOTALAMNT Alpha 15 Y 
AMNT100AI Alpha 15 Y 
TFEA1AREA Alpha 72 Y 
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TEX Module 

Name Type Length Format Required 

° • ~ • i» ' * ' • • • 
F i l e SPECTAX 

ODMM3NOODE ALPHA 4 Y 
COMMONNAME ALPHA 40 Y 
SCTENINAME ALPHA 40 
ESISaODE ALPHA 6 
KINGDOM ALPHA 1 
GPXX7P ALPHA 20 
SPECSTAT ALPHA 3 Y 
NPFLOPA ALPHA 1 

F i l e SPECPARK 
COMMDNCDDE ALPHA 4 Y 
ALPHACD ALPHA 4 Y 
NPSREG ALPHA 4 
POSSIBLE ALPHA 1 
CURRENT ALPHA 1 
HISTORICAL ALPHA 1 
FJcnPPATED ALPHA 1 
KE5TCRATN ALPHA 1 
PARKLAND ALPHA 1 
INHDLDING ALPHA 1 
FASEMENT ALPHA 1 
ADJACFED ALPHA 1 
ADXACNON ALPHA 1 
PARKSTAT ALPHA 1 
YEARROUND ALPHA 1 
BREEDING ALPHA 1 
WINTER ALPHA 1 
MICPATOKY ALPHA 1 
OCCASIONAL ALPHA 1 
CRTITeXABT ALPHA 1 
ACTICNPLAN' REAL 8 hm/TO/YY 
UPDATE REAL 8 MM/TD/YY 

F i l e CCRSTATE 
CT14HDNO0DE ALPHA 4 Y 
ALPHACD ALPHA 4 Y 
COUNTY ALPHA 5 XX999 Y 
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TEX Module (continued) 

Name Type Length Format Required 

File SPECACTV 
CCMMDNOODE ALPHA 4 
ALPHACD ALPHA 4 
ACITVNUM ALPHA 7 XXXX999 Y 
RESEARCH ALPHA 1 
MONITORING ALPHA 1 
MANAGEMENT ALPHA 1 
ALTlVblART REAL 8 MM/DD/YY 
ACTIVSTOP REAL 8 MM/DD/YY 
UPDATE REAL 8 MM/DD/YY 

File ACTVDESC 
ACITVNUM ALPHA 7 XXXX999 Y 
ACTIVDESCR ALPHA 72 Y 

File PUBINFO 
PUBNUMBER INTEGER 6 Y 
PUETTTLEl ALPHA 60 
PUBTITLE2 ALPHA 60 
PUBTTILE3 ALPHA 60 
FUBSOURCE1 ALPHA 60 
PUESOURCE2 ALPHA 60 
PUBSCIURCE3 ALPHA 60 
PUBDATE REAL 8 MM/DD/YY 
PUBAUTHQR ALPHA 60 

File SPECPUB 
CEMMCNCODE ALPHA 4 Y 
PUBNUMBER INTEGER 6 Y 

File PARFPUB 
ALPBACD ALPHA_ 4 Y 
PUBNUMBER INTEGER 6 Y 

File DEFINE 
DATANAME ALPHA 10 Y 
DATADEF1 ALPHA 60 Y 
DATADEF2 ALPHA 60 
DATADEF3 ALPHA 60 



Appendix C: Data Element Glossary 
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Appendix c—Data Element Glossary 

AdDSITE One character code that icientif ies whether a park contains 
one or more national atmospheric deposition monitoring sites; 
validated for 'Y1, 'N1 or 'P'. 

ACTENFQRCE (BIOSCX) Cxrrrent enforcement action to mitigate threat (Y/N). 

ACTIQNPIAN The date of approved park action plan for a given TEX 
species; validated for format hTyTO/YY. 

ACTTVDESCR Textual description of a TEX species activity. 

ACTTVNUM Unique identifying number for a given TEX species research, 
monitoring or management activity in a park; validated for a 
valid park alpha org code in the first 4 characters and 
numeric last three characters. 

ACITVSTART The date a TEX species activity in a park was started; 
validated for format MM/DD/YY. 

ACTTVSTOP The date a TEX species activity in a park was completed; 
validated for format mnylTJ/YY. 

ACiMlTIG (BIOSCI) Current mitigation action to mitigate threat (Y/N). 

ACDCNPES (BIOSCI) Current resource monitoring action to mitigate 
threat (Y/N). 

ACIntlfrHRT (BIOSCI) Current threat monitoring action to mitigate threat 
(Y/N). 

ACINEGCT (BIOSCI) Current negotiation/consultation action to mitigate 
threat (Y/N). 

AC2N0THING (BIOSCI) No current action to mitigate identified threat 
(Y/N). 

ACTRESRCH (BIOSCI) Current research activity to mitigate threat (Y/N). 

ADOKESS1 Line 1 of mailing address of park unit. 

ADDFESS2 Line 2 of mailing address of park unit. 

ADDFESS3 Line 3 of mailing address of park unit. 

ADDFESS4 Line 4 of mailing address of park unit. 
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ADJACFED A 1-charactar indicator whether the occurrence type of a TEX 
species for a park is on adjacent, federally acmirdstered 
land; validated for "Y" or "N". 

ADJACNON A 1-creuacter indicator whether the occurrence type of a TEX 
species'for a park is on rcn-federal adjacent land; validated 
for "Y" or "N". 

ADMENBY Full description of an administering entity. 

ADMDNBYCD Code far admirristering entity; validated for 1 - MPS,2 * 
Others (Affiliated Areas) or 6 • MPS Coop Agreement. 

AICODE A code for a given active ingredient in a pesticide product. 
Product can have more than one ircredient. 

AIMAME The decode name of a pesticide active ingredient. 

AIPERCEMT Percentage makeup of a given active ingredient in a given 
pesticide product. 

AIPCUMDS Pounds per gallon makeup of a given active ingredient in a 
given pesticide product. 

AIREFFECT (MINERALS) Level of effect of a given mineral operation an 
park air resources; validated for •HIGH1, •MEDIUM', 'LOW', OR 
•uNK'. 

AERFIC Indicates whether a park has current aerial photographic 
coverage, year of coverage and where photography is available 
(Park, Regional office, WASCj. Enter YY-P,R,W as applicable. 

AIFTXJAL Indicates status of a park according to the clean air act; 
validated for '1» or '2«. 

AIRSTTE Identifies whether a park coitains one or more air pollution 
monitoring stations; validated for 'Y', 'N' or 'P'. 

ALIST Indicates whether a park has current animal list, year of 
list and where copies are available (Park, Regional office, 
Waso). Enter as YY-P,R,W as applicable. 

ALPHACD Four character code that uniquely identifies a park unit. 

AIPRACD1, AIFHACD2, AIPHACD3 
(BIOSCI) Alpha codes for additional parks involved in a 
multi-park natural resource management project. 

AMNT10QAI (PESTS) Amount of 100% active irgredient used in a specific 
pesticide application. 
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APPLICANT The amount of a pesticide product to be used for an 
application in a park pesticide project. 

APPLICDATE Date of specific irdividual application for a given pest 
control 'project. 

APPLICH3RM The form in which a pesticide will be applied in a park 
pesticide project. 

APPLICNO Number of the pesticide application far a given PPTJJECTID 
distircjuishes individual applications on the same date, in 
data entry, AFFLICNO is system generated far each PPTAJECTTD 
an a given date 

APPLICNLM The number of pesticide applications which are proposed for a 
park pesticide project. 

APPLICTTME The season or period in which a pesticide is applied in a 
park pesticide project. 

AFFK7VRMP (BI06CI) Indicates whether the park has an approved Resource 
management Plan (Y/N). 

AVolDAREA Areas in a park which are to be avoided in a park pesticide 
project. 

BAILEY Crne for Bailey eccregion type - for park ecological 
classification. 

BAILNAME Decoded value (name) far Bailey ecoregion type codes. 

BALLNUM Number used to irdicate the relative importance of each 
Bailey type in a park in terms of percentage of park area 
covered; validated for a value range of '1' to *4'. 

BAPNUM Urujgue iderniifyirg rumber for cnastal, barrier units included 
in a park. True variable can certain two such 5-character 
coastal barrier unit numbers. 

BAFJRIER Identifies whether a park contains 1 or more coastal barrier 
units, either in the system or urrier study; validated for 
•Y', 'N« or 'P'. 

BASTIAIARr (BIOSCI) Peting point score for "baseline data" given to a 
park natural resource management project. 

BIOSPES Indicator that park unit is a bioephere reserve; validated 
for 'Y', 'N' or 'P'. 

HtM Indicates the presence of HEM administered land adjacent to a 
park; validated for 'Y» or 'N1. 
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BREEDING A 1-character indicator whether a TEX species in a park was a 
breeding season resident; validated for "Y" or "N". 

BUDGET Total budget amount for a park for a specific fiscal year. 

CARIBBEAN (NPFLORA) Indicates the occurrence of a plant in the 
Caribbean region; validated for "N" (native), "I" 
(irtroduced), or "*" (not present) 

CTXJINFO A reference to pages in CDC (Centers for Disease Control) 
Pictorial Keys for pest identification. 

CEPJTRAIN The description of the use of trained or certified personnel 
in a park pesticide project. 

CXA3GNAME (NPFLORA) The accepted name of the upper level taxenomic 
category "Class" in the hierarchical classification of each 
plant. 

COAST Approximate percentage of park area that is in a coastal 
ecosystem type; validated for a value of 0 to 100. 

CEMMDDTYPE (MINERALS) Type of mineral exam nitty in a given mineral 
operation. 

CCMM0NCODE A 4-character code assigned each ccranon name for a 
threatened, endangered or exotic species. These codes 
correspond to codes found under data element LMPRES. 

CO4M0NNAME The name, decoded for cOfCNCODE, for a trueatened, 
endangered or exotic species. These names correspond to names 
found under data element RESNAME. 

CEMPfENE crwnercial telephone numbers of NFS personnel. 

(30NGCDDE Codes for congressional districts. 

CONTACT The individual to be contacted about a park pesticide 
project. 

cDNTTNENTL (NPFLORA/ Indicates the occurrence of a plant in continental 
North America; validated for "N" (native), "I" (introduced), 
or "*" (not present). 

cONDTNPT (BICfiCI) Rating point score for "rescxrrce condition" given to 
a park natural resource management project. 

OOuVTY FTPS code for a U.S. county. 

CDuNTYNAME Full name of a U.S. county corresponding to a FTPS county 
code. 



OoTICHABT A 1-daaracter indicator for a park whether it ocntains 
designated critical habitat for a TEX species; validated for 
"Y" or "N". 

CDIIEFFECT (MINEPALS) Level of effect of a given mineral operation an 
park cultural resources; validated for 'KTGH', 'MEDIUM', 
•ICW', CR 'UNR'. 

OJPRENT A 1-cbaxacter irdicatar whether the occurrence type of a TEX 
species in a park is current; validated for "Y" or "N". 

CuBFNIUPDT (BIOSCI) Approved park Resource Management Plan is currently 
updated (Y/N). 

DATAADEQCY (BIOSCI) Irdicates adequacy of data available on given park 
resource feature; validated far '+' (adequate), '0' 
(marginal), or '-' (inadequate). 

DATADEFl, DATADEF2, DATADEF3 
Full text definition of a COMMON data element as defined by 
a value of DATANAME in the TEX DEFINE file. 

DATEAUTH Date that park unit was authorized by congress; validated for 
date format of MM/DD/CXXC. 

DATEESTAB Date that park unit was established; validated for date 
format of hM/DD/OOCC. 

DESERT Approximate percentage of a perk area that can be considered 
as desert ecosystem type; validated for a value 0 to 100. 

DEVZONEAC Number of acres in the park in development planning zone; 
validated for a value 0.00 to 9,999,999,999.99. 

DISCLPCODE Code for a given discipline/area of expertise for NPS 
personnel. 

DISCTPNAME Decoded full name of a given discipline/area of expertise. 

DISJUNCT (NPFICRA) Indicates a plant population which is 
geographically and presumably repiroductively isolated from 
the main distribution of the species forming a separate deme 
(Y/N). 

DISTCODE (NPFIORA) Indicates a plant's occurrence or distribution in a 
specific geographic region; decoded by DISTNAME; validated 
for "1-10" or for one of the following characters: A C H 
E M N P W G. 
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DISTNftME (NPFIDRA) Decoded full name for each of the DISTOODE values 
representing the geographic regions of a plant's 
distribution. 

DOCAFP Date that a planning document is approved; (Mm/DD/YY). 

DOCCD (NATIONAL REXXESTER) Indicator for National Register of 
Historic Places - documentation available for a given 
property (Y/N). 

DOCDUE The projected cozpletion date of a planning document that is 
underway. 

DOCDUEOCNG Date that a planning document is due to congress. 

DOCFINI Date of actual oompletion of a planning document. 

DOCIDCATN The primary location of a planning document. 

DCCNAME The full name of a planning dYxument type. 

DOCSTART Date that work on a planning decument was begun. 

DOCTYPE Standard abbreviation for types of planning documents. 

DOCUPDATE Date a planning decument was last updated. 

DZONE01, DZONE02, DZONE03, DZONE04, DZONE05, DZC11E06, DZONE07, DZCNE08 
DZONE09, DZCNE10, DZONEA, DZONEC, DZONEE, DZCNEH, OZONES, DZONEM, 
DZONEN, DZONEP, DZONEW 

(NFFIDFA) Nineteen different data fields used to indicate a 
plant's occurrence or distribution in any of 19 specific 
geographic regions; validated far "Y" (present), "I" 
(introduced), "E" (extirpated), or blank (not present). 

EASEMENT A 1-character indicator whether the occurrence type of a TEX 
species in a park is on an easement; validated for "Y" or 
"N". 

EASTFOR Approximate percentage of a park area that can be ccraidered 
as eastern forest ecosystem type; validated for a value of 0 
to 100. 

EMPi'YKXJOE (BXC6CI) Code for type of natural resource employee (e.g. 
scientist, resource specialist, etc.). 

EMFTYPNAME (BIOSCT) Full decoded name for type of natural resource 
employee. 
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EKITCACTIV (BIOSCT) Amount of a given funding source (in thousands of 
dollars) allocated toward resource management eruTorcement 
activity; validated for a value from 0.0 to 9999.9. 

EOTPCPRCNT (BIOSCI) • Percentage of total project cost going toward 
resource management enforcement far a given project; 
validated for a value from 0 to 100. 

EPAPBGUUM The EPA registration number far a pesticide product. 

ESISCODE A fr<haracter code for a given threatened, endangered or 
exotic species as used by the Fish & Wildlife Service ESIS 
information system. 

EXPTL Irdicator that park unit is an experimental ecological area; 
validated for 'Y«, 'N' or 'P*. 

EXTIRPAIED A 1-character indicator whether the occurrence type of a TEX 
species in a park is extirpated; validated for "Y" or "N". 

FAMXLYNAME (NPFIDPA) The accepted name of the upper level taxcnomic 
category "Family1* in the hierarchical classification of each 
plant. 

FAMILYNUM (NPFBDPA) A unique number assigned to each Family which 
reflects Family phylogenetic order. 

FED Indicates the presence of a federally administered land (not 
including MPS, BLM, USPS, FWS) adjacent to a park; validated 
far *Y* or 'N*. 

FEDACFE Number of acres in the park unit that are federally owned; 
validated for a value 0.00 to 9,999,999,999.99. 

FIPSTJMI First names and middle initials of NPS personnel. 

FTVEYK1UTL (BIOSCI) Total five-year project cost (in Sthcusands) for a 
given resource management project; validated for a value from 
0.0 to 99999.0 

FI£RAPPPOV (NPFICRA) A WASO approval block allcedng park-entered data 
to be formally entered into NPFIOPA permanently changing the 
database. 

FIE Ntmfcer of PTE*s for a park for a specific fiscal year. 

FISFHDNE FTS phone numbers of NPS personnel. 

FuNDSBOODE (BIOSCI) Seven character code for a given funding source 
category for resource management activities. 
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FUNTSRCNAM (BI06CZ) Full decoded name for a given funding source 
category for resource management activities. 

FUNDSKCTOT (BICSCI) Total dollars (in thousands) from a given funding 
source category for a given park or region for a given fiscal 
year. 

FUPENFPJC (BICSCI) Further enforcement action needed to help mitigate 
threat (Y/N). 

FQTMITIG (BICSCI) Further mitigation action needed to help mitigate 
threat (Y/N). 

FUFMDNRES (BICSCI) Further resource monitoring action reeded to help 
mitigate threat (Y/N). 

FuTOENTHRT (BICSCI) Further threat mcrdtcring action needed to help 
mitigate threat (Y/N). 

FUHNBGOT (BICSCI) Further negotiation needed to help mitigate threat 
(Y/N). 

FUFJCTHING (BICSCI) No further action reeded to mitigate threat (Y/N). 

FQT5RESRCH (BICSCI) Further research action needed to help mitigate 
threat (Y/N). 

FOTWASODOI (BICSCI) WASO/BOI-level action needed to help mitigate threat 
(Y/N). 

FWS Indicates the presence of U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service-
administered land adjacent to a park; validated for 'Y» or 
•N'. 

FWSSTAIUS (NFFICPA) U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service designaticn applied to 
Threatened, Fhdangered, and Candidate species as published in 
the Federal Pmgister. 

FY1, FY2, FY3, FY4, PY5 
(BICSCI) Estimated needed project costs (in Sthousands) for 
each five ^out" years for a currently unfunded resource 
management project; validated for a value from 0.0 to 9999.9. 

FYCURPXNT (BICSCI) Funding need for a given resource management project 
far the current fiscal year (in Sthousands); validated for a 
value from 0.0 to 9999.9. 

FYEAR TV*o-digit fiscal year. 

(SUNJODR (NFFICPA) Indicates the author credited with first 
. describing the particular genus. 
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GFNHYBRID (NPFICRA) Indicates if a genus is the result of hybridization 
between two different genera; validated for "X". 

GENU5NAME (NPFICRA) The accepted name of the taxonomies category ''Genus'* 
in the hierarchical classification of each plant, also the 
first name in each binomial species name. 

GENUBYMBOL (NPFICRA) A unique 5 or 6 character string used to code 
genera, typically crmrrwed of the first 5 letters of a genus 
name* 

GB3MAP Indicates whether a park has currant geology map, year of map 
and where copies are available (Park, Regional office, WASGj. 
Enter as YY-P,R,W as applicable. 

GMPNUM A number indicating the relative priority of a park unit to 
have the general management plan written or rewritten; 
validated for a value 1 to 999. 

GRASS Approximate percentage of a park area that is considered as 
grassland ecosystem type; validated for a value 0 to 100. 

GROUP A 20-character identifier of a major taxoncmic group which a 
TEX species belongs to; validated for ••MMMAL", "BIRD", 
•ipEETIIE", "AMPHIBIAN", "FISH", "SNAIL", "OAM", 
"CRUSTACEAN", "INSECT", "OTHER INVERTEBRATE", "ANT/ICSPERM1', 
"GYMirjSPERM", "FERN/FERN ALLY" or "NCKVASCXJIAR PLANT". 

HABTT1, HABTT2, HABTT3, HABTT4, HABTT5 
(NFFICRA) Five separate data fields which can be used to 
characterize each plant by using up to 5 different codes 
(HABTTCODE). 

HABTTOODE (NPFICRA) A code used to describe a general characteristic or 
the "habit" of a particular plant. As of July, 1988, 17 
codes are in use and can be found in the on-line HELP in 
NFFICRA; deorded by (HABITNAME). 

HABITNAME (NPFICRA) Decoded full name for HABITCOOE values. 

HAWAIIAN (NPFICRA) Indicates the occurrence of a plant in the Hawaiian 
Islands region; validated for "N" (native), "I" (introduced), 
or "*" (not present). 

HFJRBAPIUM (NPFICRA) Indicates if a voucher herbarium specimen exists 
to nrn mwit the plant's occurrence at the park (Y/N). 

HERITAGE Indicator that park unit is categorized as a world heritage 
sits; validated for 'Y', «N' or 'P'. 

HISTORICAL A 1-character indicator whether the occurrence type of a TEX 
species in a park is historical; validated for "Y" or "N". 



HLSTZONEAC NUmber of acres in park unit that are in a historic resources 
planning zone; validated for a value 0.00 to 
9,999,999,999.99. 

HCjCOUNTY County cede for the location of the park unit headquarters. 

IMAGE Indicates whether current satellite imagery is available for 
a park, year available and there imagery is available (Park, 
Regional office, WASOj. Enter as YY-P,R,W as applicable. 

IMFRES code far an important park resource/feature. 

nOT&DTHGR (NPFICRA) indicates the author credited with first 
describing and applying the particular infraspecies (variety 
and subspecies} name. 

INFRHYBRID (NPFICRA) Indicates if an infraspecies is the result of 
hybridization between two different species or infraspecies; 
validated far "X". 

INFRANAME (NPFICRA) The accepted name of the taxonomic category 
"VarietyH cr "Subspecies" in the hierarchical classification 
of plants, most species have not been classified down to this 
level of differentiation. 

INFRATYPE (NPFICRA) Indicates the taxoncmic category used to 
differentiate infraspecies of a particular plant species; 
validated for "sap" (subspecies) and/cr "var" (variety). 

INFRAS (NPFICRA) Indicates if a "typical" species has associated 
infraspecies (Y/N). 

INHOICING A l«<haracter indicator whether the occurrence type of a TEX 
species in a park is on land which is on irholding; validated 
for "Y" or "N". 

IPMINFO A reference to specific IPM (Integrated Pest Management) 
Information1 Packages from which to retrieve additional pest 
treatment information. 

JURISNAME Full name of the type of jurisdiction NTS has in a given park 
area; validated for 'PROPRIETARY1, 'crx*rCRR£NT' or 
• EXCLUSIVE'. 

KINGDOM A 1-character indicator whether a TEX species is a mpmher of 
the plant or animal kingdom; validated for "P" or "A". 

IASTNAME Last names of NFS personnel. 
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IZVEL1 First level text description of a pest problem. 

IEVEL2 Second level text description of a pest problem. 

LEVEL3 Third level text description of a pest problem. 

IZVEL4 Fourth level text description of a pest problem. 

IZVEL52D Identifying number for the multiple lines of text in 
IEVEI25TEXT which comprise the fifth level pest problem 
description. 

IZVEL5TEXX Fifth level text description of a pest problem. 

IZVELSUM A unique composite representation of pest problem levels 1 -
5. This unique key will correspond to a definitive set of 
pest id's and pest treatment information. 

LDCAREA Irdicates the presence of a local government administered 
area adjacent to a park; validated for 'Y' or 'N'. 

MANAGEMENT A 1-character indicator whether a TEX species activity in a 
park involves resource management; validated for "Yn or "N". 

MANDATEFT (BTOSCT) Rating point score for "mandated projectN given to a 
resource management project. 

.MEDIT Approximate percentage of a park area that is in 
mediterranean ecosystem type; validated for a value 0 to 100. 

METEOR Identifies whether a park oantains one or more meteorological 
monitoring stations; validated for 'Y', 'N' or 'P'. 

MIGRATORY A l^haractsr indicator whether a TEX species in a park has a 
migratory status; validated for "Y" or "N". 

MINRECNUM (MZNERAIS) Unique identifying number for a given Minerals 
record; validated for values from 0 to 9999. 

MITIGACTTV (BICSCX), Amount of a given funding source (in $thousands) 
allocated toward resource maragement mitigation activity; 
validated for values from 0 to 9999.9. 

MTTIGPPQfr (HICSCT) Percentage of total project cost going toward 
mitigation for a given resource maragement activity; 
validated for values from 0 to 100. 

MIXTURE The description of the mixture of pesticide product with 
dilutent for use in a park pesticide project. 



MCrrrrACITV (BIOSCI) Amount of a given funding source (in $thousands) 
allocated toward resource monitoring activity; validated for 
values from 0 to 9999.9. 

MuNITQRING A 1-character indicator whether a TEX species activity in a 
park involves monitoring; validated for "Y" or "N". 

MTNTTFflCNr (BIOSCX) Percentage of total project cost going toward 
monitoring for a given resource management activity; 
validated for values from 0 to 100. 

MPACICERIN (BT06CZ) level of certainty about the potential impacts of a 
prospective threat; validated for 'CERTAIN', 'MDDCERT', or 
•UNCERT'. 

MuITPARKRT (BIOSCI) Rating points score for 'multi-park applicability" 
given to a resource maragement project. 

NATREG Code for a Fenneman natural region type. 

NATRDGNAME Decoded value (name) far a Fenneman natural region type. 

NATRBGNUM Number used to indicate the relative importance of a Fenneman 
natural region type in a park in terms of the percentage of 
park area covered; validated for '1' or '2'. 

NATZONEAC Number of acres in park unit that are in a natural resources 
planning zone; validated far a value 0.00 to 
9,999,999,999.99. 

NHL Indicator that park unit is a national historic landmark; 
validated for 'Y', 'N' or 'P'. 

NICWNCD (NATURAL LANDMARKS) Code specifying type of ownership of 
National Natural landmarks administered at least in part by 
NFS; validated for 'NTS', 'FED', 'ST', 'L0C\ 'PRTV' OR 
•MLX'. 

NICWNDEF (NATURAL IANOORKS) Decode of oamarship far National Natural 
landmarks administered at least in part by NFS. 

NNL Indicator that park unit is a natural landmark; validated for 
•Y', 'N' or 'P'. 

NOISEFFECT (hTNERALS) level of effect of a given mineral operation on 
park noise levels; validated for 'HIGH', 'MEDIUM', 'LOW', OR 
•UNK'. 

H0NFEDACRE Number of acres in park unit that are non-federal 1y owned; 
validated for a value 0.00 to 9,999,999,999.99. 
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NCRMPREASN (BIOSCI) Reason park has no currently-approved Resource 
Management Plan. 

NPFU3RA A 1-characber indicator whether there is a record on a TEX 
species in the NPFIORA module of CEMMDN; validated for "Y" or 
"N". 

NPS Indicates the presence of another NPS-administered area 
adjacent to a park; validated far 'Yr or 'N'. 

NPSRBG Four character alphabetic code for the region a park unit is 
located. 

NRFTE (BIOSCI) Number of FTE's in a given natural resource employee 
type category for a given park or region; validated for a 
value from 0.00 to 9999.99. 

NRHP Indicator that park unit is a national register historic 
property; validated for 'Y\ «N' or 'P'. 

NRTIME074 (BICSCI) NUsber of irriividuals, in a given park or region, 
spending between 0 and 74% of their time on natural resource 
management for a given year; validated far a value from 0 to 
9999. 

NR3TME75UP (BIOSCI) Number of individuals, in a given park or region, 
spending 75% or more of their time on natural resource 
management for a given year; validated far a value from 0 to 
9999. 

NunTNDPS (MINERAIS) Number of related mineral operations identified by 
the same mineral record number in a given park; validated for 
a value from 0 to 9999. 

NUMSITES The number of sites in a park to be treated with a pesticide 
in a park pesticide project. Validated for a whole number 
0-9999. 

OCCASIONAL A 1-character indicator whether a TEX species in a park has 
an r**-»*{rVal-\/xr^jaai-fai status; validated for "Y" or "N". 

OFFHRS Operating hours of park unit headquarters. 

OPERIOCATN (MDttKALSj location of a given mineral operation in relation 
to park boundary; validated for 'INT* or 'EXT'. 

OFERSTATUS (MINERAIS) Status of a given mineral operation in a given 
park; validated for 'ACT' (active), 'ABD' (abandoned), or 
•POT' (potential). 



OFERTYPE (MINERALS) Type of a given mineral operation; validated for 
•PIACER', 'DRTTLTNG', 'UNDERGROUND', 'GECTHERMAL', 'SURFACE 
PIT', or 'MEN MATERIALS'. 

ORDERNAME (NPFLCRA) The accepted name of the upper level taxonomic 
category "Cruer" in the hierarchical classification of each 
plant. 

ORGCODE Four digit organization code that urdquely identifies park 
unit or user ID. 

CTKEREXPEN (BICSCX) Amount of a given funding source (in $thcusands) 
allocated toward "other" resource management expenses in a 
given park or region in a given year; validated far a value 
from 0.0 to 999.9. 

PARKAPDATE The date of park approval of a park pesticide project. 
Validated for the format MK/LO/YY. 

PARKAPNAME The name of the person giving park approval to a park 
pesticide project. 

PARKLAND A 1-character indicator whether the occurrence type of a TEX 
species in a park is on park-owned land; validated for "Y" or 
"N". 

PARKNAME Official name of park unit. 

PARKPRI (BZOSd) Park priority for a given natural resource 
management project; validated for a value from 0 to 99. 

PARKSCURCE (NPFLCRA) A unique, system-generated, 4-character code 
assigned to a specific park reference which documents plant 
occurrences at that park. 

PARKSTAT A 1-character indicator far the status of a TEX species in a 
park 'as sither threatened, endangered or exotic; validated 
for "T", "E" or "X". 

PEOPLENUM Unique identifying number far an individual person. 

PERSNEXPEN (BIOSCX) Amount of a given funding source (in $thousands) 
allocated toward resource management personnel expenses; 
validated for a value from 0.0 to 9999.9. 

PESTLD The ID code for a particular pest species. 

PESTMONITR The description of the monitoring process for a park 
pesticide project. 

PESTNAME The oerrrUrl name of a particular pest species corresponding., 
to a given PESTLD. 
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FHYIIMNRME (NFFLCRA) The accepted name of the upper level taxcnanic 
category "Hr/lum" in the hierarchical classification of each 
plant. 

FLNSUFEKT (BTOSCI) Rating point score far planning support" given to a 
given park ratural resources maragement project. 

FLLST Indicates whether a park has current plant list, year of 
plant list and where copies are available (Park, Psgional 
office, WASO). Enter as YY-P,R,W as applicable. 

R W Code for Klxdiler potential natural vegetation type. 

PNVNAME Decoded value (name) for a PNV type. 

PNVNUM Used to indicate the relative inrxartanoe of each R W type in 
a park in terms of the percentage of park area osvered; 
validated for a value of *V to '4'. 

POSSIBLE A 1-character indicator whether the occurrence type of a TEX 
species in a park is possible; validated for "Y" or "N". 

PRDESIG Numeric identifier for a printer device designation used by a 
user far hard-copy output (defaults to system line printer). 

PFEXSI7IT0N The precautions to be taken in a park pesticide project. 

PRiaRTTYPT (BTOSCI) Rating point scare for "project priority" given to a 
given park natural resource management project. 

PRJCDST (BlOSd) Cost (in $thousands) of a given park ratural 
resource management project for a given fiscal year; 
validated for a value from 0.0 to 999.9. 

PRJT1TLE (BICGCX) Title of a given park ratural resource management 
project* 

RRDCNftME The narrrVrl name of a pesticide product. 

PPtTJEXPEN (BICSCX) Amount of a given funding source (in $thcusands) 
allocated toward resource maragement project support 
expenses; validated for a value from 0.0 to 9999.9. 

RR3JECTTD A unique identifying number for a park pesticide project. 
Validated for the first four <*aractars being equivalent to 
the park's alpha organization code. 

PRDJPURPCS The purpose of a park pesticide project. 

PRCOREMAPK Textual line, many of which make up the remarks describing a 
park pesticide project. 
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PRQJYEAR The year in which a pesticide project occurs. Validated for 
the value 1980-2080. 

FRCNA Indicator that park unit is a protected natural area; 
validated for 'Y', 'N' or «P'. 

PRVAREA Indicates the presence of a privately owned area adjacent to 
a park; validated for 'Y' or 'N'. 

FTYPECO Code to indicate the type of park unit. 

PTYPENAME Full description of a park type corresponding to a park type 
code. 

PUBftLTHER Author(s) nane(s) for a TEX species report/publication. 

PUBQATE A four-character date (year only in format OCYY) of a TEX 
species report/publication. 

PUEtfUMBER Unique identifying number for a TEX species report/ 
publication; ocnputer-generated for new record data entry. 

PUBSOuRCEl, PUBSOQRCE2, PUBSCURCE3 
Source (e.g., journal, publisher, etc.) of a TEX species 
report/ publication. 

PUBTTTIEl, PUBHTLE2, PUBTITIE3 
Title of a TEX species report/publication. 

PANK A numeric rank for a given significant influence in a park, 
with the highest priority given a rank of 1; validated for a 
value 1 to 99. 

PXCNUM (NATURAL IANEMARRS) Unique number identifying a National 
Natural Landmark and corresponding to a record in the Natural 
landmarks Information System database. 

REENUM (NATIONAL REGISTER) Unique eight-digit number that references 
all properties in the National Register Information System. 

REFTEXT (NPFICRA) The formal bibliographic citation for each 
publication used to document the occurrence of each plant in 
a park. 

REFYR (NPFIORA) The year any citation used in REFZEXT was written. 

REGAPOATE The date of region approval far a park pesticide project. 
Validated for the format hhyuD/YY. 

REGAPNAME The name of the regional office person giving approval to a 
park past icide project* 
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REGNAME Full name of an MPS park region. 

REGERI (BICSCI)' Regional Priority of a given park natural resource 
management project; validated for a value from 0 to 999. 

REFNAME Name of congressional representative for the district. 

REQAPPRDVL (BI0SCX) Indicates whether an approved Resource Management 
Plan is required for a given park unit (Y/N). 

RESCHACITV (BZOSd) Amount of a given funding source (in Stfacusands) 
allocated toward resource management-related research. 
activity; validated for a value from 0.0 to 9999.9. 

RESCHPRGNT (BICSCT) Percentage of total project cost going toward 
research far a given project; validated for a value from 0 to 
100. 

RESEARCH A 1-character indicator whether a TEX species activity in a 
park involves research; validated for "Y" or "N". 

RESCONDTN Condition of a given park natural resource feature; validated 
for •+• (good), '0' (fair), *-* (poor), or *U* (unknown). 

PESJ2RCUP (BICSCI) Indicates whether a given natural resource type is a 
primary •PRIM', secondary 'SECD' or other 'OTHR* resource in 
a given park. 

RESGRPOIH (BICSCI) Indicates whether a given park resource management 
project relates to an "other** level resource in the park 
(Y/N). 

RESGRPPRI (BICSCI) Indicates whether a given park resource management 
project relates to a "primary*' level resource in the park 
(Y/N). 

RESGPPSEC (BICSCI) Indicates whether a given park resource management 
pic-j set relates to a "secondary** level resource in the park 
(Y/N). 

RESIEVEL indicates whether a given ratural resource type code (see 
2MFKES) is major '1' or secondary '2*. 

RESNAME Decoded value (name) for an important park resource code. 

RESTORA1N A 1-character indicator whether the oucmience type of a TEX 
species in a park is restored; validated for "Y" or "N". 

RESTYPERT (BICSCI) Rating point score for "resource type" given to a 
given park natural resource management project. 



RIVER Total stream/river length within a park boundary, in miles; 
validated for a value 0.00 to 9999.99. 

RMFRI1, RMERI2 
(BICSCI) Resource Maragement Plan Project(s) priority for 
projects which relate to a given park resource threat; 
validated for a value from 0 to 99. 

RWPPROJl, RMPPRDJ2 
(BIOSCX) Resource Management Plan Project (s) number(s) for 
project(s) which relate to a given park resource threat. 

RMPPROJNUM (BIOSCI) Resource Management Plan number for a given park 
resource management project. 

RNA Indicator that park unit is a research natural area; 
validated for 'Y', 'N' or 'P'. 

SCENEFFECT (MINERALS) Level of effect of a given mineral operation an 
park scenic resources; validated far 'HIGH', 'MEDIUM', or 
'LOW'. 

SCIENENAME Scientific name (latin binomial) for a threatened, endangered 
or exotic species. 

SENAIOPJR The name of tiie junior senator corresponding to a given state 
code. 

SZNATORSR The name of the senior senator oorraspording to a given state 
code. 

SOILEFFECT (MINERALS) Level of effect of a given mineral operation on 
park soil resources; validated far 'HIGH', 'MEDIUM', or 
'LOW'. 

SOLLMAP Indicates whether a park has current soils map, year of map 
and where copies are available (Park, Isvjional office, WASO). 
Enter as YY-P,R,W as applicable. 

SCURCEACTV Code for the source activity causing a resource impact 
(threat) in a park unit. 

SOJRCEKAME Decoded name for a source activity code. 

SPECADTHOR (NPFICRA) Indicates the author credited with first describing 
and applying the accepted species name to the particular 
plant. 

SPECHYBRID (NFFLORA) Indicates if a species is the result of 
hybridization between two different species; validated for' 
••X". 
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SFECXESNAM (NPFLCRA) The accepted bironial name of the taxononic 
category "Species" in the hierarchical classification of each 
plant - it is comprised of the Genus name and the specific 
epithet* 

SFECSTAT A 3-character code which indicates the NFS Servicewide status 
of a TEX species as either threatened, threatened/ 
endangered, endangered or exotic; validated for "T", "T/E", 
"E" or "X". 

SPuTCNEAC Umber of acres in park unit that are in a special use area; 
validated for a value 0.00 to 9,999,999,999.99. 

SBCESTlcC (BIOScT) Indicates whether source of a given park threat is a 
state or local goveiiiiueiit (Y/N). 

SRCECTHDOT (BIOSCT) Indicates whether the souroe of a given park threat 
is another DOI bureau (Y/N). 

SBCE0B3ER (BIOSCT) iErdicates the souroe of a given park threat is 
"other" (Y/N). 

SRCbJUiHt'hl) (BIOSCT) indicates whether the souroe of a given park threat 
is another (non-DOI) Federal agency (Y/N). 

SKCEPKIV (BIOSCT) Indicates whether the souroe of a given park threat 
is a private individual or group (Y/N). 

SFCETRTBAL (BIOSCT) Indicates whether the souroe of a given park threat 
is a tribal agency (Y/N). 

STAT (NATURAL LANDMARKS) Coded designation status of a natural 
landmark site decoded by STATUSDEF. 

STATUSDEF (NATURAL LANDMARKS) Decode value of the designation status 
(STAT) for a National Natural landmark: D-designated, P-
potential, S-sugr/ested, I-inel igible/lrective. 

STATUSFARK (NFFIORA) Indicates if a plant is native (N) or introduced 
(I) in a particular park. 

STAREA Indicates the presence of a state-adml n 1 stared area adjacent 
to a park; validated for 'Y' or 'N». 

STATE A two-character code for a U.S. state or territory. 

STATECD The two-digit FTPS (Federal Information Processing Stardards) 
code for a state or territory 

STATENAME The full state or territory name corresponding to a given 
state code. 
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SUBCXSNAME (NPFLQRA) The acoepted binomial name of the taxpnomic 
category "Subclass" in the hierarchical classification of 
each plant. 

SUPER Indicates whether a park has current superintendent's annual 
research report (NPS Form 10-561), year of report and where 
copies are available (Park, Regional office, WASO). Enter as 
YY-p,R,w as applicable. 

SURFWAT Total surface water area within a park's boundary, in acres; 
validated far a value 0.00 to 99999999.99. 

SYMBOL (NPFLQRA) A unique 4 to 6 character string used to code every 
species and infraspecies contained in NPFLORA, typically 
created by combining the first two letters of the genu with 
the first two letters of the specific epithet and the first 
letter of the infraspecies. Where appropriate, numbers are 
suffixed to differentiate between otherwise like codes. 

TITLECOEE Code for a given NPS job title type. 

TITLENAME Dsccderi full name for a given NPS job title type. 

THREATTZVL (KCOSCX) level of threat to a given park natural resources 
from a given source activity; validated far 'SEVERE', 
'MXERATE', or 'LOW'. 

THREATRT (BIOSCX) Rating point score far "resource threat" given to a 
given park natural resource management project. 

THRTBEGINS (BIOSCX) Earliest a prospective park rescurce threat is 
estimated to begin having resource impacts; validated for one 
of the follcedng characters: > < 1 2 3 4 

THRTCERTN (BIOSCX) level of certainty. 

THRTREND (BIOSCX) Trend of resource impacts from a given threat; 
validated for 'INCR' (ircreasing), 'SAME', or 'DECR' 
(decreasing). 

THRTENDS (BIOSCX) latest a prospective park resource threat is 
estimated to begin having resource impacts; validated for one 
of the following characters: > < 1 2 3 4 5 

THRTIENUM (BIOSCX) unique, identifying number for a given park resource 
threat. 

THRI1CCTN (BIOSCX) Indicates whether a given park resource threat in 
internal to the park boundary 'INT', external 'EXT' or 
'BOTH'. 
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THHIT1T1E (KCOSCI) Descriptive title of a given park resource threat. 

THRTWHEN (BlOSCr) Indicates whether given park resource threat is 
existing 'EXIST' or prospective 'FFOSP'. 

TTMEZONE Time zone of the park unit headquarters. 

TOFOMAP Indicates whether a park has current topo map, year of map 
and where copies are available (Park, Regional office, WASO). 
Enter as YY-P,R,W as applicable. 

TOTACRE Number of total acres in park unit; validated for a value 
0.00 to 9,999,999,999.99. 

TOTALAMNT The total amount of pesticide product used in a park 
pesticide project. 

TOTALSCDRE (BIOSCX) Total rating points assigned to a given park natural 
resource management project; validated for a value from 0 to 
999. 

TRAINACTTV (BIOSGI) Amount of a given funding source (in $thousands) 
allocated toward resource management-related training; 
validated for a value from 0.0 to 999.9. 

TPATNPRCNT (BIOSCX) Percent of a total project oast going to resource 
management training far a given project; validated for a 
value from 0 to 100. 

TREATAREA The amount of area in a park to be treated with a pesticide 
in a park pesticide project. 

TREATMENT Treatment information text far a pest species corresponding 
to a given IEVEEBTJM value. 

TREATMETHD The method of pesticine treatment as proposed for a park 
pesticide project. 

TRNSUPPRT (BIOSCX) Rating point score for "training support" given to a 
given park natural resource management project. 

TROPIC Approximate percentage of a park area in tropical ecosystem; 
validated for a value 0 to 100. 

TUNBQR Approximate percentage of a park area in turdra/boreal 
ecosystem; validated far a value 0 to 100. 

TYPICAL (NPFDORA) Indicates if a plant name is a "typical" species 
rather than an infraspecies (Y/N). 

TYP5YMB0L (NPFIORA) Indicates the SYMBOL for the "typical" species to 
which any particular infraspecies is associated. 



UPDATE Date recorded as when a record in a CTHMCN data file was 
entered or updated. 

URBAN Approximate percentage of park area that is in a urban 
ecosystem; validated for a value 0 to 100. 

URGENCYRT (BIOSCI)Rating point score for "urgency" given to a given 
park natural resource management project. 

USAGEPATE The description of usage rate of a pest 1 cine product for use 
in a park pesticide project. 

USEMAP Indicates whether a park has current landuse map, year of map 
and where copies are available (Park, Regional office, WASO). 
Enter as YY-P,R,W as applicable. 

USFS Indicates the presence of U.S. Forest Service administered 
land adjacent to a park; validated for 'Y' or 'N'. 

VEGEFFECT (MINERALS) Level of effect of a given mineral operation on 
park vegetation resources; validated for 'HIGH', 'MEDIUM', 
or 'IDW'. 

VEGMAP Indicates whether a park has current vegetation saps, year of 
map and where copies are available (Park, Regional office, 
WASO). Enter as YY-P,R,W as applicable. 

VISITOR Total number of visitors to a park far a specific fiscal 
year. 

WASOAPDATE The date of WASO-IPM approval/di,sarriroval of a park pesticide 
project. Validated for the format MVTO/YY. 

WASOAPNAME The name of the WASO-IPM parson giving arraroval/d i sarcroval 
of a park pesticide project. 

WASOSTATUS An indicator showing whether WASO-IPM has formally approved 
or disapproved a park pesticide project. Validated for a 'D' 
(disapproval) or an 'A' (approval). 

WATREFTECT (MINERALS) level of effect of given mineral operation on park 
water resources; validated for 'HIGH1, 'MEDIUM', or 'LOW'. 

WESTFCR Approximate percentage of park area that can be considered as 
western forest ecosystem; validated for a value 0 to 100. 

WETLAND Total wetland area within a park boundary, in acres; 
validated for a value 0.00 to 99999999.99. 
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wnrJERNESS Indicator that park unit is a wilderness area; validated for 
•Y', »N' or 'P'. 

WXLDEFFECT (MINERALS) Level of effect of given mineral operation an park 
wildlife resarcces; validated for 'HIGH1, •MEDIUM', or 'LOW'. 

WINTER A 1-charactar irdicator whether a TEX species in a park was a 
winter resident; validated for "Y" or "N". 

XTTNCXTIRP (OTfTCKA) Irdicates if a plant is extinct or extirpated from 
a park but did occur in historical times (Y/N). 

YEARRDUND A 1-charactar irdicator whether a TEX species in a park was a 
yearround resident; validated for "Y* or MNM. 
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Appendix D 
Data Element/Data F i l e Cross Reference 

Data Element Name F i l e X-Ref List 

ACIDSITE 
ACTENFQRCE 
ACnCNPLAN 
ACi'lVUESCR 
AcrrvNUM 
ACTTVSTART 
ACTIVSTOP 
ACTMITTG 
ACIM3NRES 
ACTMONTHRT 
ACTNEGOT 
ACINCTHTNG 
ACTRESRCH 
ADDRESS1 
ADDRESS2 
ADDRESS3 
ADDRESS4 
ADJACFED 
ADJACNON 
ADhTNBY 
ADMINBYCD 
AIOODE 
AXNAME 
AIFERCENT 
AXP0UND6 
AXRPIC 
ATRQUAL 
AXRSITE 
ALEST 
ALPHACD 

PARKENFO 
PARKTHRT.BIOSCX 
SPECPARK 
ACTVDESC 
SPECACrV, ACTVDESC 
SPECACTV 
SPECACTV 
PARKTHRT. BICSCI 
PARKIHRT. BIOSCI 
PARKTHRT.BIOSCI 
PARKTHRT.BIOSCI 
PARKTHRT. BIOSCI 
PARKTHRT. BIOSCI 
ADDRESS 
ADDRESS 
ADDRESS 
ADDRESS 
SPECPARK 
SPECPARK 
PARK, ADMIN 
ADMIN 
PPODAI, AIGCDES 
AIOODES 
PRODAI 
PRDDAI 
PARKTNFO 
PARKTNFO 
PARKTNFO 
PARKTNFO 
ADDRESS, PARK, DOCSTAT, PEOPLE, BUDGET, 
PARKINFO, PARKRES, PARKBATL, PARKPNV, 
PARKNTRG, SPECPARK, OCRSTATE, SPECACTV, 
PARKPUB, FRCOTNFO, CQRRPROJ, NRFUNDS.BICSCT, 
FPTDRANK.BIGSCI, RMPSTAT.BICSCT, 
MTNOPS.MINERALS, NPHPPARK.NRHP, 
NNLPARKS.NNIMARK, PARKREFS.NPFIDPA, 
TAXPARK.NPFLQRA 
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Data ELanant Nana Fila X-Ref List 

AMNTICOAI 
AOURCEACTV 
APPIICAMNT 
APPLICDATE 
APPLICFQPM 
APPLICNAME 
APPIICNUM 
APPLICnME 
APPROVRMP 
AVOXDAREA. 
BAUEY 
BAHNAME 
BAXLNUM 
BARNUM 
BARRIER 
BASEDATART 
BIOSRES 
BLM 
BREEDING 
BUDGET 
CARIBBEAN 
CAUTNAREA 
CDCTNFO 
CERTERAIN 
CLASSNAME 
COAST 
CQMMONCODE 

CDMfiONNAME 
CGMPHDNE 
CONGGODE 
CONTACT 
COUNTY 
COUNTYNAME 
CRITICHABT 
CURRENT 
DATAADBOCY 
DATADEFl 
DATADEF2 
DATADEF3 
DATANAME 
DATEACTH 
DATEESTAB 
DESCRSTTES 
DESERT 
DEVZCNEAC 

TTCTTTfyr 

PARKINFL, SRCCODE, PARKTHPT.BIOSCI 
PROJINFO 
USELOG 
PROJINFO 
USELOG 
PROJINFO 
PROJINFO 
RMPSTAT.BIOSCI 
PROJINFO 
PARRBAIL, BATTHXE, PAPETHRT.BIOSCI 
BATTOODE 
PARKBAIL, PARKTHRT.BIOSCI 
PARKINFO 
PARKINFO 
PROJRANK. BIOSCI 
PARK 
PARKINFO 
SPECPARK 
BUDGET 
TAXA.NPFLORA 
PROJINFO 
LEVELS 
PROJINFO 
FAMLTJJJS .NPFLORA 
PARKINFO 
SPECTAX, SPECPARK, OCRSTATE, SPECACTV, 
SPECPUB, FLOPTEX.NPFLQRA 
SPECTAX 
PEOPLE 
CONGREPS, PARKREPS 
PROJINFO 
COUNTY, PARKCO, OCPSTATE 
COUNTY 
SPECPARK 
SPECPARK 
PARKRES. BIOSCI 
DEFINE 
DEFINE 
DEFINE 
DEFINE 
PARK 
PARK 
PROJINFO 
PARKINFO 
PARK 
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Data Element Name F i l e X-Ref List 

DISCXPOODE 
DISCZFNMffi 
DISJUNCT 
DISTOODE 
DISTNAME 
DOCAFP 
DOCCD 
DCCDUE 
DOCDUECONG 
DOCFTNI 
DCCLOCATN 
DOCNAME 
DOCSTAPT 
DOCIYFE 
DOCUPDATE 
DZCNEA 
DZONEB 
DZCNEC 
D2CNEH 
DZONEE 
DZCNEM 
DZONEN 
DZONEP 
DZONEW 
DZONEG 
DZCNE01 
DZONE02 
DZCNE03 
DZONE04 
DZCNE05 
DZCNE06 
DZCNE07 
DZCNE08 
DZCNE09 
DZGNE10, 
EASEMENT 
EASTFOR 
EMFTYPOODE 
EMFTYFNAME 
ENDEMIC 
ENFRCPRCNT 
EPAREGNUM 
ESISCODE 
EXPTL 
EXTIRPATED 

DISCTP5.CCRE, DISCDDES.CORE 
DISCODES.CQRE 
TAXPARK. NPFLCPA 
DISTRIBS. NPFIOPA 
DISTRIBS.NPFLOPA 
DOCSTAT 
NRHFPARK.NFEP 
DOCSTAT 
DOCSTAT 
DOCSTAT 
DOCSTAT 
DCCTYPE 
DOCSTAT 
DOCSTAT, DOCTYPE 
DOCSTAT 
TXHABDST. NPFIOPA 
TXKABOST. NPFLOPA 
TXHABDST.NPFLCPA 
TXHABDST.NPFLOPA 
TXHABDST.NPFLOPA 
TXHABDST.NPFLCPA 
TXHABDST.NPFLCPA 
TXHABDST.NPFLCPA 
TXHABDST.NPFIOPA 
TXHABDST.NPFLCPA 
TXHABDST.NPFLCPA 
TXKABDST.NPFLCPA 
TXHAEDST.NPFLCPA 
TXHABDST.NPFLCPA 
TXKABDST.NFFLCPA 
TXHABDST.NPFLCPA 
TXHABDST.NPFLCPA 
TXHABDST.NPFLCPA 
TXHABDST.NPFLCPA 
TXHABDST.NPFLCPA 
SPECPARK 
PARKTNFO 
EMPTYPE.ETOSCI, NRPFPSCN.BIOSCI 
FMPTYPE. BIOSCT 
TAXPARK. NPFLCPA 
NRNEETB.BIOSCI 
PPCJINFO, PRCOUCTS, PPCDAI 
SFECTAX 
PARK 
SPECPARK 
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Data Element Mama Fi la X-Ref List 
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FAMTLXNAME 
FAKLLYMUM 
FED 
FEDACKE 
FIRST_MI_ 
FIVEXRIDTL 
FIOPAPPROV 
FEE 
FTSFHDNE 
FQMDSRCDDE 

FUMD6F42MAME 
FUMDSBCIDT 
FWS 
FWS5TAJUS 
FYCURRENT 
FXEAR 

FY1 
FY2 
FY3 
FY4 
FY5 
GENUSYMBOL 
GEOMAP 
GMPNUM 
GPASS 
GROUP 
HABTTOXE 
KABTTMAME 
HABTTl 
HABET2 
HABTT3 
HABTT4 
HABXT5 
HAWAIIAN 
KERBARJJJM 
HERITAGE 
HISTORICAL 
HIST2XKEAC 
KCjCCUNTX 
IMAGE 
IMPRES 

INFPANAME 
INFRAS 
INFRATXPE 

FAMIIIES.NFFLOPA, TAXA.NPFLORA 
FAMJJJDES.NPFIGRA, GENFJA. NPFLORA 
PARKLMFO 
PARK 
PEOPLE 
NRNEEDS. BIOSCI 
TAXPARK. NPFLQPA 
BUDGET 
PEOPLE 
CURRPROJ.BIOSCI, FUNDTXPE.BIOSCI, 
NRFUNDS.BIOSCI, NRNEEDS.BIOSCI 
FUNDTXPE.BIOSCI 
NRFUNDS.BIOSCI 
PARKLNFO 
TAXA.NPFLORA 
NRNKFDS. BIOSCI 
BUDGET, CURRPROJ, NRFUNDS.BIOSCI, 
NRPERSON.BIOSCI 
NRNEEDS. BIOSCI 
NRNEEDS. BIOSCI 
NRNKK1K. BIOSCI 
NRNEEDS. BIOSCI 
NRNEEDS. BIOSCI 

PARKLNFO 
PARK 
PARKINFO 
SPECEAX 
HABITS. NPFLORA 
HABITS. NPFLORA 
TXHABDST.NPFLORA 
TJXKABOST. NPFLORA 
TJCKAPJJST.NPFIGPA 
TAHABDST.NPFLQRA 
TAHABDST. NPFLORA 
TAXA.NPFLORA 
TAXPARK.NPFIORA 
PARK 
SPECPARK 
PARK 
PARK 
PARKINFO 
PARKRES, RFBCDDE, CURRPROJ.BIOSCI, 
NRNEEDS.BIOSCI, TRRTRES 
INFRAS. NPFLORA 
TAXA.NPFLORA 
TAXA.NPFIGRA 



Data Element Name F i l e X-Ref Lis t 

INFRAUTHQR 
LNFRHYBRID 
INHOLDING 
UMLNFO 
JURISNftME 
KINGDOM 
IASTNAME 
T>Vt»!l .1 

LEVEL2 
LEVEL3 
LEVEL4 
LEVEL5ID 
LEVEL5TEXT 
LEVELSUM 
DOCAREA 
MANAGEMENT 
MANDATERT 
MEDIT 
METEOR 
MIGRATaRY 
MTNRECNUM 
MTTIGACZTV 
MTTIGPRCNT 
MIXTURE 
MCNTTACTTV 
MCtnTDQRING 
MCNITFRCNT 
MPACTCERTN 
MLTEPARKRT 
NAME 
NATREG 
NATREGNAME 
NATREGNUM 
NATZGNEAC 
NHL 
NLOWNCD 
NLOWtffXSF' 
NNL 
NONFEDACRE 
NPFLORA 
NFS 
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INFRAS.NPFLORA 
INFRAS.NPFLORA 
SFECPARK 
LEVELS 
JURISNAM 
SPECTAX 
PEOPLE 
LEVELS 
LEVELS 
LEVELS 
LEVELS 
LEVELS/ FIVETEXT 
FIVETEXT 
LEVELS 
PARKLNFO 
SPECACTV 
PROJRANK.BIOSCI 
PARKLNFO 
PARKTNFO 
SPECPARK 
MINORS. MINERALS 
NRFUNDS. BIOSCI 
NRFUNDS.BIOSCI 
PRQJINFO 
NRFUNDS. P J O S C I 

SPECACTV 
NRFUNDS.BIOSCI 
PARRIKRT.BIOSCI 
PROJRANK.BIOSCI 
OODENAME 
PARKNTRG, NTRGCODE 
NTRGCODE 
PARKNTRG 
PARK 
PARK 
NNIPARKS/ NNLMARK, NNLOWNER 
NNIOWNER.NNLMAKK 
PARK 
PARK 
SFECTAX 
PARKLNFO 



Data Element Name File X-Ref List 

NFSREG 

NRFTE 
NFHP 
NRTIME74 
NRTIME75UP 
NUMSITES 
OCCASIONAL 
OFFHRS 
CFEKLOCATN 
QPEB5TAXUS 
OPERJYPE 
ORGCODE 

OIHEREXPEN 
PAPJOUPDATE 
PARKAFNAME 
PARKLAND 
PARRNAME 
PARKFRI 
PARKSOURCE 

PARKSTAT 
PBOPLENOM 
PERSNEXPEN 
PESTID 

PESDtDNITR 
PESTNAME 
PLIST 
PLNSUPPRT 
PNV 
PNVNAME 
PNVNCM 
POSSIBLE 
PPJBCALTION 
PPJXNAME 
PKOJECilD 

FROJEXPEN 
PFCJPURPOS 
PROJREMARK 
PROJYEAR 
PRONA 
PRVAREA 

ADDRESS, PARK, PEOPLE, REGIONS, SPECPARK, 
PPOJIKFO, NRFERSCN.BIOSCI, NRNEEDS.BIOSCI, 
NRFUNDS.BIOSCI 
NPPERSCN.BIOSCI 
PARK 
NRPERSCN.BIOSCI 
NRPER5ON.BI0SCI 
PROJLNPO 
SPECPARK 
PARK 
MINORS.MINERALS 
MINOPS.MINERALS 
MINOPS.MINERALS 
ADDRESS, PARK, FARKST, BARKCO, DOCSTAT, 
PARKST.OQRE, PEOPLE, BUDGET, PARKREPS, 
JURISNAM, PARKLNFO 
NRFUNDS.BIOSCI 
PROJ1NSO 
PROJINFO 
SPECPARK 
ADDRESS, PARK 
NRNEEDS.BIOSCI, PROJRANK.BIOSCI 
TAXPARK.NPFIORA, PARKREFS.NPFIORA, 
TAXREFS. NPFIORA 
SPECPARK 
DISCIPS.COKE, PEOPLE, TITLES.CORE 
NRFUNDS.BIOSCI 
PESTLEVL, PESTCODE, PROJPEST, 
FIORPEST. NPFIORA 
PROJINFO 
PESTCODE 
PARKINFO 
PROJRANK.BIOSCI 
PARKPNV, PNVCODE, PARKNTRG 
PNVCODE 
PARKPNV 
SPECPARK 
PROJINFO 
PRODUCTS 
PROJINFO, PROJTEXT, PROJPEST, 

NRFUNDS.BIOSCI 
PROJINFO 
PROJTEXT 
PROJINFO 
PARK 
PARKINFO 
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Data Element Name F i l e X-Ref L i s t 

PIYPECD 
FTYPENAME 
PUBADTHCR 
PUBDATE 
PUBNUMBER 
PUBSOURCET 
PUBS0URCE2 
PUBSOXJRCE3 
PUBTTTLE1 
PUBTTTLE2 
PUBTITLE3 
RANK 
REGAPDATE 
PEGAPNAME 
REGNAME 
REGPRI 
REPNAME 
REPNUM 
REViTi'LE 
PESCHACITV 
RESCONDTN 
RESEARCH 
RESGROUP 
PXSLEVEL 
RESNAME 
RESTQRATN 
RTVER 
RMPPRI1 
PMPPRI2 
PMPPRCOT 
RMPPROJ2 
RMPROJNUM 
RNA 
SGENFJTECT 
SC1ENTNAME 
SENATGRIR 
SENATORSR 
SGXLFJFECT 
SOZLMAP 
SGUFCEACTV 
SOCRCENAME 
SPECADTHDR, 
SPECHYBRID 
SPFTTESNAM 
SPFJCSTAT 

SPUZCNEAC 

PARK, PARKTYPE 
PARKTYPE 
PUBINFO 
PUBINFO 
PUBINFO, SPfiCPUB, PARKPUB 
PUBINFO 
PUBINFO 
PUBINFO 
PUBINFO 
PUBINFO 
PUBINFO 
PARKINFL 
PROJINFO 
FROJINFO 
REGIONS 
NRNFFTfi.BICSCI, PROJRANK.BIOSCI 
CONGREPS 
REPORTS 
REPORTS 
NRFUNDS.BIC6CI 
PARKRES 
SPECACTV 
PARKRES 
RESGODE 
RESOODE 
SPECPARK 
PARKINFO 
PARKTKRT.BIOSCI 
PAFIOHRT.BICSCI 
PARKTKRT.BIOSCI 
PARKTHRT.BIC6CI 
CURRPROJ.BIOSCI 
PARK 
MTNOPS .MINERALS 
SPECTAX 
PARKST.CORE, STATE 
STATE 
MTNOPS.MINERALS 
PARKLNFO 
SRCFJCODE 
SRCECODE 
TAXA.NFFICRA 
TAXA.NPFLORA 
TAXA.NPFLORA 
SPECTAX 
PARK 
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Data ELamant Name File X-Ref List 

SPCEOTHER 
SRCEOTHFED 
SPCEFRTV 
SRCESTEOC 
SPCETPJQ3AL 
STAREA 
STAT 
STATECD 
STATE 
STATENAME 
STATOSDEF 
SUBCLSNAME 
SUPER 
SURFNAT 
THREATLEVL 
THREATRT 
THRTBEGINS 
THRTCERTN 
TKRTENOS 
THRTTDNUM 
TKRTICCTN 
THRTTREND 
THRTHKEN 
TTMEZONE 
TTTLECODE 
TTTLENAME 
TOPCMAP 
TGfZACRE 
TOTALAMNT 
TOTALSCORE 
TRAXNACTTV 
TRAINPRCNT 
TREATAREA 
TREATMENT 
TREATMETHD 
TRNSUPPRT 
TROPIC 
TUNBCR 
TYPICAL 
TTPSYMBOL 

PARKTHRT. KCOSCI 
PARKTHRT.BIOSCI 
PARKTHRT.BIOSCI 
PARKTHRT.BIOSCI 
PARKTHRT.BIOSCI 
PARKTNFO 
STATUS. NNLMARK 
STATECD. CORE 
COUNTY, STATECD.CDKE, PARKST 
STATE 
STATUS.NNLMARK 
FAMILIES. NPFIORA 
PARKINFO 
PARKTNFO 
THRTRES.BIOSCI 
PROJRANK. BIOSCI 
PARKTHRT.BIOSCI 
PAPJKTHRT. BIOSCI 
PARKTHRT. BIOSCI 
THRTRES.BIOSCI, FAKKTHRT.BIOSCI 
PAPJOHRT. BIOSCI 
THRTRES.BIOSCI 
PAPJKTHRT. BIOSCI 
PARK 
TTTCCCES.COKE, TTTIZS.CORE 
TTTCDDES.CORE 
PARKINFO 
PARK 
FROJTNFO, TTSFTOG 
PROJRANK. BIOSCI 
NRFUNDS.BIOSCI 
NRNEEDS.BIOSCI 
FRCJTNFO, USEL06 
TREAT 
FRCJTNFO 
PROJRANK. BIOSCI 
PARKINFO 
PARKINFO 
TAXA.NPFIORQ 
TNFRAS.NPFLORA 
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Data Element Name F i l e X-Ref L i s t 

UPDATE 

URBAN 
URGENCYRT 
USAGEPATE 
USEMAP 
USFS 
VEGEFFECT 
VEGMAP 
VISITOR 
WASCAPDATE 
WASOAPNAME 
WASOSTATUS 
WATRFJFECT 
WESTFOR 
WETLAND 
WTLDEFFECT 
WTTJ ERNESS 
WINTER 
YEARROUND 

PARKTNFO, PEOPLE, SPECPARK, SPECACTV, 
NRLEEDS.BICSCI, NPPERSON.BIOSCI, 
PRQJRANK.BIOSCI, RMPSTAT.BIOSCI, 
MINOPS.MINERALS, SPECPARK, SPECACTV, 
PPCJRANK.BIOSCI 
PARKLNFO 
PROJPANK.BIOSCI 
PROJINFO 
PARKLNFO 
PARKXNFO 
MINOPS.MINERALS 
PARKXNFO 
BUDGET 
PROJINFO 
PROJINFO 
PROJINFO 
MINOPS .MINERALS 
PARKXNFO 
PARKLNFO 
MXNOPS.MXNERALS 
PARK 
SPECPARK 
SPECPARK 
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Appendix E: Using RELATE to Develop Individualized Reports 
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One of the options on the main CXMCN menu is to "Run Your Own 
Individualized Report." (Note: this option is not available to users of 
the SHARE userid and a few other user-id's.) You may design your own 
reports only if you know how to use the onmmards in the RELATE/3000 
language and are familiar with the COMMON data base structure. 

Upon making this selection, you will see a screen that warns you that you 
need to be somewhat familiar with RELATE to create your own report, and 
gives you the options of: 

(1) getting introductory information an how the CTxMON data base is 
organized, 

(2) creating your own report or 
(X) returning to the main menu. 

The first option provides you with a description of the data base 
structure and names of the data elements to use in RELATE commands. The 
second option puts you directly into the RELATE data base management 
software where you can use RELATE orimands to query the data base. 

What js FHftTS? 

RELATE/3000 is the relational data base management system that stores and 
retrieves NFS crjMMDN data in the occputer files. You can use the RELATE 
command language to select information from the CEMMDN data base and 
format it in your own individualized reports. The command language is 
similar to that used in microcomputer data base management packages like 
dBASEIII and can be easily learned. However, successful use depends an 
careful attention to RELATE's rules of syntax. It will take some 
practice with the commands before you become proficient at writing them. 

In order to successfully use RELATE to manipulate CTxfCN information, you 
must be able to find the relevant data elements and files of interest. 
For more information on the contents and organization of these files and 
data elements, see appendices A through D. 

The following pages contain a summary of RELATE conventions and the most 
commcrdy-used RELATE commands. They should help you to do simple ad hoc 
queries of the COMMON data base. If you want to do more complicated 
reports, you nay want to ask for assistance or get a copy of the RELATE 
manual to learn about RELATE's more powerful crmnarrls and sophisticated 
report writer. Contact the Data Management Section (see Appendix F) for 
further information on RELATE. 

Some Important RELATE Conventions 

prompts. Once you select the CXMCN menu option to "Create Your own* 
Report" you will see the line telling you that you are in RELATE and 
giving you the date and time. On the following line you will see "1)" 
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which is RELATE's way of telling you that it is waiting for a command to 
be entered. The right parenthesis symbol,M)n, is the RELATE prompt for 
action. Each prompt in a RELATE session from sign-on to sign-off is 
numbered oonsecutively. 

Error Messages.' RELATE reads your command after you press RETURN. 
Lf you have made an error, a number, bracketed by asterisks, will appear. 
This is the number of the RELATE error message. If you want an 
explanation of the error, press any key other than the return key to see 
the error message displayed. Press the return key to bypass the message 
text and oontinue your session. 

upper and Lower Case. Relate oommands can be typed in upper or lower 
case. However, it is important to understand that Relate and COMMON 
store data in both upper and lower case. When attempting to retrieve 
some particular information, it is important to make the data request 
using upper and/or lower case exactly as the information appears in the 
data file. For instance, consider the following examples that use the 
AIPHACD field which contains the park alphabetic oode stored in all 
capital letters. Let's assume we wish to select all the fields and 
records that contain Yosemita data. Each of the following examples would 
successfully retrieve the information: 

SELECT 8 WHERE ALPHACD - 'YCSE' 

select 8 where alphaod - 'YCSE' 

The following examples, however would not retrieve any records since the 
ALPHACD data is always stored in upper case: 

SELECT 8 WHERE ALPHACD - 'yose' 

select 8 where alphaod • 'yose' 

Similarly, if there was a NAME field and we were searching for the reoord 
for a person whose name was stared with the first letter capitalized 
(e.g. Johnson): 

These would find the These would NOT find 

the arfarouriate reoord the appropriate record 

select 8 where name • "Johnson" select 8 where name « "JOHNSON" 

SELECT 8 where NAME - "Johnson" select 8 where name - "Johnson" 

SET act 8 whERE nAME - "Johnson" select 8 where name * "JOHNson" 
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Typing long Cccniands. If your ccmmand statements are longer than one 
line (79 characters), you must indicate that you intend to continue on 
the next line by typing a space and ampersand (&) at the end of the line 
before hitting the return key. 

Lifting and Recalling Conroands. REZATE remembers all of the ccnmands 
that you enter during a RELATE session until you leave RELATE. The LIST 
COMMANDS command can be used to display one previously executed command 
or a range of them. For example, LIST COMMANDS 51/60 will cause your 
previously executed commands numbered 51 through 60 to be displayed. You 
may re-use a previous command using the REDO command. If you type REDO 
and hit RETURN, the very last command you entered will be displayed an 
the next prompt line. When you hit RETURN again, it will be executed. 
You may redo a nommand from earlier in your session by referring to it by 
its prompt number. "REDO 2" would recall your second coonand to the 
prompt line. Once a ccnmand is recalled, you may edit it on the line 
beneath. To delete characters, use the space bar to move the cursor and 
then place a D directly beneath each character to be deleted. To insert 
characters, use the space bar to move the cursor and then place an I 
directly beneath the character to have characters inserted before it, and 
type the characters to be inserted after the I. To replace characters, 
place an R directly beneath the first character to be replaced and type 
the replacement characters after the R. 

Using HELP. You can get some information about RELATE commands and 
errors by using the help command. To get a list of RELATE commands, type 
KELP OQMMAND6. To get information about a specific RELATE command, type 
HELP, the oommand name and what you want to know about it: syntax, 
purpose, keywords, examples or description. For example, HELP SET PATH 
SYNTAX. To get all the information about a particular oommand, type 
HELP, the command name, and the word ALL. For example, HELP OPEN ALL. 
To get information about an error, type HELP ERROR and the error number. 

Oatitrolling Report Output. When data is printing an the screen you 
may use the CONTROL (CTRL) key in combination (pressed simultaneously) 
with other keys to control the output. 

CXxTfROL and S causes output to pause until 
creTTROL and Q causes output to resume. 
CONTROL and Y terminates the output. 

T*ft gsserhjaj raTATfi Qajmrnandj 

Opening Files. The first thing you must do when using RELATE to 
query CEMMDN is to open the files that you want to use. You will have to 
specify the group (or module) that the file resides in, like CORE or 
BIOSCI. Appendix A contains a description of each of the files and 
Appendix B contains a list of data elements, shewing which files they 
reside in. You may open as many files as you want, but you must type one 
"OPEN FILE" command for each file opened. 
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OPEN FILE [file name}. [group nane];MXE-l 

When using CHOCK you most always specify both a file name (like PARK) 
and a group (also called a module) name (like GORE) whenever you refer to 
files in RELATE. You must always specify MODE-1 at the end of an OPEN 
FILE statement. If you do not specify MODE-1, you will not be able to 
use the file and you will see the following error message: 
THE RELATE/3000 FILE CANNOT BE ACCESSED (FSERR #90 - EXCLUSIVE VIOLATION: 
FILE BEING ACCESSED 

Sample command: 
OPEN FILE PARK.ODRE;MDDE»l 

looking at Files. If you want to see the data elements contained in 
a file, first you must open the file. Then type SHOW. The RELATE SHOW 
command causes the screen to display the data element names, type, 
length, and internal size in bytes and words (the foHcwing table lists 
valid RELATE data types). 

j RELATE DATA TYPES j 

I ALPHA any characters I 
j INTEGER whole numbers j 
I DOUBLE large whole numbers j 
I REAL fractional numbers with 7-digit accuracy 
| LONG fractional numbers with 16-digit accuracy 

To see all the files that have been opened during the session, enter SHOW 
PATH. This command will give you a list of current open files and will 
designate the file you're working in as the CURRENT PATH. To change 
current files, use the SET PATH command with the name of the file you 
want to work in. Sample: 

SET PATH STATE 

Selecting the Information You Want. The SELECT command is the one 
you will use most often to find the records you want from the data base. 
It contains the information needed to search the data base and find all 
the records or entries which meet the criteria (or oonditions) which you 
specify. It can be used to get data from one file or to join files 
together to obtain information from more than one file. Once you have 
typed in a successful SELECT command, you will see the next numbered 
prompt. You rust enter PRINT to see the results of your SELECTian. 

Before you can select from a file, you must make sure that the file has 
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Before you can select from a file, you most make sure that the file has 
been cpened and that it is set to your current path. Your SELECT canmand 
must specify the field (or data elements) to be selected, fields for 
selection criteria and the values for the selection criteria. You must 
use the exact field, names when identifying selection criteria. Consult 
Appendix B of this manual or use the SHOW command an your open file for a 
list of field names (data elements). You can use the logical operators 
to make selections (see the table below). The 8 symbol may be used to 
select all fields in the current path. 

j RELATE SYMBOLS AND LOGICAL OPERATORS | 

| PIUS AND MTNUS +,- | 
| NOT NOT | 
| MDTiTnTECATICW,DrvTSION *,/ | 
j ADDITION, SUBTRACTION +,- j 
| AND AND | 
| OR OR j 
| LOGICAL OPERATORS >f</<«,>-/»/o j 

It is also very important to know that when you SELECT data, the various 
fields and calculations you specify in your SELECT statement will be in 
effect until you either: (1) enter a WSET PATH" ccmmand, or (2) do 
another SELECT. This means that you cannot do a SELECT 
from among the information produced by a previous SELECT. Every time you 
do a SELECT you are disabling the effect of the previous SELECT. It 
usually should be possible to obtain the results you want through a 
single SELECT statement. While this user guide deals with the SELECT 
command in only a cursory manner, the SELECT ooomand is in fact a very 
powerful and flexible tool for the RELATE user. If your requirements go 
beyond this discussion, you can contact the Data Management Section (see 
Appendix F) for help. 

Flĵ irrr Information in a Single File. Following are some sample 
SELECT commands, the resulting reports and an explanation of their 
function. 

OPEN ITXE PARK. CORE ;MXE"1 
SELECT PARINAME,TOTACRE WHERE TCTACRE > 1000000 

This SELECT statement will locate the names and total acreage values for 
the parks with total acreage exiceeding one million acres. Don't forget 
that you must enter the PRINT command to see the results of your 
SELECTian. 
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You may order the information in your report by including a sort 
statement in your SELECT command. For example, 

SELECT PARKNAME, TOTACRE SORT BY TOTACRE WHERE TOTACRE > 1000000 

will sort report results by acreage while 

SELECT PARKNAME,TOTACRE SORT BY PARKNAME WHERE TOTACRE > 1000000 

will sort the same report results alphabetically by park name. 

OPEN FILE BUDGET. CORE ;MODE»l 
SELECT § where alphACD - "GRSM" 

This SELECT command will select all of the fields in the Budget file for 
the park with the alphabetic organization code equal to GRSM (Great Smoky 
Mountains National Park). Note that GRSM is in quotes because you're 
asking the computer to match that specific alphabetic value. Note also 
that GRSM is capitalized because that is exactly the way the data is 
stored but that the rest of the command works using lower and upper case 
in any combination. 

TiP^y^T Information in More than One File. The OQMMCN data base is 
made up of many files of information. Sometimes these files need to be 
joined together to permit you to get the information you need. Often, 
you will need to join files to obtain the decoded values of a particular 
field (i.e., joining PARK and PARKTYPE to get the values far PTYPECD). 
And, you may want to join files to use fields from both files in a 
selection. You may easily join program area 'module11 files like BIOSCI 
to CORE files to make use of the basic administrative information (like 
park name, visitation statistics and budget) in natural resource or other 
program area reports. 

First, you must open all of the files that you wish to work with. In 
order to use multiple files, you must be able to equate field values to 
link the files in your SELECT statement. Remember that all fields 
included in the SELECT statement must be identified by their field name 
and the name of the file in which they reside if they are not in the 
current path. 
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p-ijHflprr Information in TWO F i l e s . The following represents a sample 
s e t of RELATE "Tmy»Trte and the output that would resu l t from issuing 
them: 

OPEN FILE PARK. CORE ;MDDE-1 
OPEN FILE PARKINF0.BI0Sd;MrX3E-l 
SET PATH PARK 
SELECT ALPHACD,TOTACRE,PARK]3^FO.AIRO^ WHERE & 
CRGCCCE-PARKINFO.aRGCtJffi AND PARKINPO.AlKPU>n2N & 
AND TOTACRE > $AvG(TOTACRE) 
PRINT: C 

ALPHACD TOTACRE ATRQUAL 

GLCA 1,236,880.00 2 
BICY 570,000.00 2 
CHIS 249,353.77 2 
DEVA 2,067,627.68 2 
LAME 1,496,600.52 2 
CRFI 330,688.86 2 
ANIA 615,000.00 2 
BELA 2,770,000.00 2 
CAKR 660,000.00 2 
GLBA 3,280,197.95 2 
KATM 4,090,000.00 2 
GAAR 8,440,000.00 2 
KEEJ 670,000.00 2 
KOVA 1,750,000.00 2 
lACL 4,045,000.00 2 
NCAT 6,560,000.00 2 
WRST 13,200,000.00 2 
YXJCH 2,520,000.00 2 
18 LINES PRTNTED. 

The SELECT above joins the PARK file in COKE to the PAKKlRbO file in 
BIOSCI by the statement: CRGXXX3E>PARKINro.CRGCDDE. Then, it uses the 
acreage data in the PARK file and the air quality class data from 
PARKTNFO to answer the question, "Which parks are above-average in size 
and have a dean Air status of n2n?" Notice that the AIRQUAL field name 
is preceded by the prefix, PARKTNFO. This is because we set the path to 
PARK right before the SELECT command. Therefore, RELATE recognizes the 
PARK file as the default path, and it assumps that you are requesting 
that the fields AIPHACD and TOTACRE are to be extracted from the PARK 
file. The AIRQUAL field, however, is in the PARKTNFO file. This must be 
stated explicitly; otherwise RELATE would look for a field called ATRQUAL 
in the PARK file. Since the PARK file does not contain a field called 
ATRQUAL, an error would result. Similarly, the statement 
CR3CODE-PARKINFO.CRGCODE, the CRGOODE from the PARK file is to be 
compared to the ORGCDDE in the PARKTNFO file. Only the second half of 
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t h i s equation needs to be qualif ied with the f i l e name because of the SET 
PATH PARK command. 

To see the f i e lds contained in the SEIZdTCN, enter SHOW. To print the 
report, enter PRINT. 

p-jrrijng information in Multiple F i l e s . You can jo in multiple f i l e s 
that share the same f i e ld , being sure t o equate the f i e l d values in 
separate f i l e equation statements. Here i s a sample joining four f i l e s 
that shows the v i s i t a t i o n s t a t i s t i c s for FY 85 and the Superintendents 
names for a l l parks with marine mammals; 

OPEN FILE BUDGET. CORE ;MDDF>1 
OPEN FILE FBOPI£.CrjRE;MDDF>l 
OPEN FUE TITLES.CrJPE;MTjDF>l 
OPEN FUE PARKFES.BIGSCI;M0DE-1 
OPEN FUE FARK.O0FE;MXE-l 
SET PATH PARK 
SELECT ALPHACD, BUDGET. VISITOR, PEOPLE. LASTNAME4 

WHERE & 
ALPHACD-PARKRES.ALPHACD AND PAPlXRES.LnTRES=,,AN06" AND & 
ALPHACD-ECDGLT.ALPHACD AND BUDGET.FYEAR»"85H AND & 
AIPHACD-PBOPIE.ALPHACD AND& 
PEOPLE.FEOPIENuM-ITITES.FFDFLENUM AND& 
TITLES. TITLEO^Lu>,,SITEM3,, 

PRINT 

ALFH VXSIT3R IASTNAME 

GLCA 1 , 8 8 3 , 0 0 0 LANCASTER 
GRCA 2 , 4 8 5 , 0 0 0 MARKS 
GRTE 2 , 7 0 4 , 0 0 0 STARK 
CARE 3 5 9 , 0 0 0 REYNOLDS 
DLNO 4 4 6 , 0 0 0 KENNEDY 

5 LINES -PRINTED. 

You can join multiple files that all do not share a single field so long 
as each file can be joined to one other file in the statement using field 
values that they have' in common. Here is a sample joining three files; 
theDOCTYPE file in CORE far the name of the planning documents, the 
DOCSTAT file in OGRE for the information about completion due dates for 
the documents and the PARK file in OGRE for the information about NFS 
Regions. The following SELECT shows the park organization code, the 
document name, and the due date of all General Management Plans underway 
in the Southwest Region. 
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OPEN FILE PARK. CORE ;MCCE»1 
OPEN FILE DOCTYPE.CDEE;MDDE-l 
OPEN FTLB DOCSTAT.CORE;MDDF>1 
SET PATH PARK 
SELECT AIPHACD,DOCTYPE.DCCNAME,DC^^ WHERE & 
AIPHAOMXXSTAT.AIPHACD AND NPSPEG-"SWRO" AND & 
D0CTYPE.D0CTYPE-DOCSTAT.DOCTYPE AND DOCTYPE.DCCTYPE»"GMP" 
PRINT 

ALPH DOCNAME DOCEOE 

ALFL GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 5/31/85 
AMIS GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 9/30/85 
ARFO GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 
AZRU GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 
BAND GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 
BTBE GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 
BITH GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 

Calculation. You can summarise values of a selected field with 
average, median, standard deviation, count, sum, maximum and minimum 
value functions called aggregates. Here are some samples of aggregates 
used in SELECT statements. 

OPEN FILE PARK. CORE ,*MDDE«1 
SELECT ALLACRES«$SuM(TOTACPE) 

SSUM is the RELATE ocomand for totalling. This SELECT statement gives 
you the total of all park acres. Notice that this SELECT statement also 
has the effect of creating a, new, temporary field called AIIACRES which 
contains the results of The totalling. When you are performing 
calculations, you must always specify the name of a new field which will 
contain the results. This field is temporary and will remain in 
existence while the SELECT is in effect—that is, until you do another 
SELECT, or a SET PATH ocmmand. 

SELECT AVGPARK<AvG(TCTACRE) 

SAVG is the RELATE cxammand for firding the average of a group of records. 
This SELECT statement asks for the average of the sum of the total 
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acreage for each park (TOTACRE) of the National Park System and assigns 
it to the new element AVGPAKK. $MEDIAN works in the same way to 
calculate the median of a group of records. Standard deviation can be 
identified using the $STD_DEV function. 

SELECT SMTTHCNT^CCUNT (PEOPU).LASTNAMEXlSmithw) 

$O0UNT is the RELATE command for counting records in a SELECTion. This 
SELECT statement asks far the total number of people in the People file 
with the last name "Smith". 

SELECT PARKNAME,TOTACRE WHERE T0TACRE"$MAX(7XTACRE) 

$MAX is the RELATE command for identifying the largest value of a group 
of record values. This SELECT statement displays the park name and total 
acreage of the park with the largest number of total acres. $MTN can be 
used in the same way to identify the smallest value of a group of record 
values. 

Asking Questions about Date Fields. All information about dates in 
the COMMON data base is stored in this format: MM/DD/YYYY for 
month/day/year. 

The 4-digit year includes the 2-digit century because some dates of park 
establishment are in the 1800's and there is a need to plan for dates in 
the 2000's. 

Logical operators can be used with the date fields to answer questions: 

OPEN FILE PAKK.C£FE;mTJD£*a 
PRINT PARKNAME FOR DftTEESTAB > "01/01/0001" AND DATEAI7TH-"0" 

The command above displays those parks that were established but not 
authorized in legislation. 

PRINT PARKNAME,DATEESTAB FOR DATEESTAB > "12/31/1973" AND & 
rAIEESTAB < "01/01/1975" 

This command displays those parks that were established during calendar 
year 1974. 
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The PRINT cnmxjrf. The PRINT command is always used to display the 
results of a SELECT command. PRINT can also be used to make simple file 
selections and to central the appearance of the report. We will discuss 
those options here. 

- Printing SEIICTiOhs. After you have successfully entered a SELECT 
statement, RELATE will respond with the next numbered prompt. To display 
the results of the SELZCTion, enter PRINT. Your results will be 
displayed an the screen. 

If you wish to print the report on paper, you need to direct the output 
to a printer attached to your terminal or computer. This can be 
accomplished with your own ccmamications software and is not a function 
of the COMMON software. If you are in the Washington, D.C. area and can 
pick up the report from the NPS Computer Center at 1100 "L" Street, you 
may direct the report output to the high-speed line printer there by 
entering "Print: P". 

- Selecting Records with PRINT. You can use conditions in your PRINT 
statements to identify a specific group of records to print. Unless you 
perform a SELECTian to join files before using PRINT, this command will 
only print information from a single file. The format of this command 
is: PRINT [FIELD LIST] FCR [CCNDILTCN] 

Sample: 
OPEN FIXE RARK.CTJffi;MDEE«l 
PRTNT PARKNAME FOR BI0SRES-"Y" 

This PRINT statement asks for a display of names for those parks that are 
designated as Biosphere Reserves. 

Using the PRINT command to PRINT directly from a file in this manner 
automatically displays the RELATE $LLNE Field (the RELATE record number) 
as well as the data' requested in the field list. This reduces the line 
length available for data display to 74 characters unless you suppress 
the $LTNE field in the PRINT command (See the Section on Global 
Switches). All RELATE logical operators can be used in PRINT statements. 

Sample: 
PRINT PARKNAME FOR BIOSRES-"Y" AND NPSREG-"SERO" OR & 
BXOSRES-"*" AND NPSREG-"WRO" 

This command prints park names for those parks with Biosphere Reserves in 
the Southeast and Western Regions.' 

- Printing From More than One File. You may join files using a SELECT 
statement without conditions, and then use the PRINT statement to select 
and print a subset of the record in the joined files. Notice that this 
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gives you a limited capability of "SHECTing from a SELECT'—that is, you 
can avoid printing all of your SELECTed fields, and only print the ones 
you specify. 

Sample: 
OPEN FILE PARK.CORE,'MDCE-l 
OPEN FTLE DOCTYFfc:. CORE ;MDDE»1 
OPEN FILE DQC5TAT.C0RE;MXfE-l 
SET PATH PARK 
SELECT ALPHACD,NPSREG,DOCrYPE.DOC^A^ WHERE & 

AIPHACD-DOCSIAT.AIPHACD AND DCCTYFE.DOCTYFE-DDCSTAT.DO^^ 
PRINT AIPHAO),NPSPEG,DOCNAME,DOCDuE FOR NPSREG-"SWRO'' 

ALPH NPSR DOCNAME DOCDUE 

AIFL SWRO GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 5/31/85 
AMIS SWRO GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 9/30/85 
ARPO SWRO GENERAL MANAGEMENT FLAN 
AZRU SWRO GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 
BAND SWRO GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 
BXRF, SWRO GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 
BTTH SWRO GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 
BUFF SWRO Resource Management Plan 
BUFF SWRO River Use Plan 13/30/83 
BUFF SWRO Cave Management Plan 

10 LINES PRINTED. 

- Formatting Reports with PRINT. The PRINT command can operate as a 
simple report writer by employing options which alter the format of the 
whole report (called Global Switches) and options which alter the format 
of specific fields in the report (called local switches). 

Global Switches: Global Switches affect headings and footing, 
page length and spacing. The global switch indicators consist of colon 
and a letter or number. They must be typed in right after the PRINT 
command with no space between them. You may use a number of switches 
simultaneously. 

Headings and Footings 

:D Causes page headings to print, cxmtairdng filename, 
index number, field names, date and page number. 

:N Eliminates the printing of field names in the heading. 

:T Grand totals are printed for all numeric fields. 

:C Print entire field names in headings rather than 
truncating them. 
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Printing 

:F Breaks the report into page sizes corresponding to 
the users terminal type. 

:P Directs output to the central l ine printer at the 
MPS Conputer Center in Washington, D.C. 

Line Formatting 

:S Suppresses pririting of current key or index at the 
beginning of each line—usually the $LINE number 

:num Causes a blank line to print after every "num." lines 
(i.e., :1 causes a blank after every line). If used 
with :F or :P, the line count resets at the top of 
each page. Local switch :S causes line count to reset at 
each control break. 

Local Switches: Local Switches on fields in the list of fields 
to be printed affect "control breaks", headings and footings. The local 
switches must be typed in right after the field name in the field list of 
the PRLNT command with no intervening space. 

Control Breaks 

:B Generate a "control break" on this field; that is, 
sort the report results on the values of this field. 

:S Suppresses this field if its value has not changed. 
All fields print at the top of a new page. 

Note: If a global "num" was used, the line count will also be 
reset to zero on a control break. 

Headings 

:H Allows, for the entry of a special report heading in 
the field list portion of the ocnmand, enclosed in 
quotation marks. 

:C,L,R Used in combination with the heading (:H) option, 
these specify whether the page heading will be 
centered (C) or justified left (L) or right (R). 



Footings 

:num skips "num." lines an a break. 

:F Causes the printer to "form-feed" ; that is, skip to 
the next page, if used an a break field. Sets the 
global :F switch. 

:T If used on a break field, all numeric fields will 
subtotal en a break. If used on an individual 
field, only that field will subtotal or break. 

Sample and partial report: 
PRINT:S PARKNAME,NIJS1^:B:S,NPSREG,"PARKS GROUPED BY REGION11 :H:C 

PARKS GROUPED BY REGION 

PARKNAME NPSR 

BIGHORN CANYON NATIONAL RECREATION AREA RMRO 
BRYCE CANYON NATIONAL PARK 
CANYONIANDS NATIONAL PARK 
ARCHES NATIONAL PARK 
NATURAL BRIDGES NATIONAL MONUMENT 
CAPITOL REEF NATIONAL PARK 
CEDAR BREAKS NATIONAL MONUMENT 
BADLANDS NATIONAL PARK 
BENT'S OLD FORT NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE 

This command above prints the names of all the park units. The first :S 
is a global switch that suppresses the printing of $UNE. There are two 
local switches on NPSREG; :B causes the park names to be organized in 
groups by region and :S causes repeating values of NPSREG to be 
suppressed. The title of the report is contained in quotes, identified 
as a heading by :H and centered with :C. The resulting 
report is a list of all park names organized by region with each region 
code printed out only once at the beginning of the list of parks in that 
region. 
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Appendix F: Vlho to Call far Help 
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APPENDIX F 

WHO TO CALL FOR HELP 

General Assistance 

For general Information about CO4M0N, help with accessing the system, 
i deas for new modules, assistance with the RET ATE/3000 software, copies 
of the User's Manual, etc., contact the Data Management Section of the 
WASO Information and Data Systems Division: 

Bill Brimberry 202/FTS 343-4463 

If the HP minicomputer appears to be unavailable, contact NPS WASO 
Crmputer Center staff in the WASO Information and Data Systems Division 
for operational status of the hardware. 

Brenda Hynsan 202/FTS 343-4518 

User-ID and Password Information 

In WASO, call the number for Bill Brimberry above. In parks and regional 
offices, contact your regional office information management office: 

Alaska Dan Sohn (307) 271-2599 
Mid-Atlantic Joan Krall FTS/(215) 597-0550 
Midwest Frank Palcnbo FIS 864-3495 (402) 221-3495 

National Capital Mike Mulcare FIS/(202) 485-9829 
North Atlantic Mike Regan FIS 835-8937 (615) 565-8937 
Pacific Northwest Kevin Killeen FES 399-7503 (206) 442-7503 

Rocky Mountain Bruce Brownrigg FES 327-2377 (303) 969-2377 
Southeast Sarah Zimney FES 242-4814 (404) 331-4814 
Southwest Dawn Charles FES 476-1731 (505) 988-6771 
Western George Turnbull FIS/(415) 556-6550 

r*Vrt*l nWiirtfT?* "i*h Natural Resource Modules 

Anne Frcndbrf 202/FTS 343-8121 
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Assistance and Information Regarding Specif ic Modules 

BIOSCX Anne Frcndorf FES/(202) 343-8121 
CORE B i l l Brimberry PIS/(202) 343-4460 
DEXTLSION TREE Gary Jchnston FES/(202) 343-8130 
DIRECTORY Bi l l Brimberry FTS/(202) 343-4460 
MINERAL OPERATIONS Kerry MOSS PES 328-2097 (303) 969-2097 
NATIONAL REGISTER John Byrne FES/(202) 343-2276 
NATURAL LANDMARKS Wendy Crmont FES/(202) 343-9525 
MP FIJ3BA Gary Waggoner P IS 327-2590 (303) 969-2590 
PESTS Gary Johnston PES/(202) 343-8130 
TEX Nick Qwra FES/ (202) 343-8123 
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Appendix G: Glossary of Terns 
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Boolean logic—Use of mathematical symbols (>,<,-,<>) and logical 
operators (AND,OR) in the analysis of data. 

Data—Pieces of information. 

Data Base—A collection of data about a particular subject, organized for 
ease of storage and retrieval of data. 

Data Base management System(DBMS)—a computerized system for management, 
protection and analysis of data bases. RELATE is the OEMS used to 
implement the COMMON data base. 

Data Base Administrator—a person or team assigned to coordinate and 
direct DBMS-related activity in an organization from physical support of 
data bases to coordination and analysis of information requirements. The 
Data Base Administrator for COMMON is located in the WASO Information and 
Data Systems Division. 

Data element—a conceptual unit or item of data, stored as a field within 
a record. An example would be Total Park Acreage. 

Field—a data element as defined in a given record. An example would be 
the Total Park Acreage field, called TOTACRE. 

Fieldname—the specific name given to a defined field in a data base; 
used when referring to the field in ccmma,rris or queries. For example, 
you must refer to Total Park Acreage as TOTACRE when manipulating that 
data with the RELATE language. 

File—a physical portion (subset) of a data base. Each data base is 
comprised of one or more files. Files contain certain fields. Large 
files within the COMMON data base include the PARK file in the GORE 
module and the PARKTNFO file in the BTOSCX module. 

Key Field—each file contains at least one key that facilitates the 
location of individual records or groups of related records in a search. 
A commonly used key in COMMON is park organization code which aids in 
rapid location of a particular park unit. 

Module—in the OOMMON'data base, modules are subject-related entities 
that are subsets of the entire data base. Taken together, the modules 
like OGRE, HXOSd and TEX constitute the COMMON data base. Each module 
contains a unique set of files. 
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;Secard—A record is a coilectian of data element values which, taken 
together, describe a particular place or thing. Far example, a record in 
COMMON would be one park unit. 

Value—refers to the, specific numeric or alphabetic value assigned to a 
field in a particular record. In COMMON, for example, one value which 
could be assigned to the STATE field would be "AZ" for Arizona. One 
value which could be assigned to the AUPHACD field would be "ASIS" for 
Assateague Island. 
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SPECIAL INS1PUCIICNS FOR SPECIFIC COMMON MODULES 
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Supplement 1: TEH Decision Tree Module 
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Decision Tree Module 

After choosing the IPM Decision Tree option from the OCMCN main menu, 
you will see a menu from which you may: (1) begin the Decision Tree 
process to help identify the source of a pest management problem; (2) see 
introductory information en the purpose and operation of the Decision 
Tree system or; (3) proceed directly to treatment information for a pest 
problem which has already been identified. 

The Decision Tree itself (Option 1) works as a series of screens, with 
each screen showing a set of choices. On each screen, simply select the 
choice that best describes your pest management problem, by entering the 
correct number for the choioa in the selection field. Ottering a "/" in 
the selection field will send you back to the previous set of choices; 
while an "X" will return you to the OOMMDN main menu. After making your 
series of choices in the Decision Tree, you will be shown information 
which summarizes the choices you have made, lists the pests(s) which are 
most likely causing this problem, and provides non-chemical treatment 
information. 

If you already know the pest which is causing the problem, you can go 
directly to the treatment information by choosing Option 3 on the IPM 
Decision Tree menu, "Proceed Directly to Treatment Information," and 
entering the oode for the pest in question on the next screen you see. 
If you don't know the correct code for the pest, simply enter "H" for 
help, and you will be shown pest names and the corresponding codes. 
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Supplement 2: Directory Module 
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The Common Directory nodule contains directory-type information an NPS 
staff, ircluding name, mailing, and address, and phone numbers). Also 
included is information on an individual's titles, both formal titles, 
(e.g. resources management specialist) and others corollary duty 
assignments (Regional Air Quality Coordinator, Hazardous Material 
Coordinator, etc). Finally,. information an a individuals' areas of 
expertise or disciplines are included. Several titles and disciplines 
may be entered for one individual. 

These types and discipline types are both stored as standard codes. 
Decoded full names of titles and disciplines can be retrieved on output. 

The Directory information can be used in a variety of ways ircluding 
producing certain program-oriented directories (e.g., for all natural 
resources personnel), for producing mailing lists, far identifying where 
a certain type of special expertise may be available, etc. 

Data entry and update in currently managed by the Washington office. A 
park-level microocnpuber-based data entry facility, allowing for data 
upload to and download from Common is expected to be developed. 

Data retrieval from the Directory can be accomplished through COMMON'S 
standard report library or by using RELATE to develop an individualized 
report (see Appendix E). 

To access Directory information through the report Library, first go 
Common's Main Menu. Select the option for the COMMON Report library. 
Once you are at the Report Library menu, select the category for NPS 
Personnel Directory information. 

The list of available reports for this category will now appear. 
Currently, there is one standard report available for the Directory . 
Enter a "1H to run this report (do not hit return yet) and then enter the 
report number "POl". 

The report criteria selecticn screen will now appear. This allow you the 
choice of what selection criteria you want for your report. You can run 
the report far all NPS personnel with a certain job title type, all NPS 
personnel with a certain discipline or type of expertise, all NPS 
personnel in a certain Region, or all NPS personnel in a certain park. 
You also have the option* of narrowing the search for personnel with a 
certain title or discipline to just those in a certain park or Region. 

Job title types, discipline types, Regions, and parks must be entered as 
valid codes. If ycu do not know the code for the item you with to enter 
simply enter an "H" far help in any one of the fields and press return. 
This will take you to Cannon's on-line help system. 

Once ycu have made ycu selection, the report will display the name, 
address, and phone number of all the NPS personnel in the data base who 
meet your selection criteria. 
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See the "Finding Out What You Want to Know" section of this manual for 
information on printing the report. For local users in the Washington 
area with access to the Hewlett-Packard line printer, the report can also 
be set to print output on mailing labels (without phone rumbers). 

When done, use "X" to return to the Main Menu. 
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Supplement 3: Pests Module 
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unPDOOcncn 

The PESTS module of COMMON is intended to provide an easy automated way 
to oommunicate pesticide use requests (Form 10-21A) from the park, 
through the Regional Office, to the Washington Office. In addition, 
parks and Regions can run the PESTS reports in CXMCN's Peport Library 
(or prepare their own customized reports) to find out which other parks 
have similar pest problems, see what treatments other parks are using, or 
to get parkwide, Regianwide, or Servicewide summaries of pest control 
projects by pest or pesticide product. 

A park wishing to receive approval far a given pesticide use project will 
use PESTS to enter the project information. Next, the Regional Office 
IPM coordinator will review the project request, revise it if recessary, 
and enter a Regional approval name and date. Then, the Washington IPM 
coordinator will review the project, make any necessary changes, and 
either approve or deny the request. 

Pesticide use request (Form 10-21A) information is entered into the 
PROJINtu file in the PESTS module. In general, the PROJINFO data entry 
screens are modeled after the existing paper 10-21A farm. There are 
three pages (screens) which should be completed for each project. Any 
additional explanatory remarks on a given project can be entered into the 
PPCJTEXT file. 

Security in PESTS is set up so that each park may only enter or update 
pesticide use project requests far their park. Each region may only 
enter, update, or approve projects for the parks in that region. In 
addition, after the region has reviewed and approved a given project, the 
park can no longer make any changes to that project. After WASO has 
reviewed and either approved or denied the project, neither the Region 
nor the park can make any further changes. 

In addition to the PROJINFO and PPTOTEXT files, PESTS also includes 
several other data files which are maintained by the Washington Office. 
These files are used to support the PROJTNFO and FROTTEXT files. They 
include a file on pest identification codes and their corresponding names 
(PESTCODE); a file on EPA Product Registration Numbers and corresponding 
product names (PRCCUCTS); a file on the various active ingredients and 
corresponding concentrations found in each product (PRODAI); and a file 
an active ingredient codes and their corresponding names (AIOOOES). 
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ENTERING PROTECT DATA AND PESTICIDE USE DOGS 

Pesticide Use Proceeds; The PROJTNFO Data File 

To access the pesticide use request screen: 

1) Log on to CEMMDN or, if you are already legged on, return to the 
Main Menu. 

2) At the Main Menu, enter 1 to enter new data and press return. 
You will then see the DATA ENTRY, UPDATE, AND DELETION menu. 

3. Enter 2 to proceed to enter and press return. 

4. You will then see a brief menu with options for instructions, to 
begin data entry, and to return to the previous menu. Enter 2 
and press return. (Note: once you become more familiar with 
crifEN, you may with to select option 4 from the Main Menu -
Proceed Directly to Data File Selection - this will get you 
directly to this same point.) 

5. You will then be asked to enter the name of the data file. Enter 
PROHNEO and press return. The first page (screen) of the form 
should appear as on the next page of this documentation. 

The following pages oontain a detailed description of how to enter your 
pesticide use request information on the PFOTINFO data entry screens. 
There are three pages (screens) to be completed for each project. A new 
project record is initially Entered, or created, on screen 1. To put in 
the additional information on this project in the next 2 screens, use the 
Update option to update the record you created on screen 1 (See the 
GOMhTJN User's Guide far instructions on "How to Enter and Update Data"). 
Similarly, existing project records can only be deleted from screen 1. 
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Page 1 o f 3 NATIONAL PARK SERVICE CCMM3N DATA BASE 
MODULE: PESTS 

PEST CTNTROL PROGRAM PEQUEST-FCRM 10-21A DATA FILE: PRCOTNFO 
PROTECT ID: PARK ALPHA ORG CODE: . NPS REGION: PPXUPEST 

PROTECT YEAR: TARGET PEST(S) : 
(USE PEST ID CODES) 

EPA REG #: PR3DUCT NAME: 
ACTIVE INGREDIENT(S) % AI LBS/GAL AI 

PPODUCT/DILUT. MIX: 

PRODUCT USAGE RATE: 
PRODUCT AMOUNT PER APPLICATION: 

E -ENTER NEW RECORD V -VIEW RECORD U ̂ JFDATE RECORD H -HELP 
D -DELETE RECORD C -CLEAR SCREEN X -EXTT N ̂ EXT PAGE -SELECTION 

To begin entering data, enter £. The explanations far each data field 
follow. Remember, use the tab key to move between fields. The carriage 
return will enter your record. 

Entering data oh the first page 

The following pages oontain instructions on how to enter data in each 
blank on the screen. The data element name for each blank is included 
(e.g. PPCJECTID) - these names may be useful for creating specialized 
reports (see Appendix E) 

PPLVXECTID Project ID:-Mandatory-7 criaracters-JIhis data element must 
have an entry so that the record may be entered. Identifying 
number for park pesticide project. Consists of 4 character 
park code and 3 digit number. Example, YeUowstone project 
number 10 should be entered as YELL010. 

ALPHACD Park Alpha Org Code:-Maix3atorv-4 characters-Park 4 letter 
alpha organization code. Consists of 4 character park code 
which rust match the 4 character park code in the project 
identifying number and must be a valid park code as 
Bsdntained in the CORE module of COMMON. If the park alpha 
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code entered here and the first four letters of the PPrjJECTTD 
(above) do not natch COMMON will give an error message at the 
bottom of the screen until the AIPHACD is corrected. This 
code is also checked against the park's or region's user-ID 
for data entry access. Park personnel can enter information 
for their park only and regional personnel can enter 
information for parks in their region only. 

NPSREG NPS Region;-Mandatory-4 characters-Entered automatically by 
CCMMDN to match the appropriate park code. 

PROJYEAR Project Year:-Mandatory-^ characters-Must be a valid year 
between 1980-2080 (inclusive). Enter year in which pesticide 
will be applied. Enter year as "xYYY." 

PESTID Target Pestfs) ;-Mandatorv-€ characters maximum lerrjth-Can 
enter up to 6 different pests for each project. Cbde used 
must be a valid pest code as maintained in the EEST00DE file 
of (33MM0N. To see the valid pest code for a given pest, 
enter "H" at the bottom of the screen to get into COMMON'S 
on-line Help system. If you wish to enter a pest which is 
not already listed in COMMON, contact the WASO IPM 
coordinator. 

EPAREGNUM EPA Rea.#:-Mandatory-15 characters maximum length- Must be a 
valid EPA registration number as maintained in the PRODUCTS 
file of COMMON. An EPA registration runber appears on the 
label of every registered pesticide. Copy the numbers 
including the hyphen as it appears on the label. To see the 
valid EPA Pscdstration Number for a given product, enter "H" 
at the bottom of the screen to get into COMMON'S on-line Help 
System. If the pesticide is not listed in the products file 
COMMON will not accept the pesticide use proposal. Contact 
the IPM coordinator in WASO to enter a new pesticide in the 
products file. 

PFODNAME Product Name:-Marda.tory-30 characters TnaxiTramt length-Decoded 
name of pesticide project. Name automatically filled in by 
OCMCN and will match EPA number. 

AINAME Active Ingredient(si-Mandatorv-35 characters maximum 
length-Name for given active ingredient (s) in pesticide 
product. Product can have up to five active irrrredients 
listed. Autonatically filled in by COMMON and will match EPA 
number. 

AIPERCENT % AI-7 characters (includes decimal point)-Percent of a given 
active ingredient in a given pesticide product. Will be 
filled in automatically by COMMON based on products listed in 
EPARE3GNUM. 
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AIPOUNDS lbs/Gal AI-7 characters (iixdudes decimal point)-Pounds per 
gallon of active ingredient in a given pesticide product. 
Will be filled in automatically by CTfOCN based on the EPA 
number. 

MTXraRE j'roducrJ'Dilut. Mix:-50 characters maximmi length- Mandatory-
Description of mixture of pesticide product with diluent for 
use in park pesticide project. Example. 3 lbs of Carbaryl 
50W mixed with 100 gallons of water. 

USEftGERAEE Product Usage Rate:-40 characters mayhem length- handatcry-
Description of usage rate of pesticide product far use in 
park pesticide project. Give the amount of product to be 
used per unit treated. Examples of units include acre, 
animal, burrow, cubic feet, linear feet, plant, and square 
feet. Example: If a 5 lb. package of pesticide dust 
formulation is applied to 5 acres of turf, enter "1 
lb./acre." 

AFPLICAMNT Product Amount par Application:-40 characters maximum 
length-ttardatory-Amount of pesticide product to be used per 
application in park project. List the exact product amount 
to be used per application. Example: If three one-pint 
bottles of 50 percent malathion are to be used per 
application, enter "3 pints." 

When all the data for Page 1 has been entered and you are ready to move 
on to Page 2, press the caurrlage return. You will see a message saying 
you record has been created. Enter "N" at the bottom of the screen (NEXT 
PAGE") and press Return, Page (screen) 2 will appear as it does an the 
next page of this documentation. 

Note: For "Mandatory" data items, you don't have to fill in the entire 
field in order to satisfy the "mandatory" entry provision. 
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PAGE 2 OF 3 

PROJECT ID: 

PURPOSE: 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE COMMON DATA BASE 

FORM 10-21A (CONT'D) 
MODULE: PESTS 
DATA FILE: PPCJINFO 

TREATMENT METHD: 
AREA OR UNITS TO BE TREATED: 

FORM APPLIED: 

DESCRIPTION OF SITES: 

# OF SITES: # OF APPLICATIONS: 

SEASON OR PERIOD OF APPLICATION: 
AREAS TO BE AVOIDED: 

AMNT PRODUCT TOTAL: 

AREAS TO BE TREATED WITH CAUTION: 

V -VIEW RECTJRD U KJPDATE RECORD 
D -DELETE RECORD C ̂ LEAR SCREEN 

H -HELP 
X -EXIT N ^CEXT PAGE -SELECTION 

Entering Data on the Second Page (screen) 

Note: When page (screen) 2 appears, you will see that the Project ID 
number entered on page 1 is already filled in. You are new ready to 
Update this record. Otter NU" at the bottom of the screen. Remember to 
use the Tab key to move between fields and enter your information. 

FPGLTPURPOS Purpose:-60 characters maximum lergthrDescribe the 
purpose of the park pesticide project. Be as specific as 
possible. Examples: Crop protection, Employee health, 
Historic preservation, Museum specimen protection, etc. 

TKEATMETHD Treatment Hatha:-Mardatory-20 characters maximum 
length-List the equipment to be used for pesticide 
application (e.g., aerosol can, bait station, trenching, 
direct application, wick applicator, etc.). 

APPLICJDRM Form Arplied:-Mandatory-20 characters maximum length-List 
how the product is formulated (e.g., bait, dust, 
emilsifiable concentrate, granules, liquid, suspension, 
wettable powder, etc.). 

TKEATAREA Area or Units to be Treated:-Mandatorv-72 characters 
maximim lerx/ch-Amcunt of area in park to be treated with 
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pesticide in park pesticide project. Sample: If you are 
broadcast treating 3 acres of turf, write: "3 acres-
brcadcast treatment." If you are spot treating 6 trees 
on 4 acres of turf, write "6 trees en 4 acres—spot 
treatment." 

- * 

DESCRSITES Description of Sites :-ttandatory-72 characters mayimum 
length-Description of sites to be treated (e.g., cherry 
trees, structures, native prairie). Also include the 
management zone (natural, historic, development, or 
special use). 

NUM5ITES # of Sites:-Mandatory-4 characters maxim mi length- Number 
of sites in park to be treated with pesticide in park 
pesticide project. Mast be an integer between 1 and 9999 
(inclusive). 

APPLICNUM # of Arolicatiors:-Mandatory-2 characters maximum 
length-Number of pesticide applications proposed for park 
pesticide project. Must be an integer between 1 and 99 
(inclusive). 

TOIALAMNT Amnt Product Total: -Mandatory-15 characters maxim mi 
length-JIbtal amount of product used in park pesticide 
project. 

AFPLICTTME Season or period of Application:-40 characters maximim 
length-Season or period in which pesticide is applied in 
park pesticide project. Use either month or months. If 
possible, give exact date. 

AVDIDAREA Areas to be Avoided:-72 characters maximim length-Areas 
in park to be avoided in park pesticide project. List 
any areas which should be avoided as indicated on the 
label or in the product literature. 

CAUTNAREA Areas to be Treated with Caution:-72 characters maximum 
length-Areas in park to treat with caution in park 
pesticide project. List any areas that should be treated 
with caution, as specified on product label. 

When you have made all the entries on the page, press Return. You will 
see a message saying your record has been updated. Then enter a "N" at 
the bottom of the screen, press return, and page 3 will appear. When 
page (screen) 3 appears, the Project ID number far your project should 
already be filled in. Enter "U" at the bottom of the screen to continue 
updating this record. 
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PAGE 3 OF 3 

PROJECT ID: 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE COMMON DATA BASE 

FORM 10-21A (CONT'D) 

FRECALTIONS: 

USE OF CERTIFIED OR TRAINED PERSONNEL: 

MDNITCRING: 

CX3NTACT: 
PARK APPROVAL NAME: 

REG APPROVAL NAME: 

WASO APPROVAL NAME: 

WASO DECISION: 

MODULE: PESTS 
DATA FILE: PROJINFO 

DATE:_ 

DATE:_ 

DATE: 

ANY REMARKS IN PROJTEXT FILE? 

V ^VLEW RECORD U-UPDATE RECORD H -HELP 
D H3EIETE RECORD C -CLEAR SCREEN X -EXIT N -FIRST PAGE -SELECTION 

Entering Data on the Third Page (screen) 

PRECAUTION Precautions: -72 characters maximim length-Precautions to 
be taken in park pesticide project. List any precautions 
such as extra safety procedures needed, as prescribed an 
the label. Also list any personal protective equipment 
required. 

C3RITRAIN Us? yf ̂ rtified or Trained Personnel:-72 characters 
maximal length-Description of use of trained or certified 
personnel in park pesticide project. Specify the number 
of certified pesticide applicators (include specific 
federal or state applicators involved in the project. 

PESTMONTIR Monitoring :-72 characters mayjmmi lengtn-Description of 
monitoring for pesticide project. List any planned 
monitoring activities, both pre- and post- treatment. 
Briefly describe method. 

CTl/rACT Contact:-40 characters maximim length-Inrividual to be 
contacted about park pesticide project. List the name 
and telephone number of someone who should be able to 
answer technical questions about the project. 
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PARIAFNAME Park Arorova l Name:-Mandatory-40 c h a r a c t e r s maxiTmrni 
lergth-Name of person giving park approval to park 
pesticide project. 

PAPJGAPQAIE Date: -Mardatory-8 characters-Date of park apprcval of 
park'pesticide project. Format of entry i s MM7DD/YY. 
Must be a valid date. Exanple; December 20, 1986 should 
be entered as 12/20/86. 

RDSAPNAME Reg iona l Acproval Name:-40 c h a r a c t e r s may-intm length-Name 
of regional office person giving approval to park 
pest icide project. This f ield can only be entered by the 
Regional Office. 

REGAPDATE Date;-8 characters-Date of region approval for park 
pesticide project. See PARKAPDATE for format of entry. 
Note; This f ie ld can only be entered by the Regional 
Office. Once RBGAPDATE value has been entered for a 
given project record the park can no longer update, 
change, or delete t h i s record. 

WASOAPNAME Waso Approval Name;-40 characters mayirann length-Name of 
WASO IPM person giving approval or denial of park 
pest icide project . This f ie ld can only be entered by the 
Washington Office. 

WASOAPDATE Date;-8 characters-Date of WASO IPM apprcval or Denial of 
pest icide project . See PARRAPDATE far format of entry. 
This f ie ld can only be entered by the Washington Office. 

WASOSTATUS WASO Decision;-! character-Indicates whether WASO has 
formally approved (A) or Disapproved (D) the park 
pest ic ide project . This f ie ld can only be entered by the 
Washington Office. Once WASOSTATUS has been entered for 
a given project record the park and region can no longer 
update, change, or dele te t h i s record. 

TEOTNDiC Anv remark** \p Project F ^ ? - I h i s f ie ld i s automatically 
f i l l e d in by COMMON. A 'y« in t h i s f ie ld indicates there 
are remarks en t h i s project in the S50JTEXT f i l e (see 
further/ Section H . B . "Remarks on Pesticide Use 
Proposals: The PRQJTEXT Data F i l e " ) . 
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Penw,rVff on Pesticide Use Proposals; The PROJTEXT Data File 

To enter textural remarks on a given pesticide use project or to review 
remarks entered by the park, Region or WASO, enter "X" at the bottom of 
the PFTjJIKFO data screen and press return. You will then see the "Data 
File Selection" screen. Enter PROJTEXT and press Return. You will see 
the PROJTEXT data entry screen - shewn below. 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE COMMON DATA. BASE 
ICODIE: PESTS 

FORM 10-21A (CONT'D) DATA FILE: PROJTEXT 

FRQJECT ID: 

PROJECT REMARKS: (USE TAB KEY BETWEEN LINES) 

E -ENTER NEW RFXDRD V -vTEW RECORD U ^JPDATE RECORD H -HELP 
D -DELETE RECORD C -CLEAR SCREEN X -EXIT SELECTION 

To enter new remarks (when no remarks have yet been entered for this 
project) enter "E" at the bottom of the screen. Be sure to enter the 
Project ID nimber exactly as it is in PROJTNFO, then enter your remarks. 
To review some existing remarks, enter a "V", fill in the oorrect Project 
ID nimber and press Return. - The remarks for this project will then 
appear. 

Entering Data on the PRQJTEXT Screen 

PROJREMARK Project Remarks :-Octicnal-72 characters msylmum length 
per line for 6 lines (432 characters possible)-Text of 
remarks describing park pssticide project. Remarks text 
is kept on a line-by-line basis. Include any consents 
which you feel are recessary to clarify any of the items 
on the 10-21A request in PRQJINPO. Types of information 
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include: any rorrchemical alternatives which have been 
ccrsidered as possible solutions to the problem and give 
reasons for their rejection, or reasons for the 
importance of this project, such as damage or destruction 
of resources or threats to health, which could occur if 
control operations were not accomplished. Remember to 
use the "tab" key to move between lines of text. 
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Pesticide Use Loos; The USEIOG Data File 

The USEIOG file in PESTS is intended to provide an easy automated way to 
enter information on pesticides used in the park. This information will 
be the same type of information as entered in the pesticide use logs. 
Much of the information will be taken directly from the Pesticide Use 
Prccosals as entered in the PRCJINFO file of PESTS. 

To begin entering data into the USELCG, at the COMMON main menu select 4 
("Proceed Directly to Data File Selection") and press return. The next 
screen prompts you to enter a data file name. Otter USEIOG and press 
return. The next screen to appear will be the data entry screen as shown 
below. 

RATIONAL PARK SERVICE COMMON DATABASE 
MODULE: PESTS 

PESTICIDE APPLICATION RECORD DATA FILE: USEIOG 

PPOJECT ID: APPL DATE: -_ PARK: NPS REGION: 

EPA REG #: PPODUCT NAME: 

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS: 

AMNT PPODUCT TOTAL: AMNT 100% ACTV INGRED:. 

AREA TREATED: 

PESTS: 

APFLICATCiR: • 

E -ENTER NEW RECORD V ^VXEW RECORD U UPDATE RECORD H -HELP 
D -DELETE RECORD C -CLEAR SCREEN X -EXIT "SELECTION 

To enternew data, enter E, and press Return. The cursor will move to 
the PROJECT ID field, enter the Pesticide Use Project Number exactly as 
found in the EPOTTNFO file and press the tab key. The PECJECT YEAR, EPA 
REG #, PROTXXT NAME, ACTIVE INGREDIENTS, and PESTS fields will 
automatically be displayed on the screen from information entered into 
the Pesticide Use Proposals. The informatian in these fields cannot be 
changed. The cursor will then move to the APPL DATE, enter the 
informatian and press the tab key, CTMMDN will automatically assign an 
APPLICNO. The AMNT PRODUCT TOTAL, AMNT 100% ACTV INGRED, AREA TREATED, 
and APPIICATCR fields will be blank. These fields are mandatory, and 
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this inf ormatiar .st be entered by the person entering the data into the 
USEIDG file. 

To Delete or Update an already existing record, it must be Viewed first. 
At the selection prompt, enter a V and press Return. To view a record 
you must enter the iitformatian for IPOJECT ID, APPL DATE, end APPLICNO. 
Use the Tab key to move between fields. After this information has been 
entered, press return. The infortaation as previously entered will appear 
an the screen and the cursor will blink at the Selection field. 

1. To update a record, enter a If, and the cursor will move to the top of 
the screen. Remember to use the TAB key to move between fields. The 
only fields which can be changed are AMNT PRDOUCT TOTAL, AMNT 100% 
ACTV INGEED, AREA TREATED, APPUCATTON DATE, and APPLICATOR. To 
clear the Screen, you most enter a £ when the cursor appears at the 
SELECTION field. 

2. To delete a record, enter a p, and the cursor will move to the top of 
the screen. Press return, and a message will appear at the bottom of 
the screen stating that the information has been deleted. To clear 
the Screen, you must enter a £ when the cursor appears at the 
SEIZCTTON field. 

Data Elements 

PROJECTID Project Identifying Number-Park code and 3-digit number. 
The project identifying number must match the project 
identifying number as proposed in the Pesticide Use 
Proposal as originally entered in the PRQJTNFO file in 
order for information to be entered in the USEIDG file. 

APPLICDATE Application Date-Mandatory-Date of specific individual 
application for a given pest control project. 

APPLICNO Application Date Number-Marbatory-Number of the pesticide 
application for a given PFDJECTID- dj^stinguishes 
individual applications on the same date. In the data 
entry mode, APPLICNO is system generated sequentially for 
each PROJECTED an a given date. 

PARK Park Code-Will be automatically entered by COMMON after 
the Project Identifying Number has been entered. This 
Information cannot be changed. 

NPSREG NFS Region-A 4-letter code identifying the region where 
the project is taking place. This field will 
automatically be entered by COhmON after the project 
identifying number has been entered. This information 
cannot be changed. 
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EEAHEGNUM EEA Product Registration lamtoer-The EPA registration 
number for the product used. This number cannot be 
changed and will automatically be erctared by OCM43N after 
the project identifying nunber has been entered. This 
irtformatian cannot be changed. 

PRDDNAME Product Name-The rams of the product retching the EPA 
number. This iruTcrmation is automatically entered by 
03MM3N after the project identifying number has been 
entered. This information cannot be changed. 

AINAME Active Ingredients-This field will automatically be 
entered by CTJMMDN after the project identifying number 
has been entered. This information cannot be changed. 

FESTNAME Pests-This field will automatically be entered by (XMMDN 
after the project identifying number has been entered. 
This field cannot be changed. 

TOTAIAMNT Amnt Product Total-Mandatory-JIbtal amount of the product 
applied in this application. 

AMNT100AI Amount 100% Active Ingredlent-d4andatory-Amcunt of 100% 
Active Ingredient used in a specific pesticide 
application. 

TREATAREA Area Treated-44andatory-The total area affected in a 
specific pesticide application. 

APPIICXAME Applicator-^landatory-Name of person applying the 
pesticide. . 



PESTS MDDULE REWK1S 

St^pHarri Reportfl 

There are currently four starriard reports that can be derived from the 
PESTS module automatically through the report library. The report 
library is accessible from CTMCN's main menu. (To get to the main menu 
from the Pests data entry screen enter X in the selection field at the 
bottom of the screen.) The standard reports which are presently 
available from this source include the following: 

1. Park Pest Control Projects Report (Standard Report SI) ̂ This report 
lists all pest control projects either for a specific park, for parks 
within a specific region, or for all parks servicewide. You enter 
the Park Alpha organization code, the NPS Region code, or "ALL." 

2. Pest Control Projects by Pest Report (Standard Report S2)- This 
report lists all pest control projects for a specified pest, either 
servicewide or for a specific region. The 6-letter pest 
identification code is the required entry field. 

3. Pest Control by Ingredient Report (Standard Report S3)-This report 
lists all pest control projects servicewide which utilize a specified 
active ingredient in the pesticide project. The 6-letter active 
ingredient code is a required entry field. 

4. Pesticide Use Log Report (Standard Report S4)-This report lists 
pesticide application information (application date, applicator name, 
product name, active ingredients, total amount of product used, area 
treated, amount of 100% active ingredient, and target pests) for a 
given park, or all projects in a given region. It can be used as the 
annual pes^cide use log. You enter project ID number, park alpha 
code, or the NPS region code. 

Remember, if you forget a Pest ID code, active ingredient code, park 
alpha code, etc., simply enter "H" to get into CTMCN's on-line Help 
System. 

Customized Reports 

If information is needed from the PESTS Module that is not available 
through any of the standardized (preprogrammed) reports (i.e. variations 
on the reports or different kinds of readouts entirely), the user may 
develop a customized (individualized) report to gain the desired 
information. Customized reports also allow a connection (link-up) 
between PESTS and other "modules" of COtCN. With these links different 
kinds pf data can be brought together, in a variety of ways, to answer a 
wide range of questions relating to park issues. Thus, these reports are 
a mechanism to take full advantage of the various modules residing in 
CDMCN. See Appendix E for additional information on the development of 
customized reports* 
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Dm?DDUCriCN 

TEX was established far the purpose of canounicating pertinent 
Threatened, Endangered and eXotic (TEX) species data to interested 
individuals located in parks, Regional Offices and WASO. It is designed 
to be maintained primarily fay the parks (and/or Regional Offices, if they 
so desire) in arder'to freely share significant TEX species management 
information with others on a Servicewide basis. Because of this, TEX is 
being limited to information concerning only Federally listed Threatened 
and Endangered species; and exotic species which are considered pests and 
are being or are intended to be managed. It is not meant to serve as a 
primary data base for park species information at the park level. A 
microcomputer software package is planned far that purpose. 

An overview of the content of TEX can be obtained by referring to the TEX 
Data Collecticry'Computer Entry Form that appears at the end of this 
Supplement. This form, called the TEX Data Form for short, is annotated 
and each file dlscui'wed oarresponds to a data entry screen on the 
computer. The data elements on the farm are listed, essentially, in the 
same order as they are encountered en the screen for a given file, though 
not necessarily in the same screen position on the page. The number in 
parentheses to the right of each element refers to the total raimber of 
characters (spaces) which axe allotted to that element for data entry. 
As the name of the farm implies, it is intended as a means for users of 
TEX to ooUect the information required far the data base. And, once the 
data is gathered, it serves as an aid to entering the data into the 
computer files. The discussion on each of the files (below) occurs in 
the same order as they exist on the form. This guide essentially expands 
en information provided on the TEX Data Base Form, and thus, it may be 
useful to refer to the forms as the material is being read. 

The TEX "module" is designed such that each park can enter, update and 
delete species data pertaining to that and no other park. Each Regional 
Office can do the same for species data, if desired, for any or all the 
parks under its- jurisdiction. WASO has the capability of accessing and 
managing all files as needed. However, all data in TEX, regardless of 
its source, can be retrieved by any user in the farm of standard and/or 
customized reports, which is the means by which the TEX species data is 
shared on a Servicewide basis. The standard, or preprogrammed, reports 
can offer information an TEX species occurrence and status in parks; 
research, mcrdtoring and/or management actions being taken or planned; 
NFS sponsored reports' and publications, etc. customized reports can 
offer virtually any oombination of data found in TEX and/or companion 
••modules" of CcMCN. 
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First time users should be aware that TEX consists of a total of nine 
files: 

SFECTAX (TEX Species Taxonomy) 
SFECPAKK (TEX Species Park Information) 
OCPSTATE (TEX Species County Information) 
SFECACTV, ACTVDESC (TEX Species Activity Description - two files 

combined) 
PUBXNFO (TEX Species Publication Information) 
SPECPUB (Report/Publication - TEX Species) 
PARKPUB (Park - TEX Species Publications) 
DEFINE (Data Definitions) 

These files are unique to TEX and appear in no other •module'1 of COMMON. 
However, certain data elements within these files, such as those relating 
to codes (PARK ALPHA CFG CODE, NFS REGION and CCCJNTY CODE) do occur 
elsewhere and can be used to bring related information together from 
other '•modules" in OOMMDN, as well as from within TEX. 

TEX files may be called to the screen (opened) in any order the user 
desires to enter, update or delete data, as long as the proper file names 
and valid codes are used, and the prescribed security structure is 
adhered to. Please refer to the third part of this manual (Fntering and 
updating Data) for additional information. 

Note that only WASO can enter data into the SFECTAX (TEX Species 
Taxonomy) file. This is to maintain a central control over the 
assignment of the crucial 00MK3N NAME CODE and to maintain basic 
taxonomic data, etc. on each s, cies. WASO also maintains the DEFINE 
(Data Definitions) file, which provides users with "on-line" definitions 
of some data elements. 

The proper operation of TEX relies heavily on ths use of valid codes. As 
mentioned previously, the COMMON NAME CODE is the basis for entering and 
retrieving species information in the data base. If not known, this 
identifier, plus the PARK ALPHA CFG CODE, NFS REGICII and COUNTY CODE, can 
be determined by utilizing COMMON'S on-line help (H) system, or by 
consulting a hard copy list of the respective codes. (To invoke the on
line help system Enter H in a coded data entry field to obtain a list of 
valid cedes.) Other codes used in TEX are user or computer generated, 
and will be dlemfwri (below) in relation to their respective files. 

The following discussion of the TEX "module" is, basically, in two parts. 
The first concerns the data files which comprise the data base. The 
second part concerns the data reports by which information can be 
retrieved from the data base. 
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ENTERING TEX DATA 

There are three basic kinds of TEX species information that this data 
base addresses - taxonomy, species status and activities, and NPS 
reports/public The TEX files are grouped by these subjects and 
discussed individually as follows. 

Taxonomy Data - SPECTAX - TEX Species Taxonomy File 

The first file listed above, SPECTAX, is a key file where an assigned 
species code is stored on each species, along with pertinent taxonomic 
and related data. Only WASO can maintain records in this file. However, 
this does not preclude users from furnishing pertinent taxonomic 
information to WASO when requesting a new (to TEX) species be listed and 
a COMMON NAME CODE be assigned. The data entry screen far SPECTAX 
appears as follows: 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE COMMON DATABASE 

TEX SPECIES TAXONOMY 

COMMON NAME: MCODLE: TEX 

SCXENTTFTC NAME: DATA FILE: SPECTAX 

SPECIES STATUS (T,E,T/E,X,GR N/X): NPFIOPA? ESIS CODE: 

KINGDOM (P OR A): TAXONOMIC GROUP: 

FOR TAXCNCMIC GROUP : ENTER 'MAMMAL", "BIRD", "REPTILE", "AMPHIBIAN'', 
"FISH", "SNAIL", "CLAM", "CRUSTACEAN", 

"INSECT", CR "OTHER INVERnBRATE" OR: 
"ANGTOSPERM", "GYMNOSPERM", "TBRN/FERN ALLY", 
CR "NONVASCULAR PLANT" 
E 'ENTER NEW RECORD V -VIEW RECORD U -UPDATE RECORD H "*ELP 
D -DELETE RECORD C -CLEAR SCREEN X - EXIT 

-SELECTION 

In general, if the species to be listed in the SPECTAX file is Threatened 
or lurlangered then both the common name and scientific name will conform 
to the official listing for that species by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service in EndfrmrM and Threatened Wildlife and Plants. Exotic species 
names will conform to the generally accepted sources as arcnropriate. 
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The COMMON NAME CODE, which is the basis far retrieving infarmatian an 
TEX species, can only be assigned by WASO and it must already exist in 
the SPECTAX file before records an a species can be entered elsewhere in 
the data base (i.e. SFECPAFK, CCFSTA1E, SFECACTV, and SFECPUB files). 
When a user wishes to open these files far data entry, and the 
identifying code is not known, on-line help (H) may be employed for 
assistance. Either the common or scientific name of the species in 
question will lead the user to the proper alphanumeric code, if one 
exists. If no code exists one most be assigned. This is accomplished by 
a written request to WASO (via the SPECTAX file portion of the TEX Data 
Form), or orally by phone (see Appendix F far contacts). In the case of 
eXotic species primarily, there may be difficulty with synonymy and the 
user may need to try mare than one oomman and/ar scientific name when 
utilizing the on-line help (H) to determine a COMMON NAME CODE. Also, 
when requesting that an eXotic species be listed, and a perceived 
difficulty with synonymy exists, please inform WASO of the problem and 
include alternate names for consideration, as appropriate. In general, 
WASO will rely heavily on the requester to furnish the proper taxanomic 
information required for this file. 

SPECIES STATUS relates to the national status of a species. For TEX 
purposes this involves: Federally listed Threatened (T) and Endangered 
(E) species; those classified as both (T/E - T for some states and E for 
ethers), including species listed due to similarity of appearance; 
species which are eXotic (X) to the U.S., and thus to all parks; or those 
which may be Native nationally but are known to be eXotic to at least one 
park (N/X). 

NFFIDPA? is in reference to a plant species being listed or not in the 
flora data base maintained by the NFS in another "module" of COMMON. This 
is determined by WASO. If a plant species is also listed in NFFLDRA its 
presence will be acknowledged and the TEX user, using the COMMON NAME 
CODE, can access additional information on the plant from that data base. 

ESIS CODE refers to the identifier assigned to a Federally listed 
Threatened or Endangered species by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
far use in their Endangered Species Information System (ESIS). This code 
may be used to access species information which is maintained in that 
data base. WASO provides this code in cooperation with the Fish and 
Wildlife Service. 

KINGDOM refers to the broadest classification of a species either Plant 
or Animal. And, TAXCNOMJC GFOUP offers the next broadest level of 
species classification. This information allows the user to retrieve TEX 
species information by some useful categories. 

In summary, the SPECTAX file will be maintained by WASO and a species 
must be listed here and be assigned a COMMON NAME OOOE before information 
on that species can be entered in certain other files. Users requesting 
that a new species be listed in TEX are asked to furnish as much of the 
taxencmic information required for the SPECTAX file as possible. 
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Species Status and Activities Data Files 

The next four files, SPECPARK, CCPSTATE, and SFECACTV, A£TVDESC 
(combined) oancern species status in a park, county of species occurrence 
within a park and park activities (actions) being ocrriucted or planned 
for a species. 

1. SFECPARK (TEX Species Park Information) File 

The data entry screen for SFECPARK will appear as follows: 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE COMM3N DATABASE 

MODULE: TEX 
TEX SPECIES - PARK INFQFMATTON DATA FILE: SFECPARK 

COMMON NAME CODE: PARK ALPHA ORG OODE: NFS REGION: 
SPECIES PARK STATUS (T, E OR X): 

SPECIES OCCURRENCE TYPES (ENTER Y C R N ) : 
POSSIBLE: CURRENT: HISTORICAL: EXTIRPATED: RESTORATION: 

SPECIES OCCURRENCE VICTNTIY (ENTER Y C R N ) : 
PARKLAND: INHOUXCNG: EASEMENT: ADJACENT FEDERAL LAND: 

ADJACENT NON-FEDERAL LAND: 
SPHClhS RESIDENT STATUS (ENTER Y C R N ) 

YEARPGUND: BREEDING SEASON: WINTER: MICSATURY: OCCASIONAL: 

PARK ACTION PLAN (MM/DD/YY): CRITICAL HABITAT (YCRN): 
DATE RECORD LAST UPDATED (MM/DD/YY) : 

(NOTE - ENTER 'H' IN SELECTION FOR ODDES AND DEFINITIONS INFORMATION) 
E -ENTER NEW RECORD V -VIEW RECORD U <JPDAIE RECORD H -HELP 
D 'DELETE RECORD C "CLEAR SCREEN X 'EXIT 

SELECTION 

Valid codas must be used for COMMON NAME CODE, PARK ALPHA ORG OODE and 
NPS REGION. Use on-line help (H) to determine the correct code for a 
given species, park and/or Region, or refer to appropriate hard copy 
reference material. 

Be advised that the name coda for a species may be determined by 
utilizing either the common or scientific name when querying on-line help 
(H). One option with these help screens is to list out the codes for all 
species page by page by either the oomtnon for scientific name until you 
find the proper code. The other option is to enter the appropriate first 
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letter of the name involved. This reduces the number of codes presented 
an the screen to only those for the names that begin with the letter 
entered. When using this option and the ornm n name to determine the 
code, the first letter of the species• last name is entered (i.e. "E" for 
the Bald Eagle, etc.). But, when using the scientific name, the first 
letter of the genus name is used (i.e. "H" for Haliaeetus leucocephalus. 
etc.). Both methods lead to the same name code for the species. And, in 
both cases, the help screen will list only the species (with their codes) 
that begin with the letter entered. 

The data element SFKt.'IKS PARK STATUS refers to the status of a given 
species in a given park. The status will be either Threatened (T) or 
Endangered (E) as Federally classified as both Threatened and Endangered 
(E) as Federally classified, or eXotic (X). Whereas a species may, in 
fact, be classified as both Threatened and Endangered nationally, because 
of the way it is classified for different states, it will generally have 
only one or the other status in a given park. However, when a species 
does have dual status (i.e. both T & E) within a single park, indicate 
(E) as the species status far that park. A species of eXotic status, is 
either exotic to the U.S. and thus to any park, or it is a native species 
that is exotic to parkland. 

Groups of data elements appear under three headings: Species Occurrence 
Types (POSSIBLE, CURRENT, HXSTORECAL, EXTIRPATED, RESTORATION); Species 
Occurrence Vicinity (PARKLAND, DWDLDrNG, EASEMENT, ADJACENT FEDERAL 
LAND, ADJACENT NON-FEDERAL LAND); and Species Resident Status (YEARROUND, 
BREEDING SEASON, WINTER, MIGRATORY, OXXASIONAV&CCTEENTAL). For the 
Occurrence Types and Occurrence Vicinity data elements enter a "Y" or "N" 
for Yes or No, whichever applies (more than one "Y" entry may be made 
under each heading). Otherwise, leave the space blank to signify that 
the element is not applicable or, possibly, that the information is 
unknown. The same is true for Resident Status, except that all spaces 
are left blank if the species being dealt with is a plant. 

Use the following definitions when recording the Species Occurrence and 
Resident Status data elements: 

Species Occurrence Types: 

POSSIBLE: Park has adequate amount of suitable habitat within 
the species* distributional range. 

CURRENT: Good documentation of occurrence exists, such as a 
museum specimen, high quality photograph ehowing identifying 
characteristics, or written record by an expert. 

HISTORICAL: Of historical occurrence in the park or within a 
range that would allow re-invasion, i.e. formerly part of the 
established biota with the expectation that it may be 
rediscovered. 
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EXTIRPATED: Believed to be extinct throughout all parts of its 
range that would allow its eventual natural re-establishment. 
This category should be used sparingly. 

RESTORATION: Species has been or is currently being 
restored/reixtroauced to the park. 

Species Resident Status: 

YfARROUNDt On or in the vicinity of the park all year. 

BREEDING: On or in the vicinity of the park during the breeding 
season in the warm months of the year. The species does not need 
to be a known resident (muring the breeding season. 

WINTER: On or in the vicinity of the park during the non-
breeding winter season. 

MIGRATORY: On or in the vicinity of the park only during the 
fall and/or spring migration between the breeding and wintering 
grounds. 

OCCASIONAL(/AOTTDENIAL): Sighted infrequently. Usually pertains 
to birds. Not part of the established biota, including species 
which breed only sporadically in the park. 

PARK ACTION PLAN refers to a plan far managing a given species in a park, 
apart from the Resources Management Plan. If a species plan does exist 
then enter the date of the plan in the spaces provided in the Mm/DD/YY 
mode (i.e. double digits to represent the month, day and year). If the 
day and/or month are not known enter "01" in the appropriate space(s). 
Use the date that is stated on the plan, or the date that it was 
approved, if necessary. 

CRITICAL HABITAT refers to the presence of habitat, within a park, that 
is declared critical for a species in the context of the Endangered 
Species Program of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Enter "Y" or "N" 
for Yes or No, but leave the space blank if the species is eXotic. 

DATE RECORD LAST UPDATED; dates the record entry. The date is entered, in 
the M/VD/W mode, and refers to either when data is first entered into 
the file or when it is updated. Do not leave any spaces blank. 
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2. CCRSTATE (TEX Species County Information) File 

The data entry screen for CCRSTATE appears as follows: 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE COMMON DATABASE 

MODUIE: TEX 

DATA FILE: CCRSTATE 

TEX SPfcXMhS COUNTY INFORMATION 

OOMMCN NAME CODE: 

PARK ALPHA ORG CODE: 

COUNTY CODE: (CODE FOR COUNTY IN WHICH SPECIES OCCURS) 

E -ENTER NEW RECORD V *VIEW RECORD U <JPDATE RECORD H -ffiXP 
D -DELETE RECORD C "CLEAR SCREEN X -EXIT 

•SELECTION 

This file consists of all codes (COMMON NAME CODE, PARK AIPHA ORG CODE 
and COUNTY CODE) and each must be valid in order to initiate a proper 
data record. If a code is unknown, the on-line help (H) or hard copy 
reference material may be oonsulted. Please note that when entering data 
into this file you must enter a separate record (name code, park code and 
county code) each time you are recording another county in the park where 
the species occurs, once the screen for this file is displayed on the 
computer. 
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3. SPECACTV, ACTVOESC (TEX Species Activity Description) File 

In this instance, one screen is used to enter data into two files as 
follows: 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE COMMON DATABASE 
MCOJIE: TEX 
DATA FILE: SPECACTV 

ACTVDESC 

PARK ALPHA ORG CODE: COMMON NAME CODE: 

ACTIVITY. NUMBER: DATE RECORD LAST UPDATE (MM/DD/YY): 
ACTIVITY TYPE (ENTER Y OR N) 

RESEARCH: MONITORING: RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: 

ACTIVITY START DATE (MM/DD/YY): ACTIVITY STOP DATE: 

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION (PLEASE AVOID BREAKING WORDS BETWEEN LINES) 
(USE THE TAB KEY TO MOVE BETWEEN LINES) 

E -ENTER NEW RECORD V -VIEW RECORD U -UPDATED RECORD H -HELP 
D -DELETE RECORD C -CLEAR SCREEN X -EXIT -SELECTION 

The PARK AIPH ORG CODE and COMMON NAME CODE oust be valid codes. If 
either code is unknown please utilize the on-line help (H) or refer to a 
hard copy list of the respective codes. 

ACTIVITY NUMBER is a code which is developed at the park level and is 
assigned to each TEX species activity that is being reported for a given 
park. The code is always ccocrised of the valid PARK ALPHA ORG CODE + 
three digits, for a total of seven characters. The code for the first 
activity to be recorded for a given park should end in "001"; the second 
one for that park "002"; etc. An activity should remain on record until: 
a report or publication is produced and recorded in the KJBINFO and 
related files; the activity is no longer of significance; or when it 
bftnrrips outdated and knowledge of its existence to TEX users would no 
longer be meaningful. 
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DATE RECORD LAST UPDATED dates the record entry. The date is entered, in 
the MM/DD/YY node, and refers to either when data is first entered into 
the file or when it is updated. Do not leave any spaces blank. 

ACTIVITY TYPE indicates the kind of activity being described (RESEARCH, 
MCNITCKONG and/or RESOURCES MANAGEMENT). • Enter "Y" or "N" for Yes or No, 
whichever applies for each of these elenents. A given activity may be of 
more than one type. RESEARCH refers to a systematic scientific study 
designed to develop new or additional kncwledge about a natural resource 
problem, including theoretical and experimental investigations, and 
baseline studies that describe existing ern/iranmental conditions and 
trends, etc. MCNITCPJNG refers to the systematic and repetitive 
collection and analysis of data, which can be used to help determine the 
quality or the conditions of the natural resources as they are now or as 
they change with time; or to help relate environmental quality to factors 
which cause change or to the effects produced by such changes. RESOURCES 
MANAGEMENT refers to actions that mitigate or correct natural resource 
problems regardless of whether the source of the impact (s) is external or 
internal to the park. 

For ACTIVITY START DATE and ACTIVITY STOP DATE enter the date, in the 
MM/DD/YY mode, that the activity was or is to be initiated or completed, 
respectively. If the day and/or month is not known enter "01" where 
necessary. Do not leave any spaces blank when entering a particular 
date. If an activity is of a continuing nature, without a definite 
termination date, leave the stop date blank. 

The narrative for ACTIVITY DESCFuTTION can be up to 432 characters long 
which is entered on as many as six lines, each of which will hold 72 
characters. When entering data use all caps, please avoid breaking words 
between lines, and remember to use the tab key (not the enter key) when 
moving from one line to the next. 
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NPS Bercrts/Publlcatlonfl Data Files 

The next three data files, PUBINFO, SPECPUB and PAPKPUB concern NPS 
(only) document citations, the species a document pertains to, and the 
park(s) involved. 

1. PUBINFO (TEX Species Publication Information) File 

This file is reserved for documents of NPS origin that contribute usable 
information far TEX species found on parkland. T*H« ircludes reports and 
formal publications written by Service personnel or documents by others 
who were sponsored by NPS. The data entry screen appears as follows: 

NATIONAL-PARK SERVICE COMMON DATABASE 

MODULE: TEX 
DATA FILE: PUBINFO 

TEX SPECIES PUBLICATION TNFQRMATTON 

RFJXKT/PUBIIC»1TCN NUMBER: 

AITIHQR(S): 

FEPOOT/PUBtlCATICN YEAR (YYYY) : 

(PLEASE AVOID BREAKING MORES BETWEEN LINES) 
(USE THETAB KEY TO MOVE BETWEEN LINES) 

TITLE: 

SOURCE: 

E -ENTER NEW RECORD 
D -DELETE RECORD 

V ^vTEW RECORD 
C -CLEAR SCREEN 

U -UPDATE RECORD 
X -EXIT 

H -HELP 
SELECTION 

Be advised that it is important to know, and remember, that the 
REpcRT/RjBZlCATICN NuMBER is computer generated when the PUBINFO file is 
opened for data entry. Before opening this file to record a doampnt 
(and automatically have an identifying number assigned), always check 
first to be certain that it has not already been listed in TEX by another 
user (particularly if the dbaraent pertains to more than one park and/or 
species). This is done by running report X3 (TEX Species 
Reports/Publications) or using the RELATE language (see Appendix E) to 
query the data base. If the publication is, in fact, listed then do not 
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enter a record here. Otherwise, there will be a duplicate record with 
two <*™*°* numbers assigned to the same document. Father, proceed 
directly to the SFECFUB and/or PARKPUB file(s) (discussed below) in order 
to enter data that links the publication to a given species and/or park, 
using the valid code number that was previously assigned to that 
document. 

When entering the REKKT/RIBIJCA1TCN YEAR enter the full year, comprised 
of four digits (YYYY). 

Far AuTHDR(S), use all caps. Enter the last name, first name and middle 
initial of the first or only author. Then enter the first name first, 
etc. of the second or more authors, as space permits; otherwise, use 
initials and surname, or "ET AL." when necessary. 

The TITLE can be up to 180 characters long which is entered on as many as 
three lines, each of which will hold 60 characters. When entering data 
use all caps, please avoid breaking words between lines, and remember to 
use the tab key (not the enter key) when moving from one line to the 
next. Enter the complete title. If it is too lengthy to fit into the 
space provided, please abbreviate selected words accordingly. 

The SouFCE can be up to 180 characters long which is entered en as many 
as three lines, each of which will hold 60 characters. When entering 
data use all caps, please avoid breaking words between lines, and 
remember to use the tab key (not the enter key) when moving from one line 
to the next. Enter oomplete source material. If it is too lengthy to 
fit into the space provided, please abbreviate selected words 
accordingly. For a journal, include its name, volume (issue no.): pages; 
etc. 
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2. SPECKJB (Report/Rtolicatian - TEX Species) File 

The purpose of this file is to record each TEX species to which a given 
report/publication refers. It is important to note that the record of 
and code for a given document must already exist in the K7BLNF0 file, 
(discussed above) before the corresponding SPECKJB record(s) can be 
entered. Thus, the KER^/KJBLICATION NUMBER of the document in question 
would have been assigned when the document was previously recorded. It 
is this document number and the valid PARK AlfHA CFG CODE far a park that 
are used to record information in this file. When entering data here, 
enter a separate record (document number and name code) for each TEX 
species to which the document pertains. If a given TEX species has 
already been related to the publication, the system will tell you. The 
SPECKJB data entry screen appears as follows: 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE COMMON DATABASE 

MODULE: TEX 
DATA FILE: SPECKJB 

REKSOT/KJBLICATICN - TEX SPECIES 

REPCFT/KJBITCATICN NUMBER: 

COMMON NAME OODE: 

E -ENTER NEW RECORD V -a/LEW RECORD U <JFOATE RECORD H -HELP 
D -I E3 ETE RECORD C -CLEAR SCREEN X -EXIT SELECTION 
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3. PARKHJB (Park - TEX Species Publications) File 

This file is used to record each park to which a given publication 
pertains. Because the security system in COMMON, a user entering data 
from a given park can only enter that park's organization code for that 
publication. However', a regional office user can enter the code for any 
or all parks under the Region's jurisdiction. It is inrortant to note 
that the record of and ocde for a given document must already exist in 
the PUBLNFO file (discussed above) before the corresponding PARKPUB 
record(s) can be entered. Thus, the RfcJ^OKi/HmT.TCaTION NUMBER of the 
document in question would have been assigned when the document was 
previously recorded. This document number and the valid PARK ALPHA ORG 
CODE for a park are used to record information in this file. If a 
regional office user enters data here, a separate record (document number 
and park code) must be entered for each park to which the document 
pertains). The PARKPUB data entry screen appears as follows: 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE COMMON DATABASE 

MODULE: TEX 
DATA FILE: PARKPUB 

PARK-TEX SPECIES PUBLICATIONS 

PARK ALPHA ORG CODE: 

REPORT/PUB NUMBER: 

E =ENTER NEW RECORD V *VXEW RECORD U UPDATE RECORD H -HELP 
D -DELETE REODRD C -CLEAR SCREEN X -EXIT -SELECTION 
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Data Definitions - DEFINE File 

The last file, DEFINE, is not a data file, but it is used to provide 
assistance to the user by rears of furrdshing definitions of certain data 
elerents. This file can only be entered, by WASO, and consists of DATA 
ELEMENT NAME and DATA ELEMENT DEFTNTTION. It exists to provide TEX users 
with explanations of irdlvidiial data elerents that nay need 
clarification, such as sore of those in the srecPAKK file, where it is 
accessed by using cn-line help (H) for definitions. It is not rentiored 
on the TEX Data Form since WASO has sole responsibility for its 
rainterance and it is not used for data collection or entry. 
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TEX REPORTS 

Thus far, we have been discussing data entry and related matters, as 
pertains to the rune data files of the TEX '"module11. Another aspect of 
TEX is, of course, the retrieval (reading) of data, or report writing, 
for the acquisition of various ]cinds of information from the data base. 
As with other "'modules1' of CCM-EN, this can be done in two ways, either 
by a standard (pre-programmed) report available through the COG-EN Report 
Library, or, by a customized (individualized) report which can be 
developed by the user. 

Stardard Reports 

There are several standard reports that can be derived from the TEX data 
base through the COM3N Report Library. (The Report Library can be 
accessed from COMMON'S Main Menu.) The standard TEX reports which are 
presently available from this source include the following: 

1. Report XI - Current TEX species Occurrence. (For a given TEX 
species, this report lists the parks in which the species occurs. It 
can be run for one MPS Region or Servicewide.) 

2. Report X2 - TEX Species Research. Monitoring or Management 
Activities. (For a given TEX species, this report lists park 
research, monitoring and management activities. It can be run by 
park, Region or Servioewide.) 

3. Report X3 - TEX Species Reports/Publications. (For a given TEX" 
species, this report lists the NFS reports/publications pertaining to 
that species.) 

4. Report X4 - TEX Species Status by Park. (This report lists TEX 
species (species occmon name and status) by park. It can be run for 
one park, one Region or Servicewide.) 

Other commonly requested reports may be added to the standard Report 
Library as the need arises. Thus, the user should refer to and review 
the list of standard TEX (reports available before proceeding with the 
development of a customized report, as discnsspd below. 
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Q&g&iZ§& Reports 

If iruToraaticn is needed from the TEX data base that is not available 
through any of the standardized (pre-programmed) reports (i.e. variatiors 
on the reports or differerx kinds of readouts entirely), the user m y 
develop a customized (individualized) report to gain the desired 
information, clistomized reports also allow a ccrnection (link-up) 
between TEX and other •taocuaes" of cr*§cN. With these links different 
kinds of data, can be brought together, in a variety of ways, to answer a 
wide range of questions relating to park issues. Thus, these reports are 
a mechanism to take full advantage of the various data bases residing in 
CXMCN. 

Designing a report requires that you know how to use the oommands in the 
RELATE/3000 language and have a familiarity with the COMON data base 
structure. Please refer to Arperdix E for assistance. 
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TEX DATA CdLUCnOf/aXBHSR ENTRY FOSK 

This annotated form is provided to users of the TEX "module" of CDMhEN as 
an aid in the gathering of Threatened, Endangered and eXotic (TEX) 
species data for the Servicewide data base and far use in entering that 
data into the computer files. All data elements are grouped according to 
the file in which they occur, and some may appear in more than one file. 
Also, the data elements are listed, essentially, in the same order as 
they will appear on the computer screen when a particular file is opened 
for data entry. Thus, if this form is used to collect the necessary data 
then that information can be readily transferred to the oomputer files in 
an orderly and efficient manner. 

It is suggested that the TEXJuser' s_Guide itself be read and understood 
before this form is utilized for data collection and data entry. 

Note: The number in parentheses, shown for each data element on the 
form, refers to the i"^"" number of characters that can be entered into 
the onmpifer for that particular data element. 
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TEX DATA CrjUACTICN/CaOTTER F2TDRY FORM 

DataFi le : SPECTAX̂ rTEX Species Taxcrony) 

(Note: WASO w i l l have responsibi l i ty for entering data into t h i s ccxcputer 
f i l e t o insure standardization of names,, e t c . I f a species i s not l i s t e d 
in TEX and you wish t o make a f i r s t time species submission please 
furnish whatever information you can on each of the data elements below, 
except for COMMON NAME CODE, NPFLOPA? and ESIS CODE, when requesting a 
species be l isted.) 

CTMMDN NAME CODE: [ ] (WASO generated only. The code far 
given species must e x i s t here (SFECTAX f i l e ) before records on that 
species can be entered elsewhere ( i . e . , SPECPARK, CCPSTATE, SPECACTV 
and SFECPUB f i l e s ) . ) (4) 

catCNNAME: [ ] (40) 
(Refers t o the Federally l i s t e d name i f a Threatened or Endangered 
species; or the commonly accepted name i f an eXotic species . List 
synonyms below i f unsure of which name t o use. ) 

SCIENTIFIC NAME: [ ] (40) 
(Same as above.) 

SPECIES STATES: [ ] (Enter T, E,T/E, X, or N/X.) (3) 
(Refers t o Federally l i s t e d species which are Threatened, 
Endangered, or both (T/E), or have s imi lar i ty of appearance; or t o 
species which are eXotic t o the U. S . , or Native nationally but 
eXotic t o a t l e a s t one park (N/X).) 

NPFIORA?: [ ] (Enter Y a r N - f o r Y e s c r N o r e plant being 
l i s t e d in the NPFLOPA data base or not. Leave blank i f species i s 
animal.) (1) 

ESXS CODE: [ ] (WASO generated only.) (6) 
(Refers t o species cede used by FWS i n t h e i r ESIS program.) 

FJH3D0M: [ ] (Enter P or A - for Plant or Animal. I f unsure leave blank 
for a WASO determination.) (1) 

TAXCMDMIC SPOTS [ ] (Enter MAMMAL, 
BIRD,- REPTILE, AMPHIBIAN, FISH, SNAIL, CLAM, CRUSTACEAN, INSECT or 
OTHER IMVEPJEBRATE; or ANGIOSPERM, GYMNOSPERM, FERN/FERN ALLY or 
NCNVASCCLAR PLANT) (20) 

Synonymy. 
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COMMrjN NAME CODE: [ ] (Enter valid assigned code. Consult 
an-line help (H), or cede list.) (4) 

PARK ALRSA ORG CODE: \ ] (Enter valid park code. Consult 
an-line help (H), or oode list.) (4) 

NFS REGION: [ ] (Enter valid Region code. Consult on-line 
help (H), or code list.) (4) 

SPECIES PARK STATES: [ J (Enter T, E or X.) (1) 
(Refers to Federal Threatened or Endangered species in a park; or 
species eXotic to a park, whether exotic nationally or native to the 
U. S. but exotic to parkland.) 

(Note: For the following three sets of species data oonsult on
line help (H) far data element definitions, or definition list.) 

Species Occurrence Types (Enter Y or N - for Yes or No where 
applicable, otherwise leave blank.) (1) 

POSSIBLE: [ ] CDRRENT: [ ] HISTORICAL: [ ] 

EXTIRPATED: [ ] Restoration: [ ] 

Species Occurrence Vicinity (Enter Y or N - for Yes cr No where 
applicable, otherwise leave blank.) (1) 

PARKLAND: [ ] INB3LD3NG: [ ] EASEMENT: [ ] 

ADJACENT FEDERAL LAND: [ ] ADJACENT NCIf-FEDERAL LAND: [ ] 

Species Resident Status (Enter Y or N - for Yes or No where 
applicable, otherwise leave blank. Leave all spaces blank for plant 
species.) (1) 

YEARROGND: [ ] BREEDING SEASON: [ ] WINTER: [ ] 

MIGRATORY: [ ] CCCASICMAI/ACCXu [ ] 

RARiCACriON PLAN (MM/uD/YY): [ / / ] (Enter lunerical month, day and 
year of stated (or approval) date of plan. If exact month and/or day 
of plan not known enherl,01/ol." leave all spaces blank if no 
species plan exists.) (Refers to the existence of a separate action 
plan for a given species in a park, exclusive of any project listed 
in the park's Resources Management Plan.) (8) 

CRITICAL HABITAT: [ ] (Enter Y or N - far Yes ar No. Leave blank for 
eXotic species.) (Refers to Federally (FWS) recognized critical 
habitat in the park.) (1) 

DATE RECORD LAST UPDATED (MM/DD/YY): [ / / ] (Enter the date when 
above data was first entered into this file, or when it was updated.) (8) 
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rs tta_rile:jPgc7IslE jf'rac StreiesjOountyJEnforaationl 

CCMCrT NAMB OODE: [ ] (Enter val id assigned code. Consult 
on-l ine help (H), or code l i s t . ) (4) 

PARK ALPHA CFG CODE: [ ] (Enter va l id park oode. Consult 
on-l ine help (H>, or code l i s t . ) (4) 

CCCNrecoDE: [ ] (Enter va l id oode for oounty(s) vSiere species 
occurs in park. Consult on-l ine help (H), or oode l i s t . ) (5) 

COUNTY CODE: [ 1' COUNTY CODE: [ ] 

COUNTY CODE: [ ] COUNTY CODE: [ ] 

(Note: When entering t h i s data into the oomputer you must enter a 
separate record (name code, park oode and county oode) far each county in 
the park where the species occurs, once the screen for th is f i l e i s 
displayed. A county oode also identifies i t s state.) 
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Data_File:_SPECACrVt _ACTVDESC_(TEX Species Activity Desgriot^) 

PARK ALPHA. CR3 CODE: [ ] (Enter valid par* code. Consult 
cn-line help (Hj, or code list.) (4) 

cotCN NAME ODDE: [ ' J (Enter valid assigned code. Consult 
on-line help (H), or code list.) (4) 

ACTIVITY NCMBER: [ ] (Assign an alphanumeric identifier 
using the park code (above) + three digits, begirriing with 001 and 
numbered sequentially thereafter, for each activity. (7) 

DATE RECORD LAST UPDATED (MM/DD/YY): [ / / ] (Enter the date when 
data on this page/screen was first entered into this file,or when it 
was updated.) (8) 

Activity Type (Biter Y or N for Yes or No. An activity may be 
of more than one type.) (1) 

RESEARCH: [ ] MONITOKQtG: [ ] IHSCCRCE MANAGEMENT: [ ] 

ACITvTTY START DATE (MyTX/YY): [ / / ] (Enter date that project 
was or is to be initiated. If exact north and/or day is not known 
enter "01/01." Do not leave blank.) (8) 

ACTIVITY STOP DATE (M^yTO/YY): [ / / ] (Enter date that project 
was or is to be completed, if exact month and/or day is not known 
enter "01/01." Do not leave blank.) (3) 

ACTIVITY EESCRIPTION: (May be 432 characters (6 x 72) long. Use tab key 
to move to next line when entering data.) 

C ] (72) 

C ] (72) 

C ] (72) 

C ] (72) 

C ] (72) 

C 3 (72) 
(Use all caps. Please avoid breaking words between lines.) 



Data^File: _P3BTOTU_rrEXLSP^ 

REPauyroBLrCMTCH lOfflER: [ ] (Oomputer generated when 
the FamTHTO f i l e i s opened for data entry.) (6) 

(Note: Before opening this f i l e be sure to run report X3, or create your 
own report (ueing RET ATE), to determine i f a given document i s already 
l isted (and thus numbered) in this f i l e . If so, you can proceed directly 
to the SFECFUB and/or PARKFJB f i l e (see below), and update the record(s) 
as necessary by using the assigned code number. These latter f i l es exist 
to allow the sorting of documents by species and by park.) 

REPCRT/FOBLICATICN YEAR (YYYY): [ ] (Enter full year.) (4) 

ADTBDR(S): 
C ] (60) 
(Use all caps. Enter last name/ first name and middle initial of first or 
only author. Then enter the first name first, etc. of second or more 
authors, as space permits; otherwise, use initials and surname, or et 
al., when necessary.) 

TITLE: (May be 180 (characters (3 x 60) long. Enter complete title. Use 
tab key to move to next line when entering data.) 

1[ ] (60) 

2[ ] (60) 

3[ ] (60) 
(Use all caps. Please avoid breaking wards between lanes.) 
SCCRCE: (May be 180 characters (3 x 60) long. Enter complete source 
material. For a journal, include its name, volume, (issue no.): 
page(s) ;etc. Use tab key to move to next line when entering data.) 
1[ ] (60) 

2[ ] (60) 

3[ ] (60) 
(Use all cape. Please avoid breaking words between lines.) 
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Data_File;_SPECPUB_ fRercrt/Pablication_-_TEX_SDecies^ 

PEPOPayPUBLlcsTICN NOMBER: [ ] (Inter same code number 
as occurs in PUBINFO f i l e (above) for a given document. The record 
of and code far a given publication must already exist in that f i l e 
before corresponding SPECPUB record(s) can be entered.) (6) 

cXMCtr NAME CODE: [ ] (Enter valid assigned code. Consult 
on-line help (H), or oode l i s t . ) (4) 

(Note: When entering this data into the computer you must enter a 
separate record (publication number and name oode) far each TEX species 
to which the document pertains once the screen of this f i l e i s 
displayed.) 
********************************************************************** 

Data_File: JPAKKPUB_ (Park_-jrEX_Species_Publications) 

PARK ALPHA ORG OOOE: [ ] (Enter valid park code. Consult 
on-line help (H), or code list.) (4) 

PEPORT/PuHLECATICN NUMBER: [ ] (Enter same oode number 
as occurs in HXBINFO file (above) for a given document. 
The record of and code for a given publication must already exist in that 
file before corresponding PAPKPUB record(s) can be entered.) (6) 

(Note: Park users can only enter their own park code into this file, so 
other parks to which a given document may pertain must enter their own 
record here. Paxpcnal Office users, however, can enter codes for any 
parks within their purview. In this case, a separate record (park code 
and publication number) must be entered for each park to which the 
document pertains once the screen of this file is displayed.) 
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Supplement 5: The National Register Module 
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The National Register of Historic Places is the official list of the 
Nation's cultural resources worthy of preservation. The National 
Register Module is designed to provide NPS users with a list of National 
Register properties that are included within units of the National Park 
System. Reports can be requested by park, by region, or Servicewide. 
Report options include information on the documentation status of 
properties. 

National Register information for Oommon is extracted from the more 
detailed material contained in a separate computer system - the National 
Register Information System (NRIS). For those interested in more 
complete information about National Register properties (including those 
not in NPS units), use of the NRIS is recommended. Those interested in 
logging onto NRIS should call (202/FES) 343-9559 and ask for the National 
Register bulletin describing access procedures. Direct requests for 
specialized reports for specialized NRIS reports to John Byrne 
(202/FTS)343-2276. 
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